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This presentation on advancing the world revolutionary
movement could also be titled "Breaking With Old Ideas."
First of alland essentially the idea that has to be broken with,
which unfortunately has had a lot of currency in the international communist movement, is the idea that internationalism is something that is extended from the proletariat
\or the people) of one nation to others, to the workers (or
peoples) of other countries. This would correspond to a kind
of literal rendering of "inter-national,"and in fact during the
period when we opened the pages of our paper to discussion
and struggle over the drafts of the New Programme and the
New Constitution of our party, aspart of the processof coming
up with the final version ofthose documents, weprinteda letter from someone who argued that we should junk the term
"internationalism" and call it "world revolutionism" or
something like that, because the writer didn't like even the
implication of "one nation toanother" that could bedrawn by
making a literal rendering of "inter-nationalism."Well, that
writer's suggestion is a bit of a mechanical way of trying to
deal with a problem; proletarian internationalism and
whether or not you really uphold it has come to stand for
something, in fact it is a basic dividing line, and the term is
fine in that sense. But there isapoint that was being gottenat,
even if not quite correctly, in that letter - that is, the
criticism of this view that internationalism is something extended from the workers or the people of one nation to those
of other nations. Such a view actually reduces internationalism to something secondary and subordinate, however
important it may be said to be.
Much has been presented by our party
.
. on how the world
arena is decisive and on the question of how to correctly view
the internal and external factors in this era of imoerialism on the relationship between the processof revolution in a particularcountry and the process of theadvance from the bourgeois epoch to the epoch of communism on a world scale and
how the contradiction and struggle within particular coun-

tries is integrated into that overall process and determined
primarily by its motion and development. Keeping that in
mind we can see even more clearly what the material basis
and the philosophical basis is for a correct understanding of
proletarian internationalism. Certainly it is not mere window
dressing, but beyond that it cannot he treated as something
secondary or subordinate or something extended from the
proletariat of one nation toothers. It really has to be the foundation and starting point for the proletariat in all countries:
the proletariat in advancing the struggle can only advance it
by approaching it, and seeking toadvance i t , on a world level
first of all. This doesn't mean of course that vou trv to make
revolution irrespective of the conditions in different parts of
the world or the conditions within particular countries, but it
means that even in approaching that you proceed from the
point of view of the world arena as most decisive and the
overall interests of the world proletariat as paramount. And
that is not merely a good idea. It has a very material foundation, which has been laid by the system of imperialism.'
Now here I'll just mention something that I have been
wanting to investigate. Maybe others know more about it. It
is something that I think should be looked into. As I understand it, there was a struggle or a disagreement (however it
should be described) between Lenin and lames Connolly,
who wasone of the leading revolutionary lrish figures, oneof
the revolutionary leadersat the time of the Easter Uprising in
Ireland during world War 1. To summarize the difference
very briefly, Connoily more or less viewed internationalism
as the unity extended froma people toother peoples, whereas
Lenin insisted, and correctly, that proletarians do not have a
nation, in the ideological sense. That dofin't mean literally
and materially that they don't live in a particular nation at a
given time. But ideologically they are not representativesof a
nation, and do not have a nation in that sense. They are
representatives of the international proletariat.
This was also sharply focused o n in one of Lenin's
polemics against the bourgeois nationalists, so-called
socialists from the Jewish Bund inside the Russian socialdemocratic movement. Lenin quoted one of them saying,
well, according to the Bolsheviks, when asked what his nationality is, a worker should say, "I'm a social-democrat."
Lenin went on after quoting him, saying this is the acme of
our opportunist's wit, that he thinks this isan exposure of the
Bolsheviks. In other words, Lenin wassaying right on, that is
what you should say, that should be your orientation. And
more than that, it istheacmeof yourwit,andself-exposure,if
you attack that as some sort of a deviation on the part of the
Bolshevik~.~That
didn't mean of course that Lenin denied or
negated the existence of nations, the national question and
the right of self-determination. Quite the contrary - but
what he insistedon was with all that, proletariansareinternationalists. In an ideological sense and in terms of their fundamental point of departure, they are not representatives of
this or that nation. And Connolly's viewpoint, asopposed to
that, was that you should be internationalist but if for example you were Irish, you represented the Irish people and on
that basis you were for unity withall theother oppressedpeo1

pie and the workersof all other nations. Theseare two sharpy opposed viewpoints. And unfortunately I would have to
say, to put it a little provocatively, that since the time of
Lenin'sdeath, Connolly'sviewpoint (if you want todescribe it
that way) and not Lenin's, has prevailed increasingly in the
international communist movement.'
To continue to be provocative, I would say that this was
more or less the viewpoint of Mao: while he fought for proletarian internationalism, and overall you would have to certainly say that hewasa proletarian internationalist, hisviewpoint on what proletarian internationalism is, the viewpoint
that comes throueh
" in his writings
" and suecches. is the viewpoint that we represent the Chinese nation and on that basis
we are for unity with the proletariat and all the other oppressed peoples throughout the world. This differs from the
viewpoint that Lenin fought
. for - that whether in an oppressed nation or in an oppressor nation, from a n ideological
standpoint con~munistsdo not represent natiom4 This deviation certainlydid not begin with Mao. Rather I would put it the
other way around. This is something that Man didn't break
with - a rupture that Mao did not make with what had become overwhelmingly the prevailing view in the international communist movement. In Conquer the World I referred toa
law that was passed in the Soviet Union in 1934 which made
for stiffer penalties, including the death penalty, for actions
betraying the Soviet Union: and in the preamble tothat law, it
is said that defense of the fatherland is the highest duty of a
communist. Now I don't think that hasanvthine
'
" in common
with Lenin's viewpoint, with Leninism on the question of the
fatherland, with internationalism and so on.Lenin repeatedlv insisted, narticularlv with reeard
to theimperialist coun"
tries - and that is where this sort of line takes the most harmful form - Lenin insisted that in those countries the fatherland isa dead issue, because the national auestionand the national liberation struggle is a dead issue in the advanced
capitalist countries. He was also careful to say that phenomena in the world are not "pure"or absolute, and even in
speaking of Europe, for example, he cited the Irish question
ureciselv as an example of where there was still a national
question in Western Europe. But taking not the exception but
the rule, in other words the main aspect of the situation and
not secondary aspects in opposition to the essence, he said
that in western Europe (and in the U.S. where there is also
the national auestion, particularly for Black peopleas
. . wellas
for others) on the whole the national question is over and
done with. Therefore the question of the fatherland, of the
defense of the fatherland and so on, was not the point on the
historical agenda in these countries,
But even for those countries where it is on the agenda,
and where politically i t is necessary to not only. wage
- but to
strive to lead the struggle for national liberation, there is still
the nuestion oforientationand~ointofdeoarture whether or
not your orientation and point of departure is that you are a
representative of the nation or the representative of the
international vroletariat. Toextend thisa little bit. or to out it
in somewhat geometric terms, I would say that youare better
off as a communist going more horizontally than vertically.

By that I mean you're better off seeking your links and your
identification with the proletariansand theoppressed masses
all over the world in the contemporary era than you are seeking your roots and identification going back decades, or even
hundreds or thousands of years, within your o w n nation.
That is not to sav that you should ignore the concrete conditions or the history and historical development of the nation
that vou are ohiectivelv a cart of. But in terms of what your
orientation is your identification should be with the i n t e r n a ~
tlundl priik~t.i-'i,ii
oftIn'i.~nten'ipurar?vr,i :nul y ~ u r c i n p h ; i 5 1 >
,huulJ hi., un 1n'f;u t ilia1 this is J rudicallv Jiiieri'iit i ~ t dnd
l
that the proletarian revolution is a radically different revolution than all previous ones - or to paraphrase Marx and
Engels, this revolution representsa radical rupture, both materially a n d ideologically, with anything previous.
Why raise this? Well, you know, it's a problem. It has
been a problem in the international communist movement.
For example, here in France, I mean, when a Marxist-Leninist force emerees
savs"fnck the French Revolu" which clearlv"
tion of 1789and that whole tradition, that's the first thing that
w e w a n t to havenothing more t o d o w i t h , that'sin thepast,"it
will b e a tremendous lean forward for the Marxist-Leninist
movement in France. In my observations, one of the biggest
millstones around the neck of any attempted MarxistLeninist formation in France is that they all think that thereis
this great "left" tradition in France, a n d they go around wearing it - even those w h o may refer to it cynically on the one
hand still believe it and follow in its path on the other. It is a
big millstone. Because in fact that's a bourgeois, at best a
bourgeois"left,"traditionin the present era - it isstill within
the hounds of bourgeois democracy. As far a s bourgeois
revolutions s" o. . the French Revolution was fine: it was the
most thorough one, I suppose, that w e know of. It was not
totally accidental that the Bolsheviks, for example, borrowed
certain analogies from this French Revolution, even sometimes took on pseudonyms from it, used analogies to the
Jacohins and this a n d that. I t was a very thoroughgoing
revolution for itsera. But that's crecisely. the .
point. And I was
reading, just this morning actually, a n article where Lenin

' .
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And it w a s s o refreshing, especially after having been here for
a while, even a s a n observer. Souvarine isattacking" Lenin for
his stand of revolutionary defeatism and throwing u p all
kinds of opportunist, ~ a u ~ s k ~ i t earguments
- t ~ ~ e toobscure
the issue and raising the history of France and of the French
Revolution and the democratic a n d even revolutionary traditions of France - insisting that all this cannot possibly be
compared to Germany and s o o n and so forth. And Lenin just
bluntly says, look, this war has got nothing to d o with the
France of the end of theeighteenth
century, thisisimperialist
"
France that's waging this war. That epoch is over and done
with. Let the dead burv their dead, a s Marx said in another
context.5
So, you see, this is not just some sort of academic question, but right down to today this confusion of nationalism
with internationalism - a n d specifically the stand of beinga

"communist inheritor"of the hest traditionsof the nationand
the best representative of its true interests - continues to
plague the international communist movement and MarxistLeninists in a number of countries. Of course w e shouldn't
one-sidedly negate the past or even one-sidedly cut ourselves
off from the past, but there i s a radical rupture involved. We
are not the continuators of the previous revolutions of the
previouseras. That isnot what wecommunistsare, that isnot
what the proletarian revolution is. In the U.S. w e had o n e of
the more grotesque [if not the most grotesque, at least one of
the most grotesque) and internationally famous examples of
this in the leadership of Earl Browder of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), w h o coined the slogan "Communism is
twentieth century Americanism." [laughter) And it's easy to
laugh at that because this is in fact extremely crude a n d
grotesque. And to this day the C P in the U.S. has bookstores
which bear the name "Jefferson Bookstore" and so on. Earl
Browder is gone and the CPUSA is today worse than they
were even then. But they've always done that, you know.
Since the mid-'30s on. Since the time of the Dimitrov r e p ~ r t . ~
Those tendencies which iilrfadv existed inside the CPUSA
were given a tremendous boost and have been dominant ever
since then without exception; when Earl Browder was in
power and after he was thrown out by thecornintern and the
leadership of the CPUSA, that line remained.
But it's not just the CPUSA. I remember someone telling
m e thev came to France rieht
" after World War 2, and Thorez,
the head of the French C P at the time, gave a speech about
why i t was that they were the upholders of the traditions, the
great revolutionary traditions, of the French nation a n d w h y
they could still say "Vivela repub/ique."And thenThorezadded,
of course that doesn't mean that the British comrades can say,
"God save the Queen."
Well why not? It seems to me that
what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. I mean if
the Frenchcomradescansay "Vivelarepublique,"then I thinkit's
only fair that their comrades of the British Communist Party
should he able to s a'v "God save the Oueen."
After all, they'd
said almost everything else anyway by that time. [laughter}
The British CP was proud to boa-st that it had gotten there first
when Khrushchev announced peaceful transition, that it
already had that a s a policy
.
. for a number of years before that.
H i l t in rrturii to the tri.'n.h C P a n J this whole vii.'\\'p<iinI
.;Ih c i n-~ a.
"an i!ithe- i;ri.-($1 tr,niitioti . i f [hi.' t ~ i t m n<it tin* ll?re
Lachaise Cemetery in Paris there'sa whole corner that's been
bought by the CP, Unfortunately it rings the Wall of theCommunards, which the CP has sort of appropriated - it has
bought u p all the land in the cemetery right around the Wall
of the cornmunards (the wall where the last defenders of the
Commune were slaughtered!. Well thereare thesedisgusting
monuments on different graves, for example the monuments
to two soldiers who died a s cart of a French regiment
in the
"
Spanish Civil War - their graves are side by side a n d the C P
has erected gravestones with the inscriptions, "here's the o n e
w h o believed in God, here's the one who didn't." The only
thing is you're not sure which one is t h e C P member. But, o n e
of them was a CP member and one of them wasn't, one of
them believed in God and one didn't, and they are lying side
~~~~~~
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by side because they fought shoulder to shoulder in the
Spanish Civil War. Well, it's not that everybody who fought
in the Spanish Civil War should have been an atheist or a
communist. But theCPisgoingout of its way tomakeapoint
out of this, and if you see i t in its context here, it's all part of
"they died so that France can live." And over the graves of
open CP members - even Central Committee members of
the French Communist Party - are monuments with slogans
about how they died for the French nation, for the glory of
France, and so on. It's all part of a piece there, it's the great
continuing tradition of the great French nation and its
republic - thisis what's beingupheld. Now theseare perhaps
some of the more crudeand grotesque expressions01 this: soand-so member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the French CP, who fought to preserve the independence of France during World War 2 and peace and
liberty - you have to go read it to see how thoroughly revisionist it is. Unfortunately, thisdidn't begin withGeorge Marchais (thecurrent head of the French CPI and won't end with
him. Similarly in the U.S. this sort of thing did not begin and
end with Earl Browder, but was a consistent thread going
back to the mid-'30s. and after Browder wasgotten rid of it remained a consistent thread. Even if it wasn't always quite so
crudely expressed as in the slogan, "Communism is twentieth
century Americanisn~,"
that has been the line,
1 remember one time being interviewed by a reporter
who considered himself to be, and I guess in a certain way
was, sympathetic. He hadobviously beenaround theCP, and
he kept feeding me what he thought were fat lines like, "your
party, it is sort of an American party, sort of rooted in the soil
of America, isn't it?" And I'd say, "no." Well, it went on like
this, back and forth, and finally he just got explicit and said,
"Well,listen, what I'm trying toget at is that youarean American phenomenon. That's what I'm trying to get you to say."
And I replied, "I know that, and that's what I'm not going to
id? H u t rememnrr ~ln'iduy \\,I> nli)rr ~ ) rIc-ia iynipathetic
Hi',l hi','!) liround thei-1.i CP:in.l hi'thuiii'hl th~sua'ihelpfu.
He thought these were big, fat lobs (asin baseball), he thought
he was pitching you these nice fat pitches, so you could,
WHISH!!, get somegood hits. But it wasn't what we wanted to
say. From his experience, that's what he thought we would
want to say, because he'd been around the old CP and that's
what they do want to say, and that's what they do say. That's
what they have said for nearly fifty years. And when they
said "Communism is twentieth century Americanism," unfortunately as a self-description it was true. What they were
presenting as communism was twentieth century Americanism, i.e., imperialism. That's what they had become an appendage uf and apologist for. The worst expressions of this
are going to naturally be in the imperialist countries, whose
role in relation to the national question is to be theoppressors
of other nations.
Naturally the attempt to be patriotic, to be the best upholders of the nation and so on is aoing
. .to take its most grotesque and harmful form in these imperialist countries. But,
as an ideoloeical
stand, as a point of departure, it's still not
"
correct for communists of any nation, even i f in some ways it

is not as harmful in those countries where the national question is on the aeenda
as opposed
to those advanced and caei..
talist countries where it is not on the agenda. Still, in the oppressed nations, over time and particularly if the revolution
does succeed in advancing
the first stage and into the
- beyond
.
socialist stage - beyond national liberation and the newdemocratic staee of revolution to the staee of socialisn~- this
kind of outlook will more and more come into contradiction
with the need to further advance the revolution and will
place limitations on the ability of those leading it to guide the
revolution forward in unity with the overall struggle of the
international proletariat - to advance it as part of, and a
subordinate part of, the world revolutionary movement. It's
one thing to say that we have to practice internationalism.
But merely the desire to uphold and apply proletarian
internationalism is not enough to actually do so. It is
necessary, again, to understand from a materialist and a
dialectical standpoint, both the material and philosophical
basis for why things have to beapproached
first of all andasa
..
p i n t of departurefrom the world arena; and asan ideological
reflection of that, why communists are, in termsof their basic
stand and point of departure, representatives of the international proletariat and not representatives of any nation or
even of the workers of that particular nation (which is also
another variant of how this nationalist deviation can express
itself). It can express itself as, we are the representatives of
the American or British or French or Chinese or Egyptian
workers, what have you - you can just fill in the blank. But
even if it's given a "class content" in this way, it is still a nationalist deviation.
So this is a crucial point on what it means to erase
. both
the material basisand the philosophical basis for the fact that
the world arena is the decisivearena and it has to be the startn g point, the point of departure for the international proletariat. And I'll talk more about some of the concrete, including organizational, expressionsand implications of thisat the
end of this presentation. But I want to begin
. with that as a
cornerstone for what follows. This is not simply rehashing
old orincieles; unfortunatelv,
. . to ~ a r a.e h r a s eLenin, it is necessary todoa certain amount of excavation to bring back to life,
to rescue and revive basic principles of Marxism-Leninism
which have been to a large degree buried, distorted or altogether discarded in the international communist movement
for some time now, and increasingly following the time of
Lenin's death.
~~

~
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The International
United Front
Now this brin&susni-'xttdthet~iii.-ttiun
that nas.ilsc heen
a hid
-.pan i^t the ht!rit,ii'i: t h d t I think w e d r r - i i l l r a n of dnJ i n
particular a big part
the general body of knowledge and
general approach of the Marxist-Leninist movement that
arose in opposition to modern revisionism in the 1960s. And

of
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that is thequestion oftheunited front. Actually this has been,
in various forms, a part of the political arsenal, for good or
bad, of the international communist movement even before
the 19605, going back for quite some time. A watershed,
which I'll he looking at from different angles, is the united
front against fascism and the whole line of the Seventh World
Congress of the Comintern. But I think we have to approach
this from an historical perspectiveandalso lookat it in light of
present-day conditions to understand this question of the
united front in general and the role of the united front against
fascism line more specifically.
In The Foundations ofLeninism Stalin puts forth a general
formulation which is correct, even if i t contains certain erroneous tendencies in the direction of saying that the victory
of the October Revolution in Russia has changed everything,
in sort of a mechanical way, and along with that, perhaps you
could say it makes the existence of the Soviet Union toomuch
of a linchpin in terms of the alliance between the proletariat
in the West and the oppressed peoples of the East. Nevertheless, even with those shortcomings I think this basic formulation that he puts out in his Foundations ofLeninism is correct:
"Hence the third conclusion: that under imperialism wars
cannot be averted, and that a coalition between the proletarian revolution in Europe and the colonial revolution in
the East in a united world front of revolution against the
world front of imperialism is inevitable."7Now I think it's important to note his formulation here, that the "coalition between the proletarian revolution in Europe and the colonial
revolution in the East in a united world front of revolution
against the world front of imperialism is inevitable." I think
therearea number of carts to this formulation that are important, not just the united world front, hut a united front of
revolution. In other words, what is thecontent that's being put
forward for this united front? What is itsobjective, what isits
content? It is revolution, not peace and so on and so forth.
And it is directed "against the world front of imperialism." In
other words, it isdirected against not this or that major imperialist power, but against the world front of imperialism.
Then again, in thechapteron the national question, he makes
the following statement: "the interests of the proletarian
movement in the developed countries and of the national
liberation movement in the colonies call for the union of
these two forms of the revolutionary movement into a common front against thecommon enemy, against imperialism."a
Stalin then goes on to talk about how this is impossible "unless
the proletariat of the oppressor nations renders direct and
determined support
. . to the liberation movement of the ODpressed peoplesagainst the imperialism of its'own country,' "
and then he savs that. "unless this sloean
is imulemented, the
"
union and collaboration of nations within a single world
economic system, which is the material basis for the victory
of world socialism, cannot be brought a h o ~ t . " ~
Hereit should he pointedout that the reference toasingle
world economic system as a material basis for the victory of
world socialism, while not wrong in itself, is tied in with the
idea that the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is the living
prototype of the future union of peoples in a single world
Revolution /Spring 1984

economic system. Now, I don't think thisisessentially a question of chauvinism; this was also Lenin's viewpoint at that
time, and the prevailing viewpoint in the international communist movement - they expected the victory of the world
revolution a lot faster than, unfortunately, it has come. Even
though by 1924 it wasalready clear that there was going to he
a temporary lull, they expected it to he perhaps briefer than
it's been. And they thought that they had created, even
materially, the center of the future world socialist system, to
which other socialist republics would be adjoined - not
dominated by, but would come into (exactly what he says)
free union with it. Now, if it had been the case that in the next
decade or so the front of imperialism had been breached in
many different places and basically, to use a much misused
phrase, the balance of forces in the world had gone over to a
situation where socialism was dominant in the world, then
this kind of view would not have been carticularlv wrong. So
what I want to emphasize here is not so much that this view
contained some mistaken notions hut that it was clung to all
the way through the next war and has been perpetuated
in
. .
even worse form of course by the revisionistsin power heginning with Khrushchev - theview that the Soviet Union is the
center of all future develocment toward socialism, not only
ideologically, which would be had enough under present conditions, hut literally materially. But with all this, the basic
position put forward by Stalin in The Foundations ofLeninism
- the common front against imperialism, the linking of the
nroletarian movement in thedevelooed countriesand the n a ~
tonal liberation movement in the colonies into a common
front against a common enemy, which is imperialism - is a
basically correct formulation and basically correct strategic
analysis of the general objectives and general alignment of
forces in the era of imperialism and proletarian revolution.

-

The United Front Against Fascism Line
Now, as we know, this is not the beginning and the endof
h e question of the united front. Nor is this the only approach
that has been taken to the united front since that time. The
first major departure from this orientation, in terms of the
major strategic orientation of the international communist
movement, came in the united front against fascism in the
middle 1930s. And this waspart of, and in fact subordinate to,
i n overall international line and foreign policy of the Soviet
Union which was then, to he blunt, foisted upon the international communist movement as an alleged strategy
. . or tactic
i the s t r u c k ' ul i h ~pr.ili.'tariiii
i i t tli:n ["irn~uliir~ I I I I V 111
. ~ \ ~
C'< W I I C ~ I I L1V
, rI.11 m.1.1, i n e ~in! n l i ~ : l I~i h ~ n h ~r v~1111.
portant point, that this whole united front against fascism
strategykas very much linked up with the preoccupation of
the Soviet Union with the European theater. In other words,
this was overwhelmingly a strategy and an orientation dictated hv the Soviet Union's concern with the situation in
Europe. It was also, to continue being blunt, a Eurocentric,
chauvinist outlook to begin with, which openly appealed to

bourgeois-democratic prejudices and Eurocentric chauvinism among the workers and the communists within Europe,
in particular Western Europe. Because i t was in Western
Europe where capitalism was the most developed, where the
colonial powers were centered, where imperialism had the
greatest strength, and where it wasable even in the midst of
the 1930s ~ e p r e s s i o nto make moreconcessions. If the people
in theimperialist countriessuffered in the Depression, which
they did, you only have to think what the situation was like
for the people w h o were not in the imperialist countries, w h o
were in the colonial countries and the countries dominated
by imperialism. And the Comintern made arguments in defending the position of theseventh Congress, theunited front
against fascism line. which were blatant deviations from the
Leninist position on defense of the fatherland.
We renrinted some of theseanotes - thev're reallv rather
remarkable - in this pamphlet in which we said a word on
behalf of national nihifism,the pamphlet "You Can't Beat The
Enemy While Raising His Flag." There are some Quotes in
there from the Comintern in the late'30s on how the workers'
viewpoint toward the fatherland is and should be different
now than it was at the time of World War 1. Basically their
argument was that at the time of World War 1 the workers
really had n o stake in the nation, they were on the outside
looking in, they were without any rights, they were totally
impoverished, and so on and so forth, and therefore they had
a very bitter hatred for the whole situation. I t is almost implied that Lenin's stand during World War 1 was sort of a subiective o n e which corresponded to the subjective bitter feeling of the workers then - they don't directly criticize Lenin,
of course, but the sum total of what comes through is that
there was this subjective hitter feeling on the part of the
workers and this led them to have a sort of nihilist position
towards the nation. What they're actually describing, the
position and sentiments of the workers who did not rally to
the defense of the fatherland in World War 1, corresponds in
fact to what Marx and Engels said about the proletariat in the
Communist Manifesto, that behind everv institution thev see
nothing but the pretenses and interests of the bourgeoisie. '"
These were workers w h o had n o stake in the imperialism of
their fatherlands, and therefore it was possible to rally them
against the fatherland. But then the Comintern went on to
[alk about how the workers in the imperialist countriesin the
1930s had w o n trade unions, won certain other basic rights
i n d s o o n , a n d s o n o w they haveastakein t h e f u t u r e o f t h e n a i o n , and therefore, a stake in defending i t . This argument
was not to any. degree
more sophisticated than the way I'm
.
=resenting it right now. And our party, in the course of doing
inme investigation
on this ~ u c s t i o ndiscovered
,
these auotes
"
which are rather remarkable.
In Conquer the World1 posed thisasaquestion but here I'll
phrase it more strongly:
. . I think what was beine done bv the
2omintern then was a n attempt to rally that section of the
workers w h o were more bourgeoisified a n d , even in the
midst of the 1930s Depression, still maintained a lot of the
wurgeois-democratic prejudicesand a longing for a morepri~ilegedposition based on the historical position of their coun-
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tries as imperialist exploitersand plunderers. I t w a s a call to
them to rally to the defenseof the fatherland, not based on ignorance on the part of the leaders of the Comintern and
Soviet Union a s to what the Leninist position was - a n d not
based on ignoranceas to whether or not these countries were
really. imperialist,
but based frankly on the narrow nation.
alist, narrowly-defined needsof the Soviet state. T h e proof of
thisis that from the period when the war brokeout in Sentember 1939, with the events in Poland being the spark, u p until
the time when the Soviet Union wasattackedand entered the
war in 1941, the Comintern all of a sudden rediscovered the
Leninist position on imperialist war. Here, for example, are
some excerpts from a letter the Comintern leadership wrote
to the French Communist Party, which certainlvneeded a letter written to it combating its deviations from Leninism and
itstendencies already todefend the fatherland. But this letter
could stand as a refutation by the Comintern of its o w n position both in the period beforeand then after the brief interval
of 1939 to 1941. T h e letter says, "This war i s a continuation of
many. years
of in~perialist rivalry in the capitalist camp."
.
Notice there's n o distinctions between one capitalist [or o n e
side1 or the other. "The three richest states. England,
France.
"
and the United States, assert their domination over the great
routes and markets of the world. They have seized t h e p r i n cipal sourcesof raw materials. They have in their handsgreat
economic resources. They keep more than half of the human
race in a state of s u b,i uu~ a t i o n . " This
~ ' doesn't sound like the
Comintern's description of these three states before and afterwards - "peace, love, and democracy." T h e letter continues
on these states: "They
. disguise
- their exploitation of workers
and oppressed people behind a false mask of democracy in
order to deceive the masses more easily."
Here is the Leninist viewpoint, that when looking at a
war, you have tolook not just at what happened theday or the
year or even just a few years before the w a r broke out, you
have to look at the whole train of development, sometimes
over decades, of which the war is a continuation. Here, all of
a sudden, this position is rediscovered and is used to criticize
the French Communist Party which deserved criticismalong
these lines. But, unfortunately, o n e has to ask whether this
criticism was beine" made on the basisof orincioleor whether
it conformed [which is my. opinion)
to a particular turn of
.
eventsand the particular tacticsof the Soviet Union in pursuing its own national interests at that point. If you examine
what was said and done, both beforeand after this brief interval. it becomes undeniablv clear that the latter was the case.
This takes us back to the point that the united front against
fascism was based to a large degree on rallying Eurocentric
chauvinism. As I said, the Comintern's letter criticizine
" the
French Communist Party stands as a criticism of the Comintern itself, that is, its united front against fascism line. Look
what the letter says about England, France a n d the U.S.
These are not the fascist states, they are the democratic nonbelligerent states - a s they were defined before the w a r
broke out a n d again later during the period when the Soviet
Union was in the war. "They have seized the principal
sources of raw materials" and so on; "they keep" - they,

England, France a n d the U.S. - "keep more than half of the
human race in a state of subjugation." And they use this
democracy as a disguise and a mask in order tocarry this out.
AH this, of course, was (and is) perfectly true. And a s I
pointed out previously, inconquerthe World, if you were togo
intoIndiaat that time, for example, andargue with thepeople
there w h o wcre the least bit conscious of their own oppression a n d its source, a n d you were to make this big strongcase
about how much more terrible it would be if ,
laoan
. were to
take over, this would probably not get over so well. O r i f you
went into parts of Africa that were colonized by the British or
the French andargued, "Oh, if Germany, if those fascists w h o
even defileand despoil German culture"(this isanother argument made by the Comintern - they don't even speak the
real German language, these fascists, you know, not the good
German of Schiller a n d Goethe - this was the kind of stuff
that was passed off as communist analysis), "well these German fascists, they don't even speak good German, and if they
come in here, as opposed to the British, or the French, why
you canjust see how much more terrible everything isgoing
to be" - if you said things like that to such victims of
"democratic" colonial oppression, then a s Lenin once said,
you should hope that they havea law against people laughing
in public places, because otherwise you would be killed by
laughter. Can you imagine trying to convince people in India
how much worse .
lapanese
imperialism would be for them,
.
given the whole history of British imperialism? And on and
on a n d on. O r in China for that matter? It is true that in China
it was correct to line u p forces to fight against Japanese imperialism. But that had to d o with the particular situation there
and not because Tapanese imperialism was some completely

d o much more with the alignment of the forces a n d the contradictions anlong the imperialists, and the possibilities for
taking advantage of certain contradictions to advance the
revolutionary struggle, so long a s initiative and independence was maintained by the communist vanguard,
which it was. But to argue on the level that i t would be so
much worse in China, or in India, Burma, or what have you,
or Egypt, or North Africa, if the Japanese or the Germans or
the Italians were to take over would in fact b e ludicrous.
T h e fact is that thisargument wasgeared not tothosepeopie, but to the sections of the more bourgeoisified workers in
Europe and communists there w h o were encouraged, were
led, topitch themselvespolitically (and ideologically) to these
workers. Beyond that, if we lookat Stalin'sspeech concerning
the Soviet constitution of 193bL2it can b e seen that broad,
democratic strata, that is petty-bourgeoisand even bourgeois
strata, were being appealed to in these certain imperialist
countries to unite with the Soviet Union on the basis that it
was for democracy a n d that the threat in the world was the
threat of democracy being wiped out and civilization being
hurled back decades or centuries if fascist barbarism were to
win out. In fact, there have been some studies that have done
much to disprove this whole notion. 0ne"revisionist" British
scholar (this doesn't mean revisionist in the Marxist-Leninist
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sense, but revisionist in that they revise the standard concevi o n s of history) has made the rather brash statement (sometimes I euesstheBritishi~noerialistsareaood
for this1 that the
"
only thing wrong with Hitler from a political and diplomatic
point of view was that he was German. In other words, if w e
reinterpret somewhat to get the essence of what he was saying,
- Hitler was just another imperialist statesman w h o happened to conform to and represent the needs and interests of
German imoerialism a t a certain oarticulariuncture. "
aiven its
situation particularly coming- out of World War 1 and throuah
.
the period leading up to World War 2 . Theanalysis that's been
done for America in Decline reveals that what Hitler and those
around him were after in World War 2 (Charlie Chaplin
moviesaside where, you know, Hitlersgot thisglobeandhe's
dancingu around with i t . "this is my lovely world"and so on all that aside) was not taking over the whole world in sort of
this classless and nonmaterialist sense." Hitler was actually
attempting to achieve more or less what Germany had tried
to achieve in World War 1 and had come close to achieving
before it was defeated.
When Lenin was wagingpolemics in the middleuf World
War 1 against Kautsky - whoa11 ofasudden shifted gearsand
cameout in defense of a "peace without annexations" - Lenin
wasquick topoint out that it was very easy for Kautsky tosay
this because Germany had by then done much better in this
war than anyone had expected. I t had won somecoloniesand
occupied a fair amount of its enemies' territory. So here were
the German imperialists saying to the other imperialists (and
Lenin was very. explicit
on this) that they would -give back
.
parts of France and Belgium and so on in exchange for this
and that colonv. And in fact their obiective was not. in World
War 1, nor for that matter in World War 2. to colonize the rest
i f Europe and to reduce the other European countries to a
state of barbarism and tutelage under Germany and so on.
Of course, a victoriousGermany would have reorganized
those countries on German imperialist terms, with German
imperialism in the top world position. That's what always
happens when imperialists win wars. They don't win a war
and then out thines back on the basis thev were before the
war, or reorganize them on the basisof equality. Of course the
victors take most of the spoils. That's the laws of the game.
But nevertheless their objective strategically (in World War 2
as well as World War 1) was not to colonize these areas in
Europe and then turn them into German vassals and reduce
the people to a state of slavery and barbarism and so on. Their
objective was more or less to win hack the colonies that they
had almost wonand that they weredeorived of in World War 1
in Africa and other parts of the Middle East, and to make certain inroads into the Balkans and parts of Eastern Europe, although this could not be achieved without decisive military
victory in the European theater - a redistribution of power
among the imperialists, who were largely centered in
Europe. This is what their objective was, and Hitler was a n
extreme expression of German imperialist interests when
German imperialism was in an extreme position. Lenin
pointed out at the end of World War 1 that Germany's position was a desperate one. This becomes obvious by looking
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even superficially at history. There's a kind of irony here,
becauseaftera certain point, mistakenly in my opinion, even
Lenin (and certainly leaders after him) tried to get the German communists to become a part of the struggle against the
conditions imposed on Germany by the Versailles Treaty a t
the conclusion of World War 1. And if you want to be a little
bit nasty and provocative you could say that the communists
kept calling for a struggle against the Versailles Treaty and
then they were finally successful: in 1933 Germany tore up
the Versailles Treaty and then w e saw what happened.
This shows you the limitations and shortcomings of that
sort of approach. Of course the comn~unistswere unsuccessful; actually the irony is that insofar as they made an attempt (and unfortunately they did make some attempts) at
implementing this approach, the communists were not successful in rivaling the bourgeoisie and in particular the extreme, open parties of reaction, including the Nazis, they
were not successful in rivaling them for the national banner
of the trampled-upon German imperialist nation. That hanner rightfully went to the bourgeoisie and in the conditions
of Germany the bourseoisie brouaht
forward its most open
"
reactionary representatives and instituted a n open reactionary dictatorship and took extreme measures because its
necessity was extreme. In the face of this, materialist
analysis a n d materialist dialectics were thrown out in the
adoption and application of the united front against fascism
line. Again, this line was sold to people in those countries,
such asBritain, France, and the United States - whichdidin
fact have more than half the human raceinastateof subjugation, and which even in the middle of a depression (and
before that depression in a much greater way and even during it to some degree) continued to give certain droppings
from these spoils to the sections of the working class and to
thp intermediate strata in these imoerialist countries. These
strata were granted a relatively privileged position, certainly
in relationship to the world proletariat as a whole and to the
masses of people in the world. And it was to these more
bourgeoisified workers, those w h o now had a stake in the
fatherland, as the Comintern openly expressed i t , and to the
intermediateand even some bourgeois strata, that theappeal
..
of the united front against fascism was made and to whom it
was geared. That's w h y I say that it was a Eurocentric and
social-chauvinist appeal that, frankly, sought to rally people,
including even sections of the bourgeoisie, in the "have" imperialist countries to fight to remain in that position and to
keep the "have-not" imperialists from taking i t away from
them. This is the essence of the Soviet policy and the united
front against fascism - which has to be viewed, in mv. ooin.
ion, as a n extension of Soviet international line and foreign
policy; that's what the essence of it came down to.
Now a lot of arguments were advanced, first as to w h y it
was correct to single out the fascist states. But it's interesting,
and ironic, that even from the point of view of the Soviet
Union there are certain glaring inconsistencies that punch
holes in the arguments that were made to justify this
strategy. For example i t is very striking and remarkable that
many revolutionaries can be really good on a lot of questions,
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but when you get to this question of World War 2 and
fascism, they start sounding like ordinary liberals. This goes
to show you the powerful role of the superstructure a n d of
consciousness: all of us have been trained, including by the
communist movement, to think nonmaterialistically a n d to
think metaphysically and with an idealist approach to this
question - a n d i t isnecessary t o m a k e a radical break with i t .
All of a sudden it's not a question of imperialism - this war
and all the buildup to it was not the continuation of the very
policies of plunder on both sides that were described by the
Comintern itself at a certain interlude - instead it's the
desire of some madmen and some evil people to take away
everybody's democratic rights and conquer the world and
enslave it, as if oppressed people and nations were already
free. People have been trained in that outlook and it dies very
hard. The line is that there were these fascist states that were
out to conquer the world and a n inevitable part of their particular essence was that they had an inveterate hatred for the
Soviet Union a s a land of socialism (as i f that wasn't true of all
imperialism), such a n inveterate hatred that they just had to
see it extinguished. But even if you look at i t from that point
of view. how do you explain the fact that Japanese imperialism was, for most of World War 2, not at war with the Soviet
Union - until thevery end of the war when the Soviet Union
declared war on Japan? If it is some innate characteristic of
these fascists that they had to extinguish the Soviet Union at
all costs, why was i t that Japanese imperialism (part of the
fascist Axis) came to terms with the Soviet Union, after very
brief skirmishesat the beginning, a n d during most of the war
was not at war with the Soviet Union?
In fact, that can be easily explained, but it's explained on
the basisof the particular interests and needsof Japanese imperialism, and not by some classless and nonmaterialist
theory of fascism. And the differences between ItalyIGermany, ItalyIJapan, JapanIGermany - all within the same
bloc - as well a s thedifferences within the other bloc, are all
understandable from the point of view of Lenin's analysis of
imperialism, from the point of view of materialist dialectics.
But they are not explainable by the approach that was taken
with the antifascist united front. To cite a more recent expression ofthis, I was recently readingapamphlet by a group
of people w h o have broken off from the Communist Pqrty of
Turkey, Marxist-Leninist, and have joined u p with a strange
variety of opportunists in Germany and Austria, sort of the
dogmato-revisionist kind. They a r e very strongly against the
"three worlds tbeory"of the Chinese revisionists and they are
very strongly against any notion that there's any difference
among any of the imperialists, even in terms of the role they
play in the world. In other words, they are willing to argue
that German imperialism could just aseasily b e the force that
starts the w a r a s U.S. or Soviet imperialism, that any of the
imperialist statescould b e the one to pull everybody together
and start a war. This may sound very "left,"but it is not. Yet,
at the same time, they sum u p the reasons w h y it was correct
to have thisantifascist united front policy a n d to line u p with
certain states against the others as was done under Stalin's
leadership, because they go down the line defending Stalin.
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Wherever Mao and Stalin disagreed they think Mao was
wrong and wherever he criticized Stalin, Mao was wrong,
not Stalin. So they have to explain this phenomenon of
Stalin's united front with "democratic" imperialism in World
War 2 . They attack Mao for seeking to build an anti-Soviet
united front in the early '70s - but what about what Stalin
did around World War 27 That was different, vou see. and
they give a number of reasons which are basically regurgitatioisif the reasons that were given at the time forwhy i t h a s
okav. One of them is that there wasa powerful socialist country, the Soviet Union, capable of leading this antifascist
united front.
Well, a couple of things
- have to be said about that. To
start with, the question of leading, as presented in this argument. is sort of a contentless and classless concept. I mean,
what does that mean, to say "leading it"? That begs the question. First of all you have to say whether this policy iscorrect
and whether anybody should lead it, then you can argue
about whether there was somebody. capable
of leading it. So
.
this argument about leadership is a tautological argument on
one level that vou can dismiss as such. But then the other
question - what really is being gotten at - is the question of
whether there was a force, as represented by the Soviet
Union, capable through exercising" such leadership of actually causing the imperialists with which it was seeking alliance
and did have alliance to act in some wav that would not be
reactionary or not he imperialist, at least in its principal
aspect, during the period of that alliance. In other words,
even if it couldn't change their nature overall could it cause
them at least in that period of time to act in a way which was
principally not the extension of imperialist politics and economics but somehow .
progressive
and contributing.to the
eventual complete defeat of imperialism? That's the real areument that has to be made. And I don't think on examining
"
the concrete relationship of forcesand the concrete facts and
the actual course and outcome of the whole period leading
up to and through World War 2 that you can argue that this
occurred. 1 think that it is rather clear, and has to be summed
up, that throughout the entire period the principal aspect
t h e overwhelming- aspect1
. and the essence of what these
"democratic" imperialists were doing was pursuing imperialist interests hv
~'imnerialist means as a continuation of what
they had been doing before the war. This remained true
throughout the entire period when the Soviet Union was
seeking and entered into alliance with them.'&To justify the
kind of all-encompassing alliance that was built with the
"democratic" imperialist states in World War 2, you would
have to show that even without changing their nature i t was
possible to change the essence of the actions of these imperialists for a certain period. But that did not happen, and in
fact it is not the case that it was possible to do so. There
weren't the means at hand to change the basic character of
even the actions of these imperialists - that is, to change
them into actions which would be principally progressive,
viewed in terms of objective content and objective effect.
Theonly way toargue that this waspossible(and that it hap~~
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pened] is to state the flattest tautology - that their actions

were principally progressive because they were allied with
the Soviet Union against
its main enemy - which is not only
tautological but is based on the same fundamental error as
Soviet rxilicv overall in that weriod: subordinating the interests
of the world revolution to the defense of the Soviet Union.
Another argument is that it was only the fascist states
that were instigating war at that time, whereas the other
states were taking a nonaggressive posture. Sometimes the
more "left"version of this is that the nonfascist imperialists,
at Munich and so on, were
as reoresented bv the aereements
"
egging on the fascist states to go against the Soviet Union, but
still it was the fascist Axis that was really responsible for the
war. Therefore it was correct, for example, to have collective
security agreements and to unite in a certain way with the
other imperialists, because they too, for their own interests
and reasons, did not want a war. Well, this again
- doesn't hold
water from the point of view of Marxism-Leninism. And 1
think this areument
also links UD with the Eurocentric view"
point that I was criticizing earlier. One of the things that
Lenin hit on over and over again during the course of World
War 1 was precisely the European chauvinist approach to the
whole question, which says that a war is not really a war
unless there is devastation and death that touches Europeans
in a significant way. I'm looking for an article - but I'll just
paraphrase it since I can't seem to find it: Lenin says that we
Europeans are often fond of forgetting that colonial wars are
also wars. And he goes on to criticize the whole viewpoint
that if no Europeansare killed, well, then it'snot really a war,
that a war is when we Europeans get hurt or get killed.15
[This is, unfortunately, an all too frequent and current viewpoint down to today.) It's not too hard to understand that this
is part of the whole European chauvinist, pro-imperialist
viewpoint that seeks to preserve a privileged position and
says that as long as we Europeans stay out of it, then it's not
anything to really worry about.'=
Lenin's polemic against this was part of his whole argument against the "who fired the first shot"sort of reasoning.
He exposed that as an irrelevant stupidity; he insisted that
you have to look at the whole history of what led up to this
war (World War I ) , and that, he said, is the conquest and
plundering of colonies by all the imperialists. That's what
this war is essentially and is mainly being fought over. It's irrelevant which one of them instigated or immediately started
the war. In fact at one point, I believe (in an article I don't
seem to beable to find), Lenin even says theGermans started
the war, but then he immediately follows that up with the
profound question: "So what?" That's his whole stand: who
cares who "started" it - that's got nothing to do with the
essence of this war. If you want to say Germany started it, I
don't care. It could be argued the other way. B U ~the point is
that it isa continuation of definite oolitics and economics, imperiaiist economics and imperialist politics, over decades, and
in particular the conquest and plundering and the rivalry for
conquest and plundering in the colonies.
Although World War 1 was centered in Europe, as was
World War 2 , both wars were mainly fought over colonies.
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This relates to an important point about the present world

situation and developments toward a new world war: a lot of
us, our party included, were for a time misled by this formulation put out by the Chinese party for a number of years in
relationship to the world war now on the horizon, that
Europe is the focal point of contention, Europe is the prize
and so on. This formulation is a distortion that, unfortunately, was an extension of certain objectives that China had,
even when it was socialist China. Frankly, and again to
perhaps be somewhat provocative about it, I think there was
a certain desire on the part of the Chinese to try to push the
imperialists toward confronting each other in Europe, rather
than having a Soviet attack on China - or at least a s a means
todelay that. Now I should also say that, taking thisquestion
by itself and on those terms, then from the point of view of
the international proletariat you certainly couldn t argue ihal
it would be worse it the two imnerialist bloc> wrnt directlyat
each other and revolutionary China thereby was able to
avoid or delav beine" attacked. But to "
eel into that whole sort
of posture of trying to maneuver the imperialists to fight this
way and not that way, and on this terrain and not that, to attack this and not that, already gets you into very dangerous
territory, and a very dangerous dialectic. The main point I
want tomake here, however, is that Europe, neither inworld
War 1. nor in World War 2, nor in the new world war loomingahead, Europe is not the focal point and prize. It was, in the
previous two world wars, the main arena of battle, although
in World War 2 the arena was much broadened, and there
were many important war theaters, including the Pacific.
You could still say it was concentrated in Europe in a certain
sense, in terms of the most decisive battles. But if you don't
have a Eurocentric viewpoint you can see more clearly that
the battles in the Pacific, in Asia, and obviously the Chinese
Revolution were a tremendous part of the overall terrain of
World War 2. Returnine" to World War 1. it's rather clear the
main battle and focal point of struggle, of the actual military
confrontation, was in Europe. But Lenin's point (and the
point I'm stressing here) is precisely that even when that was
the case, the issue was still not the future of Europe, per se,
but the battle for colonies.
So the question is, didn't this Leninist argument apply
also to World War 2? In other words, wasn't that war (as,
again, the Comintern itself said it was at a certain point) a
continuation of decades of imperialist plunder and rivalry?
The Comintern letter cited earlier says, "This war is the
continuation of many years of imperialist rivalry in the
capitalist camp." Perfectly true. Just as World War 1 was.
True, World War 2 involved other, progressive and revolutionary elements, on a much greater scale than World War 1
(Lenin said about World War 1, correctly if in a bit exaggerated terms, that the only national element is the Serbia1Austria strueale\. The national element in World War 1
was a very limited' and certainly secondary element. But
even in World War 2 it remained secondary. Even with the
Chinese Revolution advancing- through
- the strumle
-- against
Japan, and other genuine national liberation struggles that
were waeed (with or without the nroletariat's leadershinl,
.
plus the battleof the Soviet Union todefend itself, which was
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a just war (even if the line guiding it was not a correct line
from the standpoint of Marxism-Leninism, it was a just war)
- with all that, when you look at the balance sheet, if you
will, and apply the law that the principal aspect determines
the essence of things, the progressive aspect was not the principal aspect or the essence of the overall course or the outcome of World War 2. Certainly it was not what gave rise to
the war. In other words, in the main that war was not a continuation of national liberation struggles, or a continuation
mainly of the Soviet Union's efforts to defend itself (ora combination of this with national liberation struggles, revolutionary civil wars, and so on). It was overwhelmingly, in its
principal aspect and in its essence, a continuation of (as the
Comintern said at one point) imperialist rivalry within the
capitalist camp.
What Lenin insisted on in relationship to World War 1 that you can't just look at the events of the last few years has to be applied. You can't just look at what happened after
Germany was put on a war footing after Hiller was brought
to power, or Japan invading China or Italy invading
Abyssinia (Ethiopia) - you can'tjust look at those events, but
you have to look, for example, at what was Britain doing in
the colonies? What was the U.S. doing in Latin America during that period?They no longer shot down thennatives"in the
colonial countries? They no longer carried out suppression
of
..
the people who were under their domination in vast areas of
the world? For that decade of the 1930s, say, they sat with
their arms folded and didn't carry out armed suppression of
the people in the colonies and dependent countries? They
didn't seek to expand their colonial spheres of influence? If
you could argueall that, then maybe you could say that they
were "not instigators of the war" from the Leninist point of
view. But if you can't, which you can't - unless you aregoing
to be totally blinded by chauvinism, you can't argue that
these imperialist powers were not carrying out those same
policies all during the period of the '20s and the '30s - then
you should recognize that the war when it broke out was a
continuation of all that. So the argument that only one side
(the fascist Axis) was responsible for World War 2 does not
have validity from a scientific, Marxist-Leninist standpoint.
In other words, it's not true.
Now there is also the argument that has already been
touched on somewhat - it's related to the previous argument, but from a little different angle - that as opposed to
World War 1 there was actually an attempt in World War 2,
particularly by Germany, to subjugate a number of states in
Europe itself and therefore national defense became justified
there and this made the world war as it approached and
broke out, different than World War 1. Well, just basically to
summarize what's already been said, the objectives of German imperialism (and even many of their tactics, though not
all) in World War 2 were very similar to what they were in
world War 1. It's also true thatin World War 1 ~ e r m a overn~
ran Beleiurn
and
occuoied
Dart
of
France.
In
fact.
it
is
dif"
ficult to conceive of a war, especially among.imperialists,
.
where you only fight on your own territory, or where if when
you win a battle on foreign territory, you refuse to occupy it.
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When you're fighting a war, you fight it to win, and especially
if vou're fiehtine
from the side of and with the interests and
"
policies of the imperialists you of course overrun other countries. The argument that Lenin made in relation to World
War 1 precisely applies to World War 2. He said, in opposition to the social-chauvinists of that time, if Paris or St.
Petersburg were to be occupied by the "enemy" troops, i.e.,
Germanv in both cases. would that chance
" the nature of the
war? Absolutely not.17 He didn't just mean if they came
across one inchof French or ~ u s s i a nterritory and thereby
literallv made an invasion: h e meant a serious invasion and
actual occupation, and he pointed out in any case that invasions are inevitable in almost every war. And that's basically
what I was just saying: this doesn't change the nature of the
war; it doesn't change what the warisan extensionof, what it
grew out of.
So, in essence, these various arguments
in defense of the
.
antifascist united front line were more or less flimsy rational
izations for ,i .n o l i ~.ywhich wueht first of all to subordinate
the world revolutionary movement to the state interests and
the national interests of defending what had already been
achieved in the Soviet Union; and second, this was in.
evitably accompanied by seriousdeviations from, distortions
of. Marxism-Leninism, materialist dialectics, and in oarticular the Leninist line on the defense of the fatherland in
imperialist war. Along with that, as far as it was put forward
and was taken seriously and taken up as any kind of a
strategic orientation and tactical guideline for the parties that
were part of the Communist ~nternational,it led them into
the swamp of reformism and caoitulation to the boureeoisie.
In the Dimitrov report, for example, it is said openly
.
. at one
point that the principal contradiction now, or the question on
the agenda now, is not the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie versus t h e dictatorship of the proletariat, butbourgeois
democracy versus fascism. And this is thestrategic orientation
that's put forward in that report and it's linked up with the
whole international line of the Soviet Union in aligning itself
and other forces in a coalition with the Western imoerialists.
which were the states where the fascist form of dictatorship
had not been implemented. But this was the kind of strategic
orientation that was eiven: the fight now is to preserve or
restore bourgeois democracy.
The report goes through a certain progression (or retrogression) even within itself. It starts off, picking up from
"Left-Wing"Communism, talking about the need to find the
transitional forms that can constitute the approach up to the
struggle
for the dictatorship of the proletariat. Now that's
..
what Dimitrovs report says isthequestion, at the beginning.
It notes that in Lel-Wine" Communism Lenin stresses that
there are transitional stages between "normal times" and
revolutionary eruptions, even if these transitional stages are
telescoped and brief in duration. Lenin savs that vou have to
learn how to apply, especially in those times, the kind of tactics that bring over the broadest masses; it's no longer sufficient just to influence the broad masses and to have the advanced class-conscious proletariat with you, you have to
figure out how to win over even backward masses. Well, it is
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announced at the beginning of the Dimitrov report that it is
going to speak to this, that it is going to take up that question
in the concrete conditions of the mid-'30s and the development toward imperialist war and in the midst of the Depression and so on. But by the end it's gone through a series of
changes itself so that it ends up arguing that the essential
question is bourgeois democracy.
I thinkit'simportant tosee here the link between thisand
the line of the book by R. Palme Dutt, Fascism and Social
Revolution. Dutt puts forward the viewpoint - and this was
the viewpoint of the international communist movement
even though Dutt givesa particularly crude expression to it that the bourgeoisie is no longer capable of carrying out the
historical mission of the bourgeois revolution. In other
words, it's no longer capable of developing the productive
forces, it's no longer capable of upholding democracy, nor of
upholding the interests of the nation. Therefore, the argument goes, it fallson the proletariat to doall these things. But
Dutt's is a "left" version of this line. Because what he says is
that the only way to do all of these things is to have a proletarian revolution. He does not say there are some good bourgeoisies and bad bourgeoisies or some that are fascist and
some that are not going to adopt fascism. He says fascism is
the inevitable product of imperialism - continuing the
"general crisis" theory and carrying it to another extreme by
saying that not only is capitalism, once it has reached imperialism, and especially once we've had the October Revolution, mine
on a straight-line
decline downward, but now it's
"
reached the point where fascism will beadopted, if not today
then tomorrow, bv all the houroeoisies of all the imperialist
countries because that's where the decline of imperialism is
inevitably leading them: they have to take up fascism and revert to barbarism and soon and so forth. Theonly. way. out of
all this isthe proletarian revolution. That'swhy the contradiction presented in the Dutt book is not bourgeois democracy
versus fascism, but communism versus barbarism, That's the
contradiction that Dutt stresses over and over again: it's
either going to be barbarism under fascism or much better
machines under communism. I mean that's basically the
view of communism that's presented - it is definitely technioue in command and technique central. It's almost as if a
graph, an engineering graph, were presented, where the
Soviet Union and socialism is going up with technique and
development of the productive forces, while capitalism and
imperialism is going down; one's heading toward the bright
communist future of marvelous machines and the other is
heading toward barbarism and reversion to primitiveproduction under conditions of enslavement. This is the way it is
presented with Dutt.
Well, when that sort of "left"economism, a "left" expression of mechanical materialism, was abandoned because the
results from it were not successful, and oarticularlv in Germany the desired result did not occur, then the same basic
assumptions underpinning it were maintained, not broken
with, but now it was "
eiven an openly
. . rightist
- interpretation,
openly reformist, openly seeking alliance with sections,
democratic sections, of the bourgeoisie and with democratic
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bourgeois countries. That is, the same arguments were maintained that even in thisera, thequestion wasstilloneof carrying forward the traditions of the bourgeois revolution and of
bourgeois society, of defending the nation and upholding
democratic liberties, along with developing the
forces and esoeciallv oroduction techniaue, of course. But,
now it was said that there were certain sections of the
bourgeoisie who would split off from the fascist section and
were willine" to enter into an alliance to uphold these things.
Rather than theargument being that the only thing todo was
to have proletarian revolution to avoid barbarism, the argument was that we should unite with those sections of the
bourgeoisie. In the Dimitrov report it's done through a sort of
bourgeois logic; you're led up to it because first of all it says
we have to unite with a lot of masses. Then it says,
. yes
. of
course thesemassesareunder the influenceof, andat thepresent time form a social base for, bourgeois
forces but we still
"
have tounite with them. Then by theend it saysprettyopenly
that you have to unite with sections of the bourgeoisie,those
who are willine"topreserve
democracy, willing- to uphold
the
.
.
interests of the nation and, you know, are against barbarism
and retrogression. So the "left"formof this, all the"left"trappings, were dropped and it came out in its openly rightist,
openly reformist version, which was that analliance with the
social democrats was now everything and nothing waspossible without that, rather than the previous, mirror-opposite
error. Previously it was held that until the social democrats
are isolated, defeated and smashed, nothing is possible. So
they became the main target. Then it was argued that until
and unless we unite with them - always with the rationalization that we're going to get to their social base - but until we
unite with them, nothing is possible. From either the "left"or
direction, this was a strategy
the ooenlv. . riehtist
u
". for
capitulating to social democracy, to the bourgeoisie, for
upholding reformism, and frankly for social chauvinism. To
the degree that it was followed - and to a large degree it was
- it'snot surprising that this prepared much of theground for
the complete and total degeneration of the great bulk of the
parties in the international communist movement after (or
during and after] the war, and that by the time Khrushchev
came to power, overwhelmingly (though certainly not entirely) what was left was deadweight socialists who had become
respectable (to paraphrase a description by Upton Sinclair
cited bv Lenin in the article "British Pacifism and the British
Dislike for T h e ~ r y " ) .That's
'~
largely what you had around
when Khrushchevcame topower in the Soviet Union, but the
ground for this was prepared over a long time, including in a
concentrated way in this united front against fascism line.
Now, if we're not going to be dogmatists and not going to
be mechanical formalists, we have to recognize that there
was actually something new and extremely important in
World War 2 as compared to World War 1: there was a
socialist state. There was not at the beginning and for the
great bulk of World War 1. There was, of course, a new
socialist state at the outcome of World War 1. But that was
precisely something that resulted from the whole upheaval
that came in connection with World War 1 and through

..
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World War 1 and was not something which was a condition
entering into the war or approaching it. So the existence of
such a state going into World War 2 introduces another element into the situation, and the question of defending
-a
socialist country is not something to be taken lightly. In other
words even if weview sucha stateasabovealla basearea for
the world revolution, that doesn't mean that wethereforesay,
"who cares,"that we give up base areas lightly. No, of course
we can't have the approach of lightly giving up what's been
gained. We'd -give it up, as Lenin was willing.to do, on the
basis that we would win something more - or at least have a
real chance of doine that even if we couldn't be assured of i t .
at least that there'sa real chance of it. It's for failure to have
that kind of orientation that we can and should and must
criticize the leaders of the Soviet Union and the Comintern,
in connection with World War 2 in particular. But we can't
criticize people for recognizing that there was a new contradiction, namely, the contradiction between the socialist
state and the imperialist world, that entered in a significant
way into the picture. The problem of how to handle that contradiction was not correctly. approached
and not correctly
-.
resolved. But of course you obviously couldn't correctly approach and correctly resolve it if you
. ignored it either. The
criticism that hasto be made must bedirectedprecisely to the
fact that when theopportunitiesfor advance wereshapingup
to be the greatest - when another one of these"n~oments,"as
Lenin talked about, whose "significance is felt for decades to
come."19one of these world historic coniunctures was aoproaching - at precisely that time the leaders of the Soviet
Union and the Comintern sounded the retreat in the form of
subordinating the world revolution to the interests of defending the Soviet Union, rather than the other way around.
Actually, there were two problems: one, this line was
taken and two, it wasn't openly said what it was. In other
words, if they had come out and openly said, "Look, we'regoing to make everybody make adjustments in their struggle
and enter intoa certain amount ofagreements with their own
bourgeoisie because we've got to defend the Soviet Union at
all costs," well that would have been wrong, but at least
everybody could have evaluated what was really being said,
instead of all of this rationalization and convolution that was
wrapped around it to try to pretty it up and disguise in fact
w h a t h a s beingsaid. lfthey had come right out and said that,
oeoole tostrueat least that would haveorovided the basis for .
"
gle against it in a better way. In order to struggle against i t , it
was necessary first to penetrate tothe essence of what wasactualiy being said. And unfortunately, that was not done in
most cases. I t could not bedone, and today as well thecorrect
stand cannot be taken by superficial methods and with a
blithe and blase attitude - "well, you know, it's obvious."
For example, in our Central Committee back in 1976 we
had a big struggle over this question of revolutionary defeat.
ism, or rather we tried to have a big struggle: we had this
Menshevik-type group festering within our ranks and they
didn't want to struggle over it. Of course they've come out
now openly as social-chauvinist since splitting from our
party. But even then we tried todraw out some of these ques-
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ions. Because at that time - this was before the coup in
China, China was still a socialist country - we said, look
there's the question of defense of China and there's the question of the overall struggleagainst imperialism ina new world
war. Now how are we eoine to handleall this, how are weeoing.to do better than was done last time, if, as is very likely,
we are confronted with a new world war where all these elements are involved. So at one point, just as a way of evading
the question, one of these Mensheviks comesout with a"1eft"
summationandsavs.
' "well. what's the biedeal?The boureeoisie will declare war, and we'll apply a revolutionary defeatist
stand, we'll turn the imperialist war intocivil war. Let'smove
the agenda." Well vou see. as we have pointed out before, it's
very clear where they wanted to move their agenda to. They
wanted to dismiss the complexity of the question because
they really wanted to be social-chauvinists.
ha ti thinkcomesout hereis thata superficialapproach
to the problem can land you through the back door, if you
will, into the camoof social chauvinism anyway,
. . if you
. don't
really examine the complexity of the question, and then de-
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in fact, but you might actually have - good intentions to b e a
revolutionarv defeatist and still not be able to do it. I am raising this not because the question of defending a socialist
country is right upon us now. You know, a member of our
Central Committee once said, after the coup in China, "well,
war is approaching and we don't have a socialist country to
vou see that was a sarcastic comdefend thank eod-ut

it would be better if we really did have a socialist country to
defend. The point is to learn how to handle thiscontradiction
in a more correct wav. This is not simolv' a matter of savine
'
from an ideological standpoint, "we should not be afraid to
lose what we'vegained or else we can't win more."That's sort
of a rock-bottom ideoloeical stand for a communist, that you
have to fight
a tendency to become conservative on
- against
the basis of having won certain victories. Thiseven applied to
Kautsky and theGerman Social Democratic Party when they
were out of power, and of course it appliesall the more when
vou're in Dower. But even when vou're not in cower. on a
more reducedscale, tna more limited way, if youachievecertain kinds of things [evenona much reducedscale from what
the German Social Democratic Party had eoine
- into World
War 1) these can be turned into capital. So, there is the question of the ideological stand, yes - that if you'reafraid to lose
what you'vealready gained, theirony is that you'lleventually
lose it anyway and you certainly won't win more - but
there's also the question of methodology and the question of
concrete content and political line that goes along with that:
how do you handle the contradiction between doing everything possible todefend what you'vegained while not raising
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that above the further advance of the world revolution in an

overall sense? How do you correctly subordinate defending
what's been won to the further advance of the world revolution, to winning more of the world?
This problem and the importance of summing up all of
this should be gone into deeply and all-sidedly in its own
right, but it assumes special importance now because we are
approaching one of these situations where, touse the phrase,
thingsaregoing to be going up for grabs, not just in particular
countries but in the worldasa whole. Leninoncecommented
ah.)ut wars that for all th?ir h.irror thi'y du strip away a i,>t ,)f
the litter and revcdl the redl miiinsiinni's~l
. - the>.'lasstirut't'le
-.
and also reveal what's outdated and obsolete in society and in
institutions. He also pointed out that this can also happen
with lesser crises to a certain extent, for example Poland and
the imposition of martial law there isa strikingcurrent examole of this. The real relationships do become very clear: it's
you do this or you're dead. The fundamental truth that Mao
made about where political power comes from becomes very
stark and very real because the guns of one class or another
are directly enforcing that political power. And in another
situation, if you're living in an area where one army comes
through one day and another army comes through another
day {andthe middle classes changethe pictures ofleaders on
their wall. from one side then the other, as haooened
.. in the
Russian Revolution - I was reading the novel How the Steel
Was Tempered, and sometimes the "respectable citizens" got
the wrong picture, they had Lenin's picture up when the
white guard troops would come in, whoops!) - then the real
class relations and the nature of different class forces tend to
become very starkly revealed and you can see what Lenin
talkedabout, fissuresand cracksin society through which the
seethine" discontent of the masses can erupt. It's like Lenin
pointed out, the ruling classes rule not just by brute force, but
also by the force of habit, by the dead weight of tradition and
so on. Well when this begins to get thrown up in the air - if,
for example, one day it's somebody speaking French that's
dictating to you, and the next day somebody speaking Russian, somebody speaking English, and so on - it begins to
break throughall this. First it can be seen that theauthority of
all the governments is clearly resting right at the end of the
cannon and the gun, resting on the tanks and missiles and so
on. And if all that is shifting and changing, this is precisely
very favorable for the proletariat.
But it takes a Marxist-Leninist outlook, not just an ideological stand but methodology and a political line consistent
with that, to grasp what's favorable about that and to see
beyond the very real horrors and difficulties of it. Similarly,
to correctly handle the contradiction between defending
what's been eained at any. point
and using- such a tumultuous
.
situation toadvance the overall world revolution - using the
socialist country as a base area while seeking to defend it, so
long as that does not in fact come into antagonism with further advancing the world revolution - takesa consistent application of Marxism-Leninism. And I say "come into antagonisni" because it's inevitable that i t will come into contradiction with i t . This i s a point that we have to drive home
over and over again. One of the worst errors made by the

leadership of the Comintern and the Soviet Union was that
they put forward that there was no contradiction involved
between defending
gained, that is the
" what had already been "
Soviet Union in particular, and advancing the world revolution. They said that these were identical - not in the dialectical sense of a unity of opposites, but that they were one and
thesame. Well, even ifthecorrect line isapplied, overwhelmingly and consistently, there's still a very real contradiction
which can become very acute. Now we can sum up and have
tosum up that this was mishandled by the international communist movement in a very serious way in the approach to
and during World War 2 and particularly in the line of the
united front against fascism. But as important as that isandas
muchas that is part of the theoreticalarsenal that isnecessary
to carry out destruction of opportunist lines and the construction o f a more correct line,that still doesn't relieve us of the
res~onsibilitvto concretelv analvze this cluestion more deeoly in terms of how it actually develops at differentstages, and
it certainly doesnot eliminate thecontradiction that'sgoing to
be with us during this whole long period of transition and
struggle from the bourgeois epoch to theepoch of world communism. Bv this I mean the overall nhenomenon lcontradiction) that we'regoing towinvictoriesand we'reeoing to make
breakthroughs but we will not go straight forward to communism, there will be not only twists and turns but reversals
and setbacks, and things willproceed in spiral-like motion,
there will be times when consolidation and preparation for
the next upheaval is what must be emphasized, and times
when riskinga lot to make major new breakthroughs, that are
not usually possible, must be the orientation - and, again,
the rubisthat theseareexactly the timesof greatest danger to
the defense of what has already been won, in particular,
socialist states.
With this in mind, let's turn to the .
policy. of Man and the
Chinese Communist Party whenconfronted with theintensification of this contradiction in the earlv and mid-1970s. I
think that thecorrect way tounderstandwhat was happening
in terms of international lines in China in the early '70s is to
view it as an extension and continuation of basically two
things. First, it was a continuation of the general kind of line
that had been applied in the Chinese Revolution itself and in
particular during theanti-fapanese
war phase, whenamonga
..
number of imperialist powers that wereobjectively incontradiction toChina, that were obiectivelvoo~~ressineChina.
one
' ..
of them was targetted as the main enemy and a united front
was formed even with forcesdependent upon and ultimately
representingother
imperialist powers. While that wasoverall
a correct policy and approach for the revolution in China in
the conditions in which it occurred, a n d snecificallv for the
anti-Japanese war and more generally for carrying forward
the new-democratic revolution in China, it was incorrect to
try to extend the same kind of approach onto a world scale
and make it a basis for a world alignment
and a world strategy
..
against theSoviet Unionin theinternationalconditionsofthe
1970s. Secondlv.
' . I think the Chinese nolicv wasalsoa continuation - rather than a rupture which should have been made
- with some of the erroneous linesand policies that I wasjust

. .

dissectinga bit, theCominternpolicy andsoviet strategyduring and in relation to World War 2. And to some degree the
Chinese drew this connection explicitly, or very strongly imolicd i t Articles were printed in the Peking
- Review and other
publications about the victories of the great antifascist war
and how this advanced the overall develooment of socialism
in theworld. It wasvery clearthat theanalogy wasbeingvery
strongly suggested that the same kind of strategy should be
applied, with the Soviet Union playing an analogous role to
the fascist powers at the time of World War 2.
Now I think among the various leaders and the different
class forces in the leadership in China, there was on the one
hand fairly broad agreement around this policy, but on the
other hand within that very sharp and even antagonistic
differences existed. In this regard it is very relevant to recall
Henry Kissinger's descriptionof negotiations with Zhou Enlai
on the one hand, and on the other hand Man's indirect but
very forceful political intervention in that process, insisting
that the agreements be placed in the context of an overall
presentation of the world situation and with the clear statement of fundamental d i f f e r e n ~ e sTo
. ~ summarize
~
it, I think
that Man was in a certain kind of unity with the forces
generally represented by Zhou Enlai around the policy of
seeking a broad united front against Soviet social-imperialism, including with U.S. imperialism and those forces allied
with and dependent on it. And Man saw this as a long-range
strategic orientation, not just a short-term, very immediate
tactical maneuver to head off a danger - which was a very
realdanger
. - of Soviet attackon Chinain theearly '70s [aswe
know, the Soviets were actually making concrete plans to attack at least Chinese nuclear installations and maybe
. grab
some of China in the north in the late '60s and into the early
'70s). But I think the policy was not simply a short-term tactical maneuver to deal with that very real danger; it was a
longer-term strategic orientation that for the next stage of
things - and Mao was very clear, he saw them moving
toward world war - it was the focus for the international
niu\cim.'nt and the form through which 11 should carry out
l i i ' struri'lv On the oilier hand 1 think .Mai) sourht tu apulv
.. .
again what he had applied in the anti-Japanese united front
and during the course of World War 2 - the policy of independence and initiative within the united front. In other
words, what Mao did break with and had to break with - or
there would almost certainly have been no Chinese Revolution at all at that time - was the attempt on the part of the
Comintern [and Stalin) to get the revolutionary forces in
China and the Communist Party in particular to enter into a
united front with Chiang Kai-shek and with Western imperialism, U.S. and British in particular, in a subordinate position, that is, to basically roll up their independent banner,
give up their independent political and military stand and
forces and become a subordinate part of the Kuomintang
government and forces. This would have meant, in reality, to
capitulate to the imperialism with which they were in a
united front against Japan, as represented particularly by
Chiang Kai-shek. This was in fact the policy that waspushed
from the Soviet Union. Mao himself said as much in a
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number of places21 and it also can be pretty well established
independently of that. I think there's not much doubt of it.
And Mao was prepared to wage the same struggle on these
same terms, more or less, in the context of an anti-Soviet
united front in the present historical period (notthat it'sexactly a replica of the anti-Japanese war, but more or less on the
same terms). Mao wasprepared
toand did wagesucha
strug. .
.
gle. I think this came out clearly in the negotiations with Kissinger
" and the Zhou Enlai stand on the one hand (which was
moreor lessanalogous to the line of capitulation toand subordination to U.S. imperialism during the anti-Japanese united
front), and Mao's approach on the other hand - once again
fightingandrefusing todo that, insisting that this isstill imperialism, these are still forces that, in a long-term strategic
sense, have to be overthrown and eliminated from the world
and therefore even though we have to now enter into a certain alliance with them, we're not going to subordinate ourselves to them. This, again, was a continuation on Mao's part
of the struggle that he had to wage and did wage in order for
there to be a successful Chinese Revolution in the first place.
The whole battle in the 70s, the whole struggle against
the right-deviationist wind, against the forces more or less
marshaled by Zhou Enlai and by Deng Xiaoping - even
though there were sharp contradictions between them, they
nevertheless sort of coalesced into one camp in opposition to
revolution in the '70s - this whole struggle
.
. cannot be
separated from the international context and the question of
international line and in particular from the battle that Man
was waging against capitulation within that broad policy of
the united front against the Soviet Union, In other words, I
think that a lot of the analogies that were made about
capitulation - for example, some of the historical analogies
about the struggle between the Legalists and the Confucianists in ancient China - auulv
.. . both to the .people
. who
wanted to capitulate to the Soviet Union and to the people
who wanted to canitulate to the West in the name of fiehtine"
the main enemy, that is the Soviet Union. Both tendencies
were there. It'sclear to me that Maoand those with him were
very much aware of and waged a fierce struggle around the
question of capitulation, from either direction.
The irony involved in all thiscomes out if you remember
the second visit of Nixon to China when he was no longer
president, which was preceded and arranged by a visit of his
daughter,
lulie Nixon Eisenhower. At the end of 1975 she
went to China and met with Mao, sort of paving the way for
Nixon to come back. And then she went back to the U.S. and
did an interview, it was with McCall's magazine I think [I
don't know if everybody is familiar with that, but it's sort of
like one of these women's fashion-type magazines),about her
discussions with Chairman Mao and the thing that she kept
coming back to was how he was all the time talking about
class struggle, class struggle was everywhere and so on. He
seemed completely preoccupied with this, with the class
struggle. This is at the end of 1975. I think there you see concentrated, very sharply, the way in which Mao's line and
policy divided very sharply into two, in sort of an ironic way,

preoccupied with the class struggle even when talking to this
personage and on the other hand he is talking to her about
class struggle and it ends up in McCali's magazine. The
reason he's talking to her is because this class struggle is taking place within a certain arena, it's taking place within a certain framework of seeking a united front against the Soviet
Union, which even brings
. you into an arrangement with
U.S. imperialism and some of its spokesmen and leaders,
whether in or out of officeat the time. This encapsulates in a
certain way the contradictory character of Mao's approach
and the particular way in which this divided sharply into
two: the classstruggle was being waged not just over thevery
sharp domestic issues, on whether or not to reverse the verdicts of the Cultural Revolution in the various spheres of
society, but that class struggle also had a dimension relating
to the question of capitulation to forces of imperialism, and
the problem of revisionism was seen by the revolutionaries
as intimately bound up with that question of capitulation.
Yet this wasall taking place in the context of seeking a broad
anti-Soviet united front inclucline
" the U.S. as well as other
imperialist and reactionary forces. The line of Mao and his
headquarters emphasized that if the revisionists came to
power and if they were able to implement a revisionist line
inside China, that would inevitably be part and parcel of, and
would strengthen the basis for, capitulation to imperialism.
Only by waging the class struggle against them and carrying
forward on the gains that were made through the Cultural
Revolution could the revolution continue in China itself, but
also - and in an overall sense more important than that in
the present situation - this was the only means that a line of
capitulation to foreign imperialism could be prevented from
winning out within the broad united front that was being
entered into with one bloc of imperialists to go against the
main enemy, the Soviet social-in~perialists.
This was their approach, and I think again it dividesvery
sharnlv' into two. On the one hand as compared to the Zhou
Enlai forces and the others who were lobiectively
and, many
. .
af them, subjectively) fur capitulation to imperialism, this
shows that Mao and the others were still maintainine" a revoutionary orientation and seeking to prevent the destruction
of the ~ h i n e s eRevolution, wereseeking to promote its continuing" advance and to prevent capitulation to imperialism.
But, on the other hand, although that was their generalorienation and that was their attempt, ~ronicallythe line and
policy which they were seeking to carry out worked against
that very anti-revisionist, anti-capitulationist struggle that
they were attempting to wage. In other words, toput it bluntly, they were waging it on the wrong grounds and on the
wrong terms. That is not to say that had they waged it on better grounds
and better terms they would have necessarily
/on. I think that i-> both a pragmatic viewpoint and also one
~fhichgoes alona" with a nationalist orientation of thinkingu
hat these questions are mainly conditioned and determined
f~ithinthe country of China and not in terms of what's
qappening in the world as a whole. It's possible that they
:ould have won, and it's certainly true that had they had a

because, on the one hand here he's completely and correctly

setter understanding of how the struggle in China fit into the
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overall world struggle and handled that contradiction more
correctly, this would have strengthened them considerably.
I t would have strengthened them considerably and perhapsit
could have made the difference in whether they won or lost,
but it'salsovery probable that it would not haveand that the
uphill battle being waged by the revolutionary forces would
have been lost in the short run anyway, because there was a
tremendous battle both in terms of conditions in China itself
and in the world to keep going on the socialist road inside
China. Neither victory nor defeat was inevitable, but I think
that a certain conjuncture of forces that came together
at that
.
time - not in the same concentrated sort of way as is now occurring, but in a certain, more limited way in the early '70s made it very difficult to carry forward a revolutionary line
inside China. I t "
enes hack to the point I stressed in another
presentation: even when you're in power you don't always
have the broad masses with you politically, if you're maintaining a revolutionary line.
This raises a very important point: among the MarxistLeninist forces that did arise in relationship to China and
were specifically inspired by the Cultural Revolution and the
broad dissemination of Mao Tsetung Thought and so on, a
real dividing line has heen whether or not people upheld the
so-called "Gang of Four" (of course two of these four have
now capitulated but the role of the Four as a leading core in
the strugglesagainst Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, et al., must
still be upheld). Because those groups that did not uphold
them ami adopted instead this line of "well, they lost therefore they must have been wrong," or "the main reason they
lost must have been their mistakes," and so on, those forces
have degenerated and have either disappeared from the
scene or should have. This is an important question in its
own right, and even in one sense it's sort of an aside to the
main point here which is that Maoand his comrades, beyond
what mistakes they may have made, were waging the struggle under conditions which were objectively very difficult
because even when you're in power you don't always have
the masses, specifically the majority of the masses, with you
politically. Now it is true that when you're in power, a certain force of tradition and of going along with the status quo
on the part of broad masses may passover to you, so tospeak.
I n other words, where the masses before would more or less
go along with who was in authority and would repeat what
was acceptable, to the benefit of the bourgeoisie, there are
certain ways in which, when the proletarian forces and
Marxist-Leninists are in power and leadership, some of that
passes over to them. Whatever the prevailing norms and
winds are, there's a large section of the masses, who even or especially, rather - in periods when there is not a revolutionary upsurge, will go along with that, will accept it; it's
sort of the daily routine and people whoare not advanced are
not the ones to lead struggles against the daily routine, by
definition. It isa very important point to sum up that this"goine alone" is not the same thing- as supporting
..
.the revolution.
If revolutionaries are in leadership, or in power, and people
follow them, it'sverv dangerous to think that thisis thesame
thing as people following you o n a revolutionary basis. I don't
1s

mean this as a criticism of the Four (or Mao, of course). I
think that they (and Maoeven more) were pretty aware of
this phenomenon, but it's an important thing to sum up more
broadly and more deeply.
Let'sjust put it bluntly. I think what occurred, what h a p
pened in China and to the masses who were part of the upsurge there in the late '60s is not that much different and is
not separated from what happened in the world as a whole.
There was a certain kind of upsurge
.
. which was centered in
the national liberation struggles in the"third world,"a certain
kind of revolutionary. unsuree.
and a certain kind of exnecta.
tion of which, for example, Long Live the Victory of People's
War22 is an expression - the kind of expectation that accompanied that upsurge, namely that these struggles would batter and weaken and perhaps even destroy U.S. imperialism
[consume it in the fire of these struggles and tear it apart
piece by. .
piece and other lively imagery
. . that was used). That
was sort of the expectation, whether spoken or unspoken at
the time. that this wave of struggle would engulf
and perhaps
"
even destroy U.S. imperialism and there was the vague notion, consciously or unconsciously, that this would be the
end of imperialism, or at least that the struggle would continue to advance wave upon wave, to use the slogan that was
popular at the time. This did not happen for a number of reasons which have to do again with the process - the motion
through contradiction - of the fundamental contradiction
underlying this process on a world scale and the various particular contradictions and their expression and their interrelationship at that stage. To be more concrete, there was a
shift in the position, role and actions of the Soviet Union, of
the U.S., and of other forces in the world from the late'60s into the'70s, and particularly by the mid-'70s. And just as many
people were demoralized, disappointed, disoriented and
many fell away in large parts of the world - and we're ail
familiar with that phenomenon - I think without question
the same thing occurred within China itself.
To put it another way, if you were a worker or peasant in
China, when there's an upsurge in China, the Cultural Revolution, and when the Vietnamese people are waging a heroic
struggle against U.S. imperialism against all odds and when
there is an upsurge of national liberation strufi~lesin many
partsof the world, maybe you'll much more readily say, you
know. "who eives a fuck about all these consumer goods, I'll
go without this and that because I want to be part of the
world revolution; I'll work an extra two hours to supply rice
or ammunition or whatever for Vietnam,"and so on. Not only the more or less hardcore of advanced forces, but much
broader masses took this kind of stand - again there were
some who went along with the tide, but there were much
broader masses genuinely swept up into that kind of upsurge. But then when you enter the early '70sand the Soviets
are clearly gaining the upper hand in terms of their influence
within the Vietnamese party and the leadership of the struggle there, when thereare growing setbacks, disappointments
and defeats and shifts in many of the struggles in other parts
of the world, when the Soviet Union shifts its position and a
lot of its tactics, when the U.S. pulls back and regroups and
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so on, then as part of all that it becomes clear that this upsurge in the world and including within China can't go
straight forward. And then there's a lot stronger basis for the
line the revisionists put out in China, that we've got to bend
everything toward defending ourselves against the Soviet
Union, we've got to get modernized, etc., etc. Even the
crudest expressions of this line, of holding up a lot of the
material benefits that exist in the West, now has more allure
and attraction for a lot of the forces who are not the most advanced but who were genuinely swept up in the revolutionary upsurge. Maybe conditions were a lot more favorable
to be a self-sacrificing revolutionary internationalist in the
late '60s and into the early '70s than by the time of the
mid-'70s. We've all witnessed and experienced this
phenomenon and even felt this pull in our own experience.
And it's not that much different just because the proletariat
holds state power, if we understand how contradictory and
cuinplcx that phenomenon 15 ihc priilrmriai holding $tat?
and isctindipower and thi. econumv brine- sneialisl is f u l l
tioned by, great contradiction.
So, that's by way of saying two things: had the
revolutionariesfought on a better terrain and had a morecorrect understanding of some of these questions, they would
not necessarily have wonanyway - they wouldn't necessarily have lost but they would not necessarily have won these
last major battles, or the ones that proved to be the last battlesin this round in China; and second, even in order tocarry
out a more correct line in China would have been extremely
difficult. It wouldn't have been as easv as iust sitting around a
table and forn~ulatingthe correct line, though by that I'm not
saying the efforts to sit around a table and struggle out a correct line are unimportant. Quite the contrary. They are extremely important. But there's also the material world these
lines have to be carried out in and there's real social classes
and social forces and social bases for different lines. And to
win out with an internationalist line that had an essentially
correct understanding and programme and policy on the relationship between defending China and advancing the
world revolution would not have been easy. Now that's no
reason not to fight for such a line, because as Lenin said,
since when did Marxist-Leninists ever base their policies and
their principles on whether or not it's easy to implement
them, and on whether or not they have large or small numbers at any given time.23In fact, from a strategic standpoint,
and even in more immediate terms, the movement internationally would be further advanced had such a correct line
been formulated and fought for - a position that said in
essence, "look, we're not going to have a united front with
one groupof imperialistsagainst another (even a united front
where we keep in mind that they are still imperialists and
where we fight against capitulation);instead, we're going to
seek another way of dealing with the situation and even if,
because of our own situation, we enter into certain limited
agreements and arrangements with some imperialists and
reactionary states, we are not going to make that a strategy
for the international proletariat."
From my point of view, I don't really think it's necessari-

ly wrong to enter into such agreements and arrangements as
such, but that really should not be imposed on the international movement asastrategy; besides, I don't see why it'snecessary to have Haile Selassie and Marcos and all the other
assorted pimps and puppets run over to China. I mean if you
have the master, you don't need all the puppets. Even from
the point of view of China's relations and arrangements, if
you want to deal with the U.S. bloc, just have the U.S. bloc
over there and a few other imperialists; you don't have to
parade a lackey-a-week before the people, which is more or
less what was happening. But here's the more basic problem:
if we havea contradiction between defendingandadvancing
what we've got - speaking from the point of view of the international proletariat - and really trying to do that in the
best way possible, while at the same time subordinating that
in an overall sense to advancing the world revolution as a
whole, how can it be (and this hasgenerally been the tendency) that everybody else in the world has to adjust and make
sacrifices and compromises - I'm not talking about sacrifices that are involved in the struggle, I'm talking about compromisesand adjustments in line - and yet the socialist state
doesn't make compromises and adjustments that might limit
its defense capabilities but would be better for the world
movement a s a whole? In other words, why should it be that
China enters into all these agreements and arrangements and
then basically callson Marxist-Leninistsall over the world to
adjust their tacticsand policy and strategy accordingly? Why
shouldn't it be thecase that Chinaasa socialist state, even if it
has to enter into certain agreements, arrangements, etc.,
with certain imperialistsand reactionary states for the needs
of its own defense, should consciously restrict and subordinate those to the interests of advancing the world revolution and take more risks than it would if it only considered its
own defense, in order not to compromise the fundamental
principles and the concrete opportunities for the advance of
the world revolution? Now that's very difficult to do. It's
much harder to do than to say. But it's got to be the guiding
principle.
Unfortunately, in the experience of the Soviet Unionand
again even in the experience of China, that is not the way
that question was approached, even by the people with the
revolutionary line, with the best line and in an overall sense
a correct line. Instead they fell - or were pulled by circumstancesand social classesand forcesand their influences
- into, or toward, a line that said, in essence, that everybody
else had to do the bending. Now, of course, if there is a contradiction and you are going to try to handle it correctly,
there is going to be a certain amount of bending both ways,
but the main bending should be done by the socialist state,
because it is after all a subordinate part of the overall world
revolution. And if that meant that, for example, in the short
run China had to lose, or risk losing, a part of its territory in
order not to disorient the whole international movement,
then it should do that. Not because we should take this lightly - "who cares? - but precisely because you're looking
toward one of these conjuncturessharpening up i n the*world
and heightening and bringing together these contradictions.

Mao and the revolutionaries clearly saw that coming: it's not
that they didn't recognize that in a general sense. But then
you also have to recognize that it's precisely in those circumstances that revolutionary opportunitiesare heightened,
that revolutionary possibilities are facilitated and that
revolutionary situations may suddenly emerge, including
where it may not have appeared possible previously. Certainly no one in 1911 would have predicted the Russian
Revolution - despite 1905, noone would have predicted the
Russian Revolution - of February, let alone October 1917.
To take a more recent example, no one in 1975 would
have predicted the revolution in Iran in 1978-79. Now it's
possible, looking back, to see what were the particular contradictions that underlay that development and how they
sharpened and led up to that revolution - it's not
mysterious. Yet these things are not always evident very far
in advance. But precisely with this in mind, suppose that
China had not carried out the policy it did, suppose instead
the line that was fought for and that won out there wasessentially of the kind we're talking about, of making certain
agreements and arrangements but keeping that subordinate
to the overall advance of the world movement, not making it
an international line and policy and in fact even curbing and
restricting the degree to which these arrangements were
made in order not to compromise and in fact to further the
preparation for, as Lenin said, really great, really revolutionary days. Suppose that had been the policy, so that instead of winingand dining with the Shah and everything else
- and then ending up with the revisionist coup de grace,
Hua Guofeng's hopping into helicopters with the Shah a couple of months before he was overthrown (and it was Hua's
just deserts to beable toand to have to play that role) - what if
instead a more correct line had been fought for and verhavs
had triumphed in China, specifically a more correct line on
the international situation, and then something like the Iranian revolution had occurred. Think of where the proletarian
forces inside Iran would be. Not that they should depend on
China for their strength, but they certainty would have been
strengthened. Instead, they were severely weakened by the
line China carried out. ~ e c a u s eChina didn't just have certain
aereements
with the Shah: unfortunately. they. translated and
"
broadcast in Farsi lots of lavish praise of the Shah and his
"progressive programs." These are objective facts.
It's also a fact that the Soviet revisionists and their
followers, who were responsible for setting up the masses for
massacre in Chile, come out smelling likea rose, whereasall
the Maoist forces in the world have had to bear the burden of
what China did in relation to Chile. Now that's partly
because of bourgeois machinations on the part of the proSoviet forces - and because the Soviet Union remains a
world power that can exert great influence on that basis but it's also true that if there had been a clear line in opposition to the.Soviet revisionist pole, and specifically if China
had no! been into having a united front with all the
Pinochets, all the Shahs and U.S. imperialism on top of it all,
if the revolutionary forces had fought for the kind of line
we've been talking about, then a much better revolutionary

legacy would have been left, not just in Chile [or Iran) but
internationally, even if the revolutionary forces in China had
still been defeated. It was very inspiring what happened in
the trial of the Four - as far as the two who remained firm in
their revolutionary stand are concerned [Chiang Ching and
Chane Chun-chiao1 - it was verv iosvirineand it was a ereat
assistance to the r'evolutionary movement internationally,
but it would have been even greater assistance still if these
line ~uestionswe've been focusing on had been foueht out
more correctly from the side of the revolutionaries.
Essentiallv the nroblem with the line thev did adoot is
that you cannot take the experience and the policy
.
. of the
Chinese Revolution, in one phase of it - that is in the newdemocratic chase and in varticular a sub-vhase of that. the
anti-Japanese war - and more or less directly extend that on
a world scale, in present conditions, so that China's role is
madeanalogous to the communist forcesand their baseareas
in the anti-Japanese war, the Western imperialists are
substituted for Chiang Kai-shek and the Soviet Union for
Japan. Now a fundanienta! reason you cant do that is
precisely that one country is a subordinate part of the overall
process going on in the world as a whole. What may be, at
least in the main and overwhelmingly, correct in one particular country, if elevated to the level of a world policy,
becomes wrong. It doesn't automatically become wrong, but
it may be wrong,
. and in this case was wrong.
.
For example, during the anti-Japanese united front, Mao
was verv clear and said so clearly, that when the communists
united with Chiang Kai-shek they were ultimately uniting
with, or having a certain kind of alliance with, Western imperialist powers - in particular he mentioned Britain and
the U.S., on whom Chiang Kai-shek wasdependent. Heeven
made the point that Chiang Kai-shek wouldn't break up the
united front unless British and U.S. imperialism told him to
because he was their lackey.ZLSo it isn't that he was either
unclear about or hid the fact that, in making this distinction
and forming a certain kind of united front, it was a question
of making distinctions among the imperialists. In an article
of Mao's I want to discuss a little bit, "On Policy," he said it
was necessary to make a distinction between Japanese imperialism and itsallieson
the one hand and British and U.S. im~verialism on the other: and between the British and U.S. imperialism of today and the British imperialism of the past
when thev favored a "Munich nolicv' in the Far East" and so
on and so forth." So he openly advocated making such distinctions. Now, in terms of the struggle in Chinc%,
okay. As a
tactical orientation and even a basis for a united front policy
for a certain stage this was correct - not just because in a
narrow and pragmatic sense they won so they must have
been right,
- but this did in fact lead to the overall advance of
the Chinese Revolutionand the strengtheningof the MarxistLeninist forces, not to their weakenins. It constituted, as
Mao put it once, preparation for the final victory of the
Chinese Revolution, because that was mainly handled
correctly, and it was not an incorrect policy to make those
kinds of distinctions, if you were looking at the situation and
the struggle in China itself at that point and figuring out how
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to make certain policies and tactics for that. But even at that
very time (the'30sand40s1,if you were toexpand that ontoa
world scale and sav the international proletariat should
make distinctions among the imperialists, that is, ally with
some tooppose theothers, that would have beenan incorrect
line for the international communist movement las was the
case with the overall antifascist united front line in relation
to World War 21. Even if that kind of approach was correct
for the struegle
-., in China, it representsan incorrect line if it is
expanded and extended onto a world scale and made the
guiding line and policy, the orientation, for the international
proletariat
In India, for example, it might have been correct tosingle
out British imoerialism at that verv same time as ,
laoan was
singled
- out in China; in India it might
. well have been correct
to focus on British imperialism and even make certain tactical adjustments and arrangements with forces that mieht
have been more favorable to Japanese imperialism. But, you
see, that was not allowed. If you tried to do that, even in
Latin America in World War 2 - in Latin America!!) - if you
focused on U.S. imperialism as the main enemy, you were a
Nazi.. a nrofascist and so on. I mean that's how bad it "
eot. But
as soon as you have said that in China they could single out
Japan, while maybe in India they should single out the other
side (British imperialism and its allies) right away you've
broken out of the frame of reference of saying that the whole
world struggle should single out one enemy, and you've made
it much more what it should be, that within the different
countries you can make certain tactical adjustments and
maneuversand shifts, but you can't make those the basis of a
world policy by mechanical or direct extension.
This leads us back to the more general question of what
should be the overall orientation for the international proletariat. I think in general our orientation should be more or
less what I read earlier from Stalin's Foundations of Leninism.
I'll come back to this in concludine. but in eeneral the content of what we should be about is to seek a world front of
revolutionary struggle against imperialism consisting of, in a
basic sense, the unitv between the proletarian revolutionary
forces in the advanced countries and the revolutionary national liberation strueeles aeainst
imperialism las the first
"
stage but a stage that cannot be skipped] in the colonial and
dependent countries. That is the basic strategic orientation
that should w i d e our overall approach.
It should be a front
..
against imperialism and the imperialist system. However, it
has been argued, and used for incorrect purposes - it is a
truth that has been misused - that thereare particularities to
the struggle at any given time and it's necessary also to take
those into account in formulating more concrete policies.
The problem, as I just alluded to, is that this has generally
been made the basis for saying that we should single out one
imperialist bloc or the other, because at the concrete stage it
is more dangerous or more of an enemy than the other.
Here I want to return to that essay of Mao's, "On Policy,"
because while, again, the orientation and policy set forward
there in 1940 were important and generally correct for
China, an attempt to extend that onto a world scale as an

.
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international strategy would not necessarily be correct at all.
1 remember in Peking Review, for example, I think in 1972,
there was an article entitled something like "On Studying
chairman Mao's O n Policy'"; what was very clearly being
put forward was that we're going to apply this line to the
world struggle now. And that's where it hcgan to turn into its
opposite and where certain things which were correct in the
circumstances where Mao wrote them were beginning to be
projected as general guidelines for the international movement. In fact they are even sort of set forward in that way in
'On Policy," but that becomes much more of a problem and
was more fully developed in this whole periodof working for
an anti-Soviet united front in the 1970s. In this regard the formulation that 1 think should be specifically referred to is
what Mao calls, "the same principle" that guides all their tactics: "to make use of contradictions, win over the many, oppose the few and crush our enemies one by one,"26Again, as
for how they approached the united front against Japan in
particular in the stage of struggle then, this was not wrong
and in fact it was important and guided the advance of the
revolution through and beyond that stage; but to make a
general principle out of this I don't think is correct.
For example, let's take the principle that's at the heart of
this: making use of contradictions and defeating your enemies one by one. Well it seems to me that the way that that
has to be correctly understood is that's a policy dictated by
necessity. Even where it's correct, it's something that's dictated by necessity and by theactual (thisisa phrase that hasa
revisionist application but also can have a correct one), the
actual relationshio of forces at the eiven time. if that's understood in terms of its motion and development and not as
something fixed and frozen. If because of the relationship of
forces at a given moment you face the necessity of making
use of contradictions among your enemies in order to defeat
themone by one, okay, that may bequitecorrect. But ifthat's
made a general principle, then it automatically becomes an
argument, for example, against Lenin's approach to World
War 1, Lenin repeatedly insisted - and it sort of almost
sounds like he's mocking- the misapplication
of this one-by..
one principle - that he refused to answer whether the victorv' of this or that imoerialist bloc in this oresent war is bete r for the international proletariat: wecan only say that they
are both worse.2' Now you see, that sounds like Lenin is being con~pletely undialectical. It almost sounds like he's
mocking this very approach of making a principle out of the
approach of defeating your enemies one by one - or more
specifically the attempt to apply this as a strategy on a world
scale. In World War 1, for the international proletariat as a
whole, it was most definitely not correct to single out one
enemy and try to direct all the efforts toward defeating that
enemy and then deal with the next enemy down the roadand
so on; instead, depending on exactly where you find yourself. you should direct your spearhead mainly against the immediate ruling class, but internationally you should work for
the defeat and overthrow of all imperialism and reaction that was the line Lenin fought for and implemented. In other
words, Lenin was very clear that internationalism meant
~

~

that the proletariat in Russia sought to take advantage of the
war and the weakeningof
- the ruling class there tooverthrow
Russian imperialism and the Russian bourgeoisie, and at the
same time the proletariat in Germany should be led todo the
same with the German bourgeoisie, the English proletariat
with the English bourgeoisieand so on, rather than all of
them singling out one imperialist cower for bloc) and directn g all their efforts against it.
I think that not only was Lenin's approach correct as a
specific policy in relation to World War 1 but it is correct a s a
general strategic orientation for the international proletariat.
tactical considerations
Now Lenin certainlv didn't ignore
"
within that. For example, he thought it wasquite correct for
the Irish to take advantage of the weakening of England to
fight mainly against England, even to make certain deals
with or purchases from Germany and so on, involving munitions, etc. Hedidn't criticize that at all. He thought it wascorrect for them to do that. However, if they had made a principle out of it and said because of the needs of Ireland everybody should unite against England, well then Lenin would
have thought that had gone
- too far, had turned things
" into
their opposites - and he would have been correct. Similarly,
Lenin himself wasn't calleda German aeent
for absolutelv no
"
reason. I mean he did make certain arrangements with Germany about how to get back into Russia and so on and so
forth. He was not a German agent but he did know how to
make use of contradictions. The point is he did not develop
:hat into a whole line, strategy and policy of singling out and
defeating our enemies one by one on an international scale.
Precisely the earlier example I gave of a policy of fighting
mainly Japan in China while next door in India fighting
mainly against British imperialism, this, to me, begins to indicatethe more correct approach. It begins to show that it's
not correct as anv kind of strategic
especiallv on a
- principle,
.
world level, to single out one enemy and defeat it, and then
move on to the next one.
I put it another time in termsof street fighting, like if you
come upon a situation where you are confronted by five people who are ready to jump on you, and you make an assessment and say I can't deal with all five of these so I better
make use of some contradictions here and single out one or
two and deal with them and trv to neutralize the others or
even get them on my side temporarily, well maybe you have
to do that. But it might be possible to sum up the situation
now,
and sav, now look, I can deal with all five of them right
"
and there's nothing good about any of them, so I'm just going
to wipe them out and so much the better for everybody else
as well as myself. Now it's possible that the situation could
present itself one way or the other, and inone caseone policy
would be correct and in the other case another policy would
be correct. In fact that did in a certain way happen in the
Chinese Revolution where at different times they did single
out one imperialist bloc. For example, after World War 2
they mainlyfought U.S. imperialismLbutthat did not involve
enterine" into an alliance with other imoerialists because the
basis for that didn't really exist. Because of the character of
the U.S. bloc at that time it wasn't even realistic. The point is
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that this is a question of necessity and freedom, and the dialectical relationship between them. It is not a question of an
overall principle or policy that you have to defeat your
enemies one by one. If, for example, the socialist camp had
reallv been consolidated and strengthened and developed as
a socialist camp in the 1950sand after, I think analysishould
show that it was verv likelv that the imperialists would have
launched a war against that socialist camp sometime probably in the 1960s. They would have very likely had the
necessity todo that. Well, maybe it would have been correct
for that socialist camp to try to split the imperialists, and
maybe it would have been better to say, "okay, T i s the final
conflict,' and let's get it on," vou know. 'You want to attack
the socialist camp, good - it's about time we had this showdown and when this is through there won't be much of imperialism left in the world." I'm not willing to say that the latter
would not have been the more correct policy. It would depend on an analysis of the situation. But certainly you can't
say it's a principle that, faced with that situation, a socialist
camp, if it's proceeding from the interests of the international
proletariat, should definitely divide the enemy camp and
fight its enemies one by one.
Now to move to the present situation, I think that as an
overall principle there is this question of the world front of
revolutionary struggle made up of two basic streams. In
other words, the world revolutionary struggle is not uniform. It is not everywhere in the world the proletariat fighting against the bourgeoisie, or even, as I just suggested,the
masses of oeocle fiebtine the same imcerialism or the same
bourgeoisie everywhere in the world. There are different
conditions in different countries, different particularities,
different tactical necessity: this applies
. not onlv in different
countries but in different stages within countries as well. But
there are at the same time two main streams of the world
revolutionary movement in this era: the proletarian-socialist
revolution in theadvanced countriesand the anti-imperialist
democratic (or new-democratic) struggle in the colonial and
the dependent countries. This latter, new-democratic, strug.
gle, again, has its own particularities in different countries
but overall forms a general stream of the world revolutionary
movement - and where the proletariat is able, because of
the conditions in the particular countrv and internationally,
to win leadership (which is not guaranteed but is a possibility), the struggle becomes not only a general part of the world
revolutionarv movement against
imperialism but is able to
"
advance to socialism in the given country. So in an overall
sense this anti-imperialist struggle in the colonial countries is
cart of the general world front of revolutionarv strueele
against imperialism, and further, where the proletariat is
able to win leadership it is able to carry it forward to the
socialist stage and it becomes more directly and immediately
part of the proletarian-socialist revolution in the world.
Now that's our general, overall orientation. What should
be our particular orientation to the international struggle,
what should be our strategic and tactical approach in the iresent situation concretelv? This has to be viewed in terms of
its opposite, that is, in terms of incorrect notions of what it
~
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should be. Beforeaddressing
- that directly, I think it's important to discuss, and criticize, the idea that our strategic orientation should be a united front not against the Soviet Union
alone (or the U.S. alone) but against the two superpowers.
This is a line that is raised bv various forces, including" Marxist-Leninists who are strongly opposed to both Soviet and
Chinese revisionism and their schemes for lining up forces
with the one or the other imperialist superpower.
More
. .
specifically, this united front against the two superpowers
line is often nut forward as the correct aoolication of Mao's
policies and principles today, in opposition to the Chinese
revisionist "three worlds theory." It is argued that what's
wrong with the "three worlds theory"is that it does seek toally with one bloc of imperialistsagainst another and that what
we need instead is a united front against both superpowers.
This line agrees
that all the imverialists are the same in
u
nature, but points out the role that they play in the world today is not the same and argues that therefore we should seek
to divide the two superpowers off and target them as the
main focus of our struggle. And it's true that in the world todav.
' . even in relationshin to the two imoerialist blocs. the role
played by all theimperialists isnot equal. In particular, there
saqualitatively different role - not; qualitatively different
nature, but a aualitativelv different role - olaved in oractice
by the U.S. and the soviet Union, ascornparedwith theother
imperialist states, in relationship to world events and in
relationship to their respective blocs. However, when theattempt is made on that basis to say that we should single the
U.S. and the Soviet Union out and make them the object of a
united front of struggle worldwide, it seems to me that two
things happen there that indicate that this is incorrect.
One, the logic
- of that position will lead you first of all
toward saying that the other imperialists are not really
enemies. Otherwise, there's not real oractical and concrete
meaning to saying that you shouldsingle out these two
superpowers as the main enemies and as the main target of
the struggle. Because if you're going to try to build a united
front against the two superpowers, then why not unite forces
as broadly as possible? And if you're going to single out the
two superpowers, if you're going to try to apply the method
that Mao applied - well, he did unite with people that he
certainly recognized were reactionary in nature, such as
Chiang- Kai-shek and U.S. and British imperialism, on the
basis precisely of singling out Japanese imperialism as the
main enemv. Again. I don't think he was wrone in that situation, but there's a certain logic and a certain consistency to
such an approach and, in the world situation today, once
you've said that the two superpowers are the main enemies,
then to maintain that consistency you should seek to unite
with the lesser imperialists, at least seek the kind of limited
unity as Man had with Chiang Kai-shek against Japan. The
Chinese communists didn't really concretely unite very
much with Chiang Kai-shek; in fact, they fought him a lot of
the time, but the united front against Japan policy meant that
they no longer sought to overthrow him and they sought to
avoid antagonistic confrontations with Chiang Kai-shek's
forces. Even when he initiated or provoked such confronta-
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tions, they tried to stop it and keep it from developing further. So the analogy there to me would be that as part of
directing the largest number of forces against the two superpowers you would actually hold back and not try to develop
the struggle toward overthrowing lesser imperialists and
reactionary forces in the world in order not to break up the
broadest possible unity against the two superpowers. Here I
think it can be seen how this approach is wrong and how in
all the lesser capitalist and imperialist countries it would lead
vou
into a social-chauvinist stand sooner or later - a stand of
'
uniting with the bourgeoisie. It would play right into the
hands of the bourgeoisies of Europe, for example, who are
precisely portraying their own need, their own need to go to
war to redivide the world as something being imposed on
them by the actions of the two superpowers - willingly or
unwillingly, you would play right into their hands and
strengthen social chauvinism, and chauvinism without its
socialist cover.
Secondly, it seems to me the very logic of this united
front against the two superpowers linewould sooner or later
lead vou to sineline
out onlv one of the superpowers
as the
. .
u
main enemy. Because once you aregoing to start saying let's
divide the enemy, then why stop with just singling out the
two superpowers? The law of contradiction tells you that
those two superpowers are in contradiction and they can't be
absolutely even either, therefore you should single out one
or the other as the main enemy - this logic
- will lead rieht
back to the same position that you startedout saying you disaereed
with. if vou
take this sort of road. Lenin. I believe, is
"
'
more in line with materialist dialectics when he says that
from the point of view of the international proletariat h e say
the victory of either side is worse, and that both imperialist
coalitions are worse. In other words there is nothing to
choose between the imperialist blocs and there is in fact not only as a general abstract principle but in today's concrete reality - n o basis and nocorrectness to seeking to put
to the side, to neutralize or to lessen the struggle
any
-- aeainst
"
of the imperialist states or any of the reactionary forces
dependent on them. Now that doesn't mean that in a particularcountry you might not direct the struggle more against one
or the other imperialist, or even make use of certain contradictions, as has been done. But it means on a world scale and
as an overall strategy
". for the international proletariat the
enemy remains imperialism and reactionary forces dependent on it and not iust a cnuole of the imnerialists despite the
fact that today the two superpowers
do actually. play
. .
. . a different role than the other imperialists that fact is something 1 0
be taken into account tactically hut i t .should not result in
their being singled out as the main target and enemy of the
revolution.
Sometimes in arguing for this kind of line it is said, yes,
but look, the bourgeoisie seeks to divide the proletariat, why
should the proletariat not seek to divide the bourgeoisie?
Why should we not seek to divide and thereby weaken the
enemy? It seems to me that there are two things that can be
said about this. and thev relate to the same basic ooint. First
of all, there is no such thingasTHE bourgeoisie, in the sense
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implied in that kind of argument. Especially if you're talking
about the world as a whole, that's a very mistaken and
metaphysical and idealist notion, that there's such a thing as
THE bourgeoisie. That's a basic point which is revealed
precisely by Marxist-Leninist political economy and also in
particular by the whole understanding of the compelling
force of anarchy in capitalist accumulation. And particularly
f you re talking about the international level there is nosuch
thing as THE bourgeoisie which has one unified headquarters and one unified interest otherwise how would you
understand why they would go to world war against each
other? It would make nosenseor would make i t a question of
Kautskyite analysis, of mistaken policies or subjectivity on
the part of the imperialists rather than the compelling furce
of anarchy and its particular exnri.'sskm in terms of the contradiction between nationally-founded capital which, however, can only accumulateinternationally and therefore
comes into contradiction, even antagonism, with other
nationallyfounded capitals, especially in the era of imperialism. Different groups and blocs and in particular different
states of national capital, of finance capital, repeatedly come
into violent collision with each other, needing to go to war to
redivide the world. So there is no such thing as THE
bourgeoisie which seeks in a unified way to carry out
policies. That doesn't mean that one group of imperialists
never comes to the sunnort of the other or that all lor virtually all) of the imperialistsnever unite together against the prolstariat - theydid in the Russian t evolution, at certain particular times, but if it wasalwavspossible
for them todo that
..
then there could have been no Russian Revolution in the first
place. One of the main reasons cited by Lenin, and also
Stalin, why they could make a break through the imperialist
front in Russia was precisely because the imperialists were
so divided and couldn't all unite to try to crush the Russian
Revolution until it was too little too late at the end of World
War 1.
That gets us to a second point - which is. if you want to
talk about dividing the bourgeoisie, we could hardly ask for
them to be moredivided than thev are rieht
" now on an international plane. I mean they are lining up in two blocs togo to
war with each other which, while it does involve very real
horrors - even the preparations for such a war and certainly
the actuality of it involve real horrors - would also bring
closer, if not bring about entirely at least bring closer, a horrc
ble end to this system and the beeinnine of a whole new era.
as Lenin once put it. It would certainly further that if the opportunities were seized on. It wouldn't by itself do it, but it
would heighten the opportunities for that. Further, as far as
dividing the bourgeoisie, the proletariat doesn't have the
freedom in any significant way to do that. It can, where it
holds state power, by certain tactical measures and
maneuvers increase certain divisions, make use of and
perhaps deepen certain divisions that do exist among the imperialists, that isa fact. However, the main error in the international communist movement in relation to this has been to
overestimate and exaeeerate the decree to which that can be
done and to fall into serious errors on the basis of that.
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For example, a line put out repeatedly in relation to
World War 2 - and it goes alone with this line that there was
a socialist country thatcould lead the antifascist united front
- is the notion that if there hadn't been the weight of the
Soviet Union and the mass pressure that was rallied by the
forces supporting the Soviet Union, somehow U.S. imperialism and British imperialism wouldn't have really gone at it
with German and Japanese imperialism, that the masses in
the Soviet Union and those supporting it had to push these
imperialists to really wage a war. Well, to a very limited and
secondary degree such efforts may have some influence. But
fundamentally it's not really necessary for the proletariat to
tell the imperialists what their interests are and try to get
them to fight for their own interests. Not just in principle or
abstractly but very concretely in World War 2 the imperialists were compelled to go to war with each other; they also,
it's true, adopted certain specific tactics as to how they
wanted to goabout that. socialist country and a strong
international movement may be able to affect some of that in
asecondary way, tactically, and that may beimportant incertain aspects, but to think that in any basic way or a s a principal aspect of things you can affect the way in which the relations among the imperialists find expression is a very serious
error and leads you in the direction of becoming a tail upon
the bourgeoisie. In other words, U.S. imperialism fought
Japanese imperialism the way it did in World War 2 largely
because of the conflict of objective imperialist interests. Tactical considerations, military strategy, all of that diplomacy, politics - all of it entered intoit, nothingwaspreordained, but objective, and ultimately economic, interests
were much more fundamental as a driving force than anything done in the diplomatic arena or on the international
scale tactically by the Soviet Union and the Communist International.
So really the divisions among the bourgeoisie are much
more caused by the basic nature of the capitalist system itself
and particularly the compelling force of anarchy and the expressions that assumes in the era of imperialism. And at the
present time, very concretely, they are very sharply divided.
This stands out in opposition, for example, to fifteen or twenty
years ago [which is where Enver Hoxha wants to put us back
0 1 when. i f you want to take the relationship between the
L' S and us blocand the Soviet Union and 11sblot un
. sav the
early '60s). the main thing about them was that they were
united, even while thev were divided and contendine.
". thev
'
were united in opposition to revolution and in opposition to
the oppressed masses and their struggles in the world. To put
it another way, collusion was principal over contention between them. That was true at that point, even though there
were differences between them, even though there was contention, even though they were seeking spheres of influence
in opposition to each other. But today, the opposite is the
case. Contention is clearly principal over collusion and the
principal aspect of the relationship between the U.S. and its
bloc on the one side and the Soviet Union and its bloc on the
other is not the waysin which hereand there they come into
unity in opposition to revolutionary struggles and the
<

masses, but the ways in which they are clashing and in fact
moving toward an all-out confrontation with each other. And
this in fact provides a very favorable potential. It heightens
and isa part of - or certainly can be turned into - anadvantage for the proletarian revolution if it's recognized and
seized on. It's not accidental, as I said, that the Russian
Revolution occurred in the context that it did - soecificallv
antagonistic divisions among the imperialists, world war.
Lenin and Stalin both insisted on that. Had the imperialists
not been at war with each other, had thev been in a position
to all gang up on the Russian Revolution, they could almost
certainly have strangled it in the cradle so to speak. By the
time they got around to trying to do something, it was too lit.
tie too late at that point and they weren't able to prevent its
consolidation, though they tried to a certain degree. So I
think that arguments of this kind. which base a whole policy
orientation on the notion of dividing an already divided international bourgeoisie, do not correctly grasp reality. They
are not based thoroughly enough on, and in serious ways
depart from, materialist dialectics and a real understanding
of what the real drivine and motive forces are and what in
fact their concrete expression is and what the actual
possibilities and potential are in the present situation.
And I think that in opposition to this, the correct strategy
that we should adopt kine which is founded first of all
the overall understandine of what the two main streams of
the revolutionary movement are and what the common
enemy is on a world scale, which is the imperialist system
and finance capital. In other words, to focus on a crucial
point and dividing line: all countries in the world, as a
general phenomenon, are dominated by finance capital, but
there's a handful of countries (and their bourgeoisies) that
control it and a majority of countries where the bourgeoisie
there (or you could say the country as such) does not control
it. Another way of putting this is that in the world today
there's ultimately only two forces that can rule and shape
society. It's either going to be finance capital or it's going to be
the proletariat in power advancing the revolution and
building and developing it as a base area for the world
revolution. Now that's ultimately or in the final analysis it's important to understand that phrase "in the final
analysis," because that does not mean that the immediate
stage of struggle in most parts of the world is immediately a
struggle for socialist revolution. Because precisely the
domination of finance capital in most of the countries where
it's not locally controlled reinforces and accentuates the kind
of backwardness and disarticulation that is characteristic in
the "third world" and makes both necessary and possible the
waging of an anti-imperialist struggle with a democratic element too - eenerallv an antifeudal, but in anv case a sienificant democratic aspect- which constitutes the first stage in
eeneral of that revolution and wreoares.. and is a necessarv
preparation for, the socialist stage as the sequel. Nevertheless
these are two more or less (because nothing is absolute, but
two more or less}distinct stages.
It's important to say that this is not absolute because,
again, the international arena and the development of the
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contradictions on a world scale are more determining in a
given country than what exists in that country by itself. If
Germany had had a successful proletarian revolution at the
same time as theOctober evolution in Russia, the wholeapwroach to the weasantrv in Russia would have been different.
h o t that they should have then adopted Trotsky's policies,
and said "okay now we can shoot all the peasantry" or
whatever - that is, declare it all in the enemy camp - but
they would have been able to deal with the peasantry differently. They might have been able to move faster to collectivize and in the process of collectivizing agriculture they'd
have had a stronger material base to d[that in a way that
wouldn't drive the peasantry intoop~osition;
there'sacertain
..
amount of speculation but I think there'salsoa certain reality
there. Or if, for example, at the time socialist China was facing imperialist encirclement from both directions (both
blocs) there had been a successful revolution in Iran and/or
sav oerhaos even in one of the less oowerful imperialist
countries, that would certainly have had a significant effect
on the class struggle and on policy on every level inside
China. So you can say that there isan overall character to the
world revolution in which there are two different types of
revolution in the two different types of countries - those
where finance capital is locally controlled, if you will, and
those where it's not, and correspondingly, those where the
immediate stage is proletarian-socialist revolution and those
where there needs to be and can be a broader united front of
anti-imperialist and democratic struggle as a preparation for
the socialist seauel. That is a "
eeneral phenomenon and a
general principle that we have to grasp and apply, hut at the
same time it should not be t r e a t e d a h s o l ~ t e because
l~
there is
interpenetration between different situations and struggles
-and also it is the development of things on a world scale that
is the most decisive thing in determining all this.
Well, with all that in mind and looking at the concrete
developments of today, at the actual situation and the alignment of forces, it seems to me that there are certain tactical
considerations that are important. One of them is the fact
that you do have a particular role played by these two major
imperialist powers, these two superpowers which do, in the
role they play, stand out in some ways differently than the
other imperialist powers. Now, it's important to underline
that these other imperialists out of their own necessity and
precisely out of their actual relationships are driven toward
war to redivide the world. For example, let's take the
Western imperialists, with their actual relationship with the
rest of the U.S. bloc, with the relationships between that bloc
as a whole and the "third world." between that bloc and the
Soviet bloc. and given the actual concrete situation and motion of thines.
- . all of them have - it hasdifferent expressions
of course in the different cases - but all of them have a compelling need for a redivision of the world. None of these
Western imperialist states (and Japan is included here too) is
capable of extricating itself from the situation that it's in and
reshaping things in a way that couldgive it a new leaseon life
- as for example occurred after World War 2 in a partial and
limited but nevertheless real way - none of them can
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achieve that except through a redivision of the world. Even
though the different imperialist states have different roles
and different relationships within the different blocs and in
the i;uiifrcmtation between the blocs in relationship 10 the
third world and soun forall ofthem i t istruethat without
a redivision none of them is capable of a new lease on life.
Each of them needs and is compelled and driven toward this
redivision.
At the same time, in terms of the actual motion towards
war, and in termsof theway thingsareactually developing specifically in the formulation of policy, the actual moves to
line up the allies, and so on - it is true that these two superpowers play particular roles. First of all and most importantly they have a particular role and in a certain sense and an
important sense a qualitatively different role with relationship to the two respective blocs. They are the actual headsof
these blocs, they are the main forces pulling them together,
and for both of them - this is very sharp, for example, for
U.S. imperialism - a part of the particular thing driving
them to war is precisely the difficulty they have in keeping
their bloc together. That's not tosay that theothersall want to
go their independent ways on a peaceful road. But there are
so many conflicting imperialist interests, even though each
and all need redivision there are so manv conflicting interests, it's hard to hold this bloc together. If you look at the
Middle East: Camp David.. .good-bye Sadat.. .hello U.S.
AWACS to Saudi Arabia, etc. It's very complicated to hold
that whole thing together. Then you've got this whole antiwar movement going on in Western Europe and the U.S.
imperialists especially need Reagan to be a cowboy tough
guy right now to unleash their social base in the U.S. and
help cast the mold of desired relations internationally
precisely as preparation for war. But on the other hand that
sort of stuffthathe does hasa lot of harmful consequencesin
all the allied countries because thev don't want to hear about
how the nukes are going to fly over Europe and so on and so
forth; even though these Western European imperialists
need togo towar they have their own particular interest sand
necessity. All this is another factor which from the point of
view of U.S. imperialism in particular drives it to go to war
even sooner because it's not like all these problems are going
.
to go away or become more mitigated.
The Soviets from their own side obviously have a different role to play in holding that bloc together than any of the
other revisionist bourgeoisies in the bloc, even the East German or Czechoslovakian bourgeoisies which rule over fairly
developed and advanced c o ~ ~ t r i eAnd
s . the Soviet bloc has
its own oarticularities. including" among them - and this is
an argument against Kautskyism actually - that some of the
more industrially developed countries in the Soviet bloc actually send industrial goods to the Soviet Union in exchange
for agricultural goods, which is not your classic Kautskyite
view of imperialism - you know Kautsky said that imperialism is the domination of the backward agrarian countries by
the advanced industrial countries. Well, actually and in certain limited and partial ways, there is sort of the reverse of
that in the Soviet bloc; this has to do with the whole history
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and development of that bloc but it doesn't alter the fact that
il's imperialist a s a bloc and that us iniwebts ar? imperialist
I t is. however an illubtration or reflection n f th" fart that the
Soviet Union plays a particular role in that bloc.
So the particular roles of the two superpowers is a tactical
consideration that has to be taken intoaccount. How? Not by
singling the two superpowers out as the main enemy or the
main focus of our struggle, as the target of our struggle to the
exclusion of the others, but by educating the proletariat as to
the specific role of these two superpowers, as well as the
nature and role of the other imperialists; and as an important
part of this making clear to the masses that in the c;urse of
their strueele - this is a point stressed in the Basic Princioles
document - it is very likely, before you can win complete
victory in revolution in almost every country in the world
vou're going to have to deal in one wav or the other with the
fact that these two superpowers are not only the main forces
in terms of the leaders of the respective imperialist blocs and
in the shaoine
. together of these blocs, but they are also the
main bastions of reaction, separately or even on some occasions together, in seeking to oppose and to suppress revolution. You can see that, for example, in struggles which aren't
even yet consciously revolutionary, in Poland, or in other
parts of the world. In the complex courseof actually carrying
out a revolution and advancing- it particularly
to the socialist
.
stage in the present circumstances, it is very unlikely that
you will beable todo that in any country or in anv' significant
situation without having to deal in one form or the other with
the force brought to bear by the one or the other [or
sometimes both) of these two superpowers, seeking to suppress such a revolution. Even, for example, in Western
Europe, where the main target and the immediate target
should be the domestic bourgeoisie and not the two superDowers. that doesn't change
" the fact that vou will almost certainly have to deal with these superpowersduring the course
of the twists and turns of a revolutionary struggle in those
countries. So that's a tactical but important consideration
that has to be part of our understanding and included in our
strategic thinking at this point.
More generally, however, it's also true that precisely in
approaching things from the world scale, we have to be at
one and the same time seeking to make the greatest advances
in building the revolutionary movement and preparing for
the development of a revolutionary situation in all countries,
as a general principle - with the recognition that revolutionary situations can emerge and sharpen without much
warning and seemingly unexpectedly. But at any given point,
it also has to be our tactical orientation to be alert precisely
by viewing things from the international plane and in the
world arena as our starting point, be alert to particular situations which at any given point become concentration points
of world contradictions and potential weak links, potential
points where we can make a breakthrough, as the international proletariat, and where therefore the attention and the
energy of the proletariat internationally should be especially
concentrated at the given point. Vietnam was an example of
that 10 years ago or so. In a different way so is Poland under
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the present circumstances. In short, we have to maximize
our gains in relation to such concentration points that have
clearly emerged and at the same time we have to be actively
moving toward and preparing to make revolutionary
breakthroughs wherever the situation might sharpen up,
because these weak links are not pre-ordained and not
something which can occur only once; they are precisely
things which can shift the focus of contradictions, and the
breaking point, if you will, of contradictionscan shift and we
have to be alert to this.
This brings me to the last point. Or rather, it is reinforcing
from another direction the central point: that it is only by
proceeding from the world arena that you can possibly carry
out a strategy for making the greatest advances possible at
any given time. This is why our party has increasingly emphasized that while we are trying todoeverything possible to
make revolution in the U.S. and to seize on a revolutionary
opportunity, if as is possible - and we say possible, not certain, but possible - it does develop over the next period of
years in the US., whether or not that happens, we see even
that in an overall sense as a subordinate part of what our
responsibilities are. Overall, while particularly concentratingin the U.S., since that'swhereourparty is, we'retrying
to do everything we can toadvance that worldwide struggle,
and that's not just a platitude or even just a general principle
- it means concretely examining things on a world scale to
see where arc these concentration points and potential breaking points. And it means bending our work and our struggle
toward helping to seize on such opportunities and generally
to advance the worldwide struggle even if in the short run it
might bring certain added difficulties for the revolutionary
work in the particular country we're in. What all that brings
up very immediately is that any given party in any given
country isstill limited in how it can affectthat and what it can
do. Precisely what thispoints toisthe need foraninternationa1 organization of the proletariat and particularly of its communist vanguard - because you're not going to unite the
whole international proletariat as one mass. but you can
unite its vanguard. And there is a need, despite all the negative experience which should be summed up even more
deeply, there isa need tora communist international. There is
a need for a communist international which draws from the
positiveand negativeexperiencesof the past and which bases
itself on the understanding that ideological and political line
is decisive and is the cornerstone for developingand furthern g , giving expression organizationally to, the unity of the
nternational proletariat, specifically its vanguard forces. It
seems to me that the communist international is, if vou will.
h e logical organizational
expression ot all the analvsisand all
h e political and strategic thinkine that I've been oresenling
~p to this point. It's the logical expression of the fact that the
development of things on a world scale and in the world
irena is decisive and that you have to be ablelo take advan'age of and seize to the maximum concentration points and
creaking points even while carrying out all-around work in
general in all countriesand preparing for possible revolutiooiry breakthroughs wherever the opportunity might emerge.

It istrue that there have been many negativeexperiences,
the domination by more developed parties over less
developed parties, by larger parties over smaller parties, by
parties in power as opposed to parties out of power - all of
this sort of thing has been real enough. But first of all, we can
see that it's not solved by not having- an international. The experience - specifically the negativeaspect of the experience
- of
- the Communist Partv of China nrnves that vou can have
all that without havinga communist international, and in fact
have lesschance of strugglingagainst it. I'm not passingjudgment specifically on, in fact I don't even understand fully,
what theapproachof thechineseparty was to thequestionof
an international, in, for example, the '60s when they broke
from the Soviet revisionists. I know that therecertainly wasa
lot of complications in that, such as the fact that the Chinese
were trying to win over the intermediate parties, like the
Vietnamese, and perhaps they felt to force the issue of this international or that international might have hurt such efforts.
I don't know if that was their thinkinrand I'm not .
nrenared
. to
say whether such thinking would have been correct. It needs
to be looked into and summed up more deeply, but as a
general principle and especially in today's concrete reality,
there isnot only a general but I would say an urgent need, not
to try to bring it into beingimmediately, but to workconcretely and step by step toward the creation of a new and a revolutionary communist international - one that learns from the
past, both the positive and negative experience. All these
things like "fatherparties"interferingin the internal affairs of
other parties and so on - when raised as arguments against
an international - can be rather politely dismissed as
bullshit. Those things are questions of line as well. If we're
really internationalists, if we really understand the importance of proceeding from the worldarena and the interests01
the world revolution above all, then there is a question of
methods involved, and how we struggle with each other:
there is a question of our epistemology, our theory of
knowledge, and what we think the relationship between
practice and theory, and perceptual and rational knowledge,
is; there are all those questions of methodology that are also
questions of lineand have to be struggled out. But essentially
the ~uestionis communists coming- together in the most
organized way to give the most powerful expression to formulatine and carrvine out the lines and policies to advance
the struggle on a world scale and with concentration on particulartey points at any given time in the world struggle.
Line wilt always remain decisive, both in the creation of
these things, and in their future - of an international and its
futuredevelopment and role. That was true in the First International, it was true in thesecond International, i t was truein
the Third, and it will be true in the new international which
needsto be built. So I think that the wholeunderstandingthat
has been presented here, the whole grasp of the decisiveness
of the world arena and what internationalism really means that it's notjust something extended from one country, or the
proletariat of one country to another, but it's the foundation
and startingpoint for the proletariat - not only has to lead in
terms of our guiding line, ideologically and politically, hut
~~~
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a l s o i n t e r m s of organized expression: it h a s t o be o u r guiding
line organizationally a s well. T h i s suggests a n d d e m a n d s certain objectives a n d c e r t a i n goals in t e r m s o f t h e c r e a t i o n , t h e
s t e p b y s t e p m o t i o n t o w a r d t h e c r e a t i o n o f a c o m n ~ u n i s itn t e r national, precisely i n o r d e r t o m e e t , particularly right n o w ,
t h e heightening o p p o r t u n i t i e s a n d t h e v e r y real challenges
t h a t t h e r e a r e . I t h i n k all of u s s h a r e a p r o f o u n d s e n s e of
f r u s t r a t i o n o r r e s t l e s s n e s s a t t h e fact that t h e s u b j e c t i v e factor
is lagging v e r y s h a r p l y b e h i n d t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e object i v e situation a n d t h e possibilities, t h e prospects t h a t are o n
t h e horizon. A n d t o m e e t t h e m is going t o r e q u i r e not just a
t r e m e n d o u s effort in g e n e r a l , b u t i s going t o r e q u i r e m a k i n g
leaps o n t h e ideological, t h e political a n d a l s o t h e organizational level. T o really b e a b l e t o act in a s o r t o f a telescoped
w a y , o r t o u s e t h a t p h r a s e , t o c o m e f r o m b e h i n d , t o really
seize t h e s e o p p o r t u n i t i e s is going t o r e q u i r e t h e c o m b i n e d e f fort a n d struggle of t h e Marxist-Leninist f o r c e s o n a n international level, a n d in a n organized w a y o n t h e international
level.
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Angola: A Case Study in
by Nicholas Curnrnings

O n November 11, 1975, the Portuguese Hieh Commissioner for Angola lowered the Portuguese flag in Luanda, the
capital citv. for the last time This marked the official end of
centuries of Portuguese colonial rule in Angola. What replaced Portugal in Angola, however, was not some sort of independent and liberated society. The Portuguese withdrawal
came in the midst of a n intense battle for control of the country. By February 1976 the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola IMPLA) became the government and, since
then, the MPLA has presided over a thoroughly
. . neocolonial
society dominated by the Soviet social-imperialists.
The MPLA's rise to power was the resolution (partial and
contested, but a resolution nonetheless) of a whole period of
intense political and military maneuveringand contention in
Angola between the U.S. and Soviet imperialistsand the various forces aligned with them. This contention had peaked in
a proxy war between these two imperialist-led blocs. On the
one side, the U.S. supported a major South African invasion
of Angola, supplied Zairean troops and other mercenaries,
and armed and financed the National Front for the Liberation of Angola {FNLA)and the National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola (UNITA). O n the other side, the
Soviet Union provided the MPLA with massive amounts of
weaponry, hundreds of military advisors, thousands of
Cuban combat troops, and a mercenary combat unit con,posed of the Katangese Gendarmes.
Angola was, and remains today, a focus of sharp contention between the imoerialist blocs: it is also a focal ooint in
the political struggle over the role a n d nature of the Soviet
Union in the world today, especially in connection with national liberation movements. For the Soviets and their supporters worldwide, it serves as a rallying cry and proof
positive that the Soviets can, and do, play a progressive and
revolutionary role in the battle against U.S. imperialism.
Others, including some who concede that there may have
been ulterior, or even imperialist, interests involved in Soviet
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actions, argue that nonetheless, the Soviet role in Angola objectively laid the basis for - indeed, was a prerequisite for achieving liberation. Without the Soviet aid, it has been
argued, Angola could only have ended up as a virtual South
African colony. In this view, the war in Angola and its outcome serve as a prime example of the need to rely on Soviet
military might if an oppressed people is toget out from under
the domination of imperialism, specifically Western imperialism, and escape the neocolonial status of countries like
Zaire and Zambia.
In fact, the Soviet role in Angolaand their support for the
MPLA had no more to do with liberation than did the U.S.
backing of South Africa, the FNI.A, and UNITA. As we shall
show, the Angolan masses today suffer virtually the same oporessive social relations and conditions (if now in neocolonial
form) as they did under Portuguese rule. Far from being indeoendent, Aneola's
develonment and destiny is determined
"
by the exigencies of the Soviet bloc - indeed, state power
itself restson the 20- to 30,000-man Cuban garrison stationed
in Angola and the thousands of Soviet and East German
government advisors.
But, before digging into this, a few other points need to
be spoken to up front. Why did the struggle in Angola come
down the way it did? Why did a struggle against Portuguese
colonialism and Western imperialism, one which had gone
.
on for at least fifteen years, finally erupt in the form of interimnerialist contention? And. why did the MPLA. one of three
Angolan nationalist organizations battling the Portuguese,
end u p a s a vehicle for the establishment and maintenance of
Soviet neocolonialism?
The MPLA was one of three nationalist organizations in
Angola, each withaseparate anddistinct base among the Angolan people. The FNLA was based mainly among the
Bakongo people of the north - mainly peasants and refugees
in Zaire. UNITA was based primarily in the southern and
central regions of the country among the Ovimbundu people, again mainly peasants. Of the three, the MPLA generally
had the broadest base in terms of its tribal makeup and the
range of political forces it encompassed. Although based
mainly among the Mbundu tribe, the MPLA also took in a
number of other sn~allertribes from the northern and central
parts of the country. It had, however, very little influence
among the peasants since it was mainly located in the urban
areas o f t h e country, though it was the only one of the three
that had some influence among the working class and which
had a strong base among the urban petty bourgeoisie,
especially among the intellectuals. Much of the MPLA's
leadership was drawn from the urban intellectuals and included many "assimilados" and "mesticos" - the stratum
which the Portuguese hadattempted toset upasasort of better off, middle class buffer in colonial Angola. The
"assimilados" and "mesticos" were given special privileges
and rights, including education, better jobs and certain poiitical rights. Manv of those in the MPLA were educated in Portugal and developed close ties with the revisionist pro-Soviet
Communist Party of Portugal. Actually, the Communist
Party of Portugal played an important role in the formation
~~~

~~~~

of the MPLA and continued to maintain significant influence
in it throuehout the years - this was due both to the ties between theCP of portugai and the MPLA leaders and to the
fact that a number of Portuguese CP members who had
emigrated to Angola also became members of the MPLA.
The class basisof the MPLAdid not automatically dictate
that they would eventually end up capitulating to imperialism and becoming a new comprador bourgeois class. In fact,
the MPLA attracted forces from a very broad political spectrum. They ranged from very conservative nationalists, who
from the beginning tended to hedge on fully unleashing the
Angolan people and were more inclined to seek out a compromise or negotiated
independence agreement - to radical
and revolutionary nationalists, some of whom were very
much influenced bv Mao Tsetune
" and revolutionary China.
No law of Marxism rules out people in such an organization
taking up proletarian ideology and transforming it into a
vehicle for genuine liberation, through sharp struggle. And
most of the critical turning points in the history of the MPLA
were marked by very sharp struggle between these conservative and more radical forces. In most of these struggles,
however, the more conservative and "middle-of-the-road
forces grouped around Agostino Neto came out on top. Not
surprisingly, it was also these forces grouped around Neto
that the Soviets supported throughout the history of the
MPLA and who were significantly strengthened by the massive Soviet military and political aid in 1975. (There was,
however, one exception to this - in 1972 and 1973 the
Soviets briefly supported Daniel Chipenda, the commander
of the MPLA's eastern military zone, in his effort to depose
Neto. Chipenda's political character is indicated by the fact
that after he was expelled from the MPLA in December 1974,
Chipenda joined the FNLA and later became the FNLAI
UNITA liaison with South Africa through which the details
of the 1975 invasion were worked out.1
Politically and ideologically there wasactually very little
difference between the MPLA, the FNLA and UNITA. Their
general programs were all basically the same. In fact, the
MPLA tried at least twice to unite with the FNLA - including once in 1972 when the MPLA even agreed to the appointment of Holden Roberto, the leader of the FNLA and closely
tied in with the U.S., to the post of the chairman of the joint
MPLAIFNLA Supreme Liberation Council,' And, while
some may point to the relationship between the FNLA and
the CIA as proof of a basic difference between the FNLA and
the MPLA, it is worthwhile to note that the MPLA also maintained tight relations with other imperialists, including the
Western European imperialists and the Soviets (although it
should also be pointed out that Soviet aid to the MPLA was
small and sporadic up until the end of 1974 and had even
been totally cut off twice, including for most of 1972-731.In
the earlv 1960s Aeostino
Neto even made a soecial trio to the
"
U.S. to attempt to convince the U.S. to withdraw its support
from the FNLA and throw it behind the MPLA - this was in
spite of the fact that the U.S. was principally supporting the
Portuguese colonial regime.2
Their military lines were also very similar. To all three

groups the armed struggle was a secondary aspect of the 11beration struggle. Military actions were primarily used to
carve out areas of influence inside the country where each
organization could hole u p while it exerted pressure on the
Portuguese, established international credibility, and won
recognition from organizations like the OAU and the UN.
Although no revolution is going to proceed in a straight-line
advance to victory, such a strategy is not one of a liberation
struggle of the masses but rather of bourgeois-nationaliststyle maneuvering with imperialism. Their military lines,
likewise, were not based on .people's
war. All three relied
.
primarily on relatively small armiesasopposed to mobilizing
the masses of Angolan people. The MPLA often makes quite
a bit of noise about having been the first to initiate the armed
struggle in Angola, referring t o a February 1961 attack on the
Luanda police headquarters and a orison fortress aimed at
freeing imprisoned MPLA m e m b e r s r ~ h e a t t a c kwas timed to
coincide with the exoected arrival of a Portueuese
oovosition
"
leader in Luanda, in hopesof getting maximum international

..

months later, although this in n o way changes the character
of the FNLA. In March 1961 a massive uorisinn occurred in
northern Angola which the FNLA attempted to join and
lead. For its part, the MPLA echoed Portugal's denunciation
of the "savagery" of the peasant uprising and used it to prove
the backward tribal nature of the FNLA since the northern
peasants not only attacked white settlers but also black
"assimilados" and members of the other tribes.3
U p until 1975 the MPLA's military activity was mostly
confined to the oil-rich province of ~ a b i n d awith a few scaitered attempts to expand into the north-central and eastern
regions of the country. Of course, both the FNLA and UNITA
also carried out a minimal amount of military activity,
mainly geared to protecting their traditional power-base
areas.
In early 1974 the MPLA was in pretty dismal straits. The
Soviets had totally cut off their aid, and the organization
teetered on the brink of disintegration a s three different factionsvied for control. Beyond this, the struggle in Angola a s a
whole had reached its lowest point yet.
By April 1974, however, the situation in Angola took a
dramatic turn. O n April 25. 1974, the Portuguese government was overthrown in a coup by the Armed Forces Movement, a n organization of Portuguese
military officers. Portugal's colonial wars, in Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau and
Angola. had been o n e of the main factors leadine" to the couv.
Portugal's colonial empire had been crumbling- from the
beatings it was taking in Africa, especially in Mozambique
and Guinea-Bissau. One of the first moves b v the new Portuguese regime w a s a n attempt to salvage what it could of the
old colonial empire, especially in Angola where the struggle
had been the least developed.
T h e coup in Portugal also had a big effect on the three
Angolan organizations themselves. UNITA immediately
signed a ceasefire with Portugal and began to push for elections. The FNLA first sent its a r m y back into Angola from

-
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Zaire, concentrating on securing its traditional base area in
the north and on establishing its presence in Luanda before
signing theceasefire. The new situation in Angolaalso forged
a temporary unity between the factions of the MPLA, and
they too moved to secure their position as much a s possible
before signing the ceasefire.
By January 1975 all three groups joined in signing the
Alvor Agreement, a neocolonial scheme engineered by Portugal which set u p a transitional government - including all
three groupsand Portugal - to pave the way for Portuguesesupervised elections (which UNITA, with the largest tribal
base in the country, was expected to w i n ) . One of the key
clauses in this agreement was the integration of 8,000
soldiers from each group's army with 24,000 Portuguese
soldiers. The Alvor Agreement was very temporary. It officially broke up in March 1975 when the FNLA launched a
series of attacks against the MPLA including a massacre of
fifty MPLA recruits at a training c a m p in Caxito,
Although the Portuguese were certainly pinning their
hopes of salvaging their empire on the Alvor Agreement,
most of the other parties involved perceived it more along
the lines of a holding action. In part, the competing interests
"

"

was banking a lot on winning the electionsand used the time
to woo the Portuguese and to attempt to spread its influence
beyond its tribal base. The FNLA, with the largest army, had
little or n o significant influence in most of Angola; for the
most part their base consisted of the northern region hordering on Zaire and among the hundreds of thousands of
Bakongo refugees in Zaire. The FNLA seized the opportunity
to move its troops into other parts of the country and to
spread its political influence, especially in the capital. The
MPLA at the time had a n extremely small army, and
although it had considerable influence in the urban areas the
MPLA had little influence among the peasants. The MPLA
used this time to build u p its army and attempt to gain
ground throughout the rest of the country.
But the most important factor contributing to the
breakup of the Alvor Agreement was the machinations of
both the U.S. and Soviet imperialists as they vied for control
in Angola in the aftermath the coup in portugal. The U.S.
had alreadv. begun to funnel large-scale support
.. to the FNLA,
including Zairean a n n s and $300,000 in CIA money to help
the FNLA purchase a major newspaper and radio station in
Luanda. By that time the Soviets hadalso restored their aid to
the MPLA, sending weapons and training the MPLA's army.4
In the months that followed, the battle for power in
Angola intensified, with the U.S. supporting a joint effort by
the FNLA and UNITA to crush the Soviet-hacked MPLA. In
June, yet anotherjoint agreement wassigned, this timeat the
behest of the OAU, which, together with the U.S., had a
definite interest in preventing or at least limiting a Soviet
gain in Angola. Thisagreement wascalled the Nakuru Agreement and i t broke upbefore the ink on the signatures dried.
The Nakuru Agreement highlights
a couvle of points. For
.,
one thing it underlined the intensity of the contention be-

of
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tween the groups and their imperialist sponsors. And again,
it also pointed out that the outlook and interests of ail three
groups were actually quite similar. One key point on which
all three agreed was the necessity of disarming the Angolan
masses ( i t should be kept in mind here that this was at the
height of what was supposed to be the Angolan Revolution).
Each of the groups had, to a certain extent, armed sectionsof
the masses in order to use them to fend off their rivals.
However, each of the groups also recognized the danger inherent in this. As the Nakuru Agreement put it, the masses
should turn in their weapons since "as everyone knows full
well, civilians are difficult to control once they are armed."5
The summer of 1975 found Angola divided into two
heavily armed camps, each sponsored by a rival imperialist
bloc and ready to explode. The U.S. had added mercenaries
and Zairean troops to itssupport of the FNLA and UNITA. By
July, the U.S., South Africa, and the FNLA and UNITA had
already begun to work out arrangements for the South
African invasion. During that same general period, proSoviet forces had made significant gains within the Portuguese Armed Forces Movement and the position of the
MPLA was considerably bolstered inside Angola. Added to
this, the flow of Soviet aid was steadily increasing and arrangements were being made for the dispatch of Cuban
troops and advisors to complement the MPLA's army. By the
end of the summer the MPLA controlled all of the maior urban areas and a good portion of the rest of the country. The
Soviet international nrowaeanda network had alreadv. beeun
calling the MPLA the legitimate government of the people in
Angola.
In October Angola exploded full force. The U.S:sponsored South African invasion barreled through southern Angola and quickly pushed the MPLA back into a position
where Luanda was their only stronghold. Meanwhile, the
FNLA rolled towards Luanda from the north. This invasion
was countered by the flood of Soviet weapons to the MPLA
and the thousands of Cuban combat troops who manned
those weapons. Based on this support the MPLA was able to
defeat its rivals and roll back the South African invasion by
January 1976.
To sum this up: the destruction of direct colonial rule in
Angola had not come about principally through the efforts01
any of the Angolan groups, but as a result of the crisis gripping Portugal [itself in large part caused by the struggles in
Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique). But the attempted shift to
neocolonial rule came in a period very different from the
'605, one in which the actions of both the Soviet Union and
the U.S. were increasingly conditioned not only by the
changed relationship in strength that had developed out of
the '60~6but - connected with that - their strategic needs
vis-a-vis a looming war between the blocs to redivide the
world. In that context each bloc perceived Angola as very
critical to its larger global interests, and the three independence organizations principally became the vehicles
through which this conflict was carried out. Each waged war
as a proxy for a bloc, and indeed none could have waged war
- given their whole history, basis, and line by this point -

. ."

without the full-scale infusion of troops from their patrons.
When the MPLA finally captured Angola, the Soviets
essentially established a foothold in an area that was, and is,
of vital importance to the U.S. imperialists. The Soviets,
however, were not acting on a plan for taking over the U.S.
empire country by country, nor were they principally interested in short-term economic benefits. Instead, they were
scrambling to best position themselves strategically for the
coming military showdown. To the Soviets, the MPLA
served as a vehicle for bringing Angola into their bloc and
under their domination. For the MPLA, which entered 1974
with little hope of being able to seize power, their class
aspirations could only be fulfilled by taking up the easy road
to power offered by the Soviets. And today, although it is certainly not free from contradictions and sharp struggle both
within the MPLA and between the MPLA and the Soviets,
this relationship continues,
The fundamental change that the Soviet aid, Cuban
troops, and an MPLA government have brought abuut i n
Angola has been the elevation of Angola toa highly contested
and important position in the Soviet war strategy. This is
what has conditioned subsequent developments in Angola,
and what sets the terms for its future. Far from being a study
in liberation, Angola isa case history of how reliance on the
Soviet "liberators" leads back to imperialist domination and
how such "aid fits in with Soviet imperialist strategy.

-

Pattern of Colonialism
Unchanged
South Africa and U.S. Multinational Corporations, a book
whose authors are somewhat sympathetic towards the
Soviet role in Angola and the MPLA government, describes
Angola prior to 1975'.

"At the time of independence Angola remained a
typical warped colonial-type economy. Over 8090 of
tsexports were still in the unprocessed form mostly
petroleum, $230 million in 1973; coffee, $205
million; diamonds, $80 million: iron ore, $49
million. Most of its imports were manufactured
goods. . . . '"
Today, this could just as easily serve as a description of
the economy of "liberated" Angola. It is a totally exportdominated economy, with four-fifths of its exports, mostly
oil, going to the U.S. What is profitable for imperialism is
what gets developed. The chief export, oil, completely
dominates the industrial sector. It has been described by
MPLA spokesmen as the "priority of priorities" and the cornerstone upon which all other sectors of the economy will
rest. The vast majority of all available resources has been
sunk into the development of the oil industry. In 1980 oil production reached 8 9 million tons, a substantial incrtase over
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the 1979 production level of 6.7 million tons. In fact, oil production is the only section of Angolan industry which has
surpassed the production levels reached under Portuguese
colonialism, and the Angolan government has announced
that it plans to invest still another $1 billion in order todouble the output of the oil industry by 1985,8In the spring of
1983 the drop in oil prices and glut in production led the
MPLA to announce that it would lower its prices below those
charged by other oil producing countries so as to maintain
and increase their own production of oil despite the current
crisis. The other export- and foreign exchange-producing industries, particularly mining, rank next in importance. The
extractive industries alone had a growth rate of 450% from
1978 to 1980.9 In 1980 diamond production was set at 1.5
million carats, double the output for 1979.1Â
Meanwhile the rest of Angola's economy wallows in
stagnation
and remains barely functional. Most of the things
needed just to keep the society running, such as basic consumer "
eoods and food. must be imvorted. According" to the
Soviet journal Asia and Africa Today, as of 1981 Angola could
only meet its balance of trade deficit, brought on by its heavy
reliance on imports, by concentrating even more on developing its export industries - a vicious circle typical of
neo~olonialism.'~
And with the deepening crisis of imperialism worldwide and the generally falling- prices of Angola's
mainstay exports, the situation will only get worse.
Accordina" to some estimates, Angola
- today has to import
90% of its food,I2and in 1979 food imports made up at least
one quarter of the entire imports c o ~ t . ' ~ O
course,
f
this situation is undoubtedly tied in with the fact that Angola's main
farming region has been in a constant state of war and a good
portion of it is occupied by UNITA andlor South Africa.
However, what is revealing here is that, faced with this situation, the MPLA has not developed any policies that even attempt to alleviate this situation. And although agriculture as
a whole has been subordinated to the more profitable exportoriented industries, not every section of agriculture has been
neelected
under the MPLA and Soviet imperialist domina"
tion. In fact, the cash crops of coffee, bananas, and cotton
have received special attention. The MPLA recently announced that the acreage for cotton production (one of the
areas where the Soviets play a direct role) was being expanded and that banana production had been restored to the
levels it had reached under the Portuguese. The policy
guiding the production of these cash crops was crystallized in
the caption of a cartoon prominently featured in the July 15,
1980 issue of the official state newspaper, the lornal de
Angola. This cartoon called on the Angolan people to participate in the 1980 coffee harvest. The caption read: "Export
coffee to the last bag! Harvest coffee to the last bean! It isonly
by exporting that we can buy food and e q ~ i p m e n t ! " ' ~
Various pieces of Soviet literature on the subject, and a
number ,if -ni~hurs
niclineJ in iiympaihi7c with the S.n'iciior
the MP1.A 1'nIt'innt
. to .purir,iv i i l l 01 tlnsassoini-' i ~ ~in lrdn
sitional phase in the development of the country and the
"liberation process." In truth, this type of situation is a
straightforward reproduction of the development of an op~
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pressed nation, leading not to independence, but only to increasing dependenceon imperialism. Even to thedegree that
development goes on, it is mainly development within the
overall framework set by imperialist domination and oppression. A classic example of this sort of "development strategy"
isNigeria; while by far the most industrially developedcountry in Africa (with the exception of South Africa),it unquestionably remains a neocolony of U.S. and Western imperialism in every sense.
If an oppressed nation remains in the same basic relation
to imperialism - indeed, if these relations are reproduced
and reinforced, and the hole dug even deeper - then where
is the liberation? Of course, the struggle to begin ripping out
of the imperialist web is an incredibly difficult one and
necessitates the full-scale mobilization of the masses in
political strugle over the road forward. The MPLA and their
Soviet mentors, however, have taken the opposite tack.
The Soviet rationale states that once political independence has been achieved, then "economic reconstruction"
(or, as it is officially referred to, "building the material and
technological base for socialism") becomes the main, and in
fact, the only task confronting the masses. The basic line
behind this is the theory of 'productive forces, which has
been a common thread running through the programs of all
revisionists, including the "anti-Soviet" Deng Xiaoping and
his reactionary "Three Worlds Theory."
Analyzing the struggle waged by Mao Tsetung against
the theory of productive forces in China, Bob Avakian wrote:
"What this theory said was that the class struggle was
over, socialist relations had been established and the
thing now was to concentrate on raising the level of
technology and economic development of the country. The role of the masses was simply to work hard.
This merged nicely with the line on economic policy
that these revisionists had all along pushed - promoting relianceon bureaucratic methods of management, specialists in command and the treatment of
the workers as mere labor p o w e ~ . " ' ~
Such a line inevitably generates bourgeois production and
social relations, with the bureaucratsand new eliteassuming
the essential role of the bourgeoisie, i.e., the personification
of capital. (Of course, the MPLA does not yet claim that
"socialist relations have been established," only that they are
"working towards that end," perhaps some twenty years
hence - which makes Avakian's point if anything more
applicab1e.l
In opposition to this, Mao maintained that an underdeveloped country cannot break the shackles of the imperialist legacy through passively awaiting mechanization of
agriculture and development of the productive forces
generally. To do so would only take the initiative out of the
hands of the masses and leave it with those who controlled
the technology - the upper strata of management and
technicians, and ultimately the imperialists themselves.
Their exigencies would set the priorities and shape develop-

ment, and inevitably the distorted economies characteristic
of the oppressed nations under imperialism would be
reproduced.
What came to be called the "Chinese Road," as crystallized in the Great Leap Forward and Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution under Mao's leadership, stressed raising
the conscious activism of the peasants and workers, and on
that basisdeveloping the productive forces, including the extremely important task of mechanizing agriculture [and in
such a way as to gain self-sufficiency in food for the oppressed nation). Movements for collectivization preceded mechanization and began to lay the basis for it through intermediate steps, e.g. developing local raw materials and drawing
on know-how at the local level, diffusing education in skills
and new techniques among the peasantry to help break
down differences between peasants and workers, and between them and the managerialltechnical personnel, etc.
The same line of unleashing the masses was applied as well
in industry, where the initiative of the workers in technical
innovation and transforming the production process was fostered through
- .part-time schools, worker participation in
management, three-in-one teams of workers, party cadre,
and technical personnel, etc. Industry and agriculture were
developed in close relationship (with agriculture as the foundation and industry the leading factor) - and not to serve the
imperatives of the imperialist world economic order. Key to
all this was the cornerstone of the"Chinese Road - Mao's insistence that the masses be led to wage struggle over the cardinal oolitical auestions of the dav not onlv in the basic production units, but throughout society as a whole, and
through this struggle determine the overall direction of society in every crucial sphere - including, of course, that of
production.
All this is considered so much "ultra-leftism" hv' the
Soviet mentors of the MPLA, as we shall see shortly; and the
way that the"theory of the productive forces"comesdown in
Angola today was best expressed by Angola's president, Jose
Eduardo dos Santos, in a speech on the role of the Angolan
people in solving the problems plaguing Angola today. According" to dos Santos, the roleof the Angolan
people
"
. . is". . .in
fact for each one in his work place to produce - to produce
constantly more and better. In other words, to work."l6 This
is not mere quibbling over "how best to advance" but is ac~

the MPLA has developed its policy in direct opposition to and with a clear recognition
of - the daneer nosed to their
u
rule in politically unleashing and mobilizing the conscious
activism of the masses.
The Soviets, of course, provide a "socialist"rationale for
such suppression. Describing the conditions necessary for the
maintenance of the political rule of their allies in the various
neocolonial countries under their domination, the Soviets list
the first and foremost "guarantee against counter-revolution"
in the May-June 1981 issue of Asia and Africa Today:

- .

"Political dissociation from the various sorts of leftist

factions in the revolutionary-democratic leadership.
The imoortance of this has been proved. alas bv'
numerous concrete examples in history. A certain
part of the leftist [and sometimes simply adventuristically inclined) leadership tries to exploit in its
personal or group interests the objectively existing
impatience among some sections of the population
and desire to partake of the yet unripened fruits of
the revolutionary transformation of society. The
damage that can be inflicted on society if such
elements grasp the political initiative is illustrated
best by the example of the 'great leaps' and 'cultural
revolution' in China.""

.

Robert McNamara could not have said it better! (We note in
oassine that the fruits of the masses in socialist China oartook of were not a demand for instant wage hikes [as the
Soviets imply], but to politically rule and transform society.)
Economic reconstruction of this character naturally necessitates the strict enforcement of a "law and order" society
in Angola. The pages of the Jornal de Angola carry daily calls
for the masses to respect authority, respect rank, and be obedient in carryingout orders. And. a s a n editorial in theJorna1
de Angola put it, "Military discipline constitutes the fundamental premise for the accomplishment of our mission."'8Of
course, military discipline in and of itself for a given period
of time is not necessarily wrong - rather it is a question of
discipline for what purpose and in whose interests. More on
this later, though; first, let us see what sort of "basis for
socialism" is being built in Angola today.

-

Agriculture
In early 1981 President dos Santos stated that "regrettably" the countryside faces some acute problems and the
peasants have unfortunately made less"use of the benefitsof
the revolution" than any other section of the Angolan
pe~ple.'~Concretely
what this means is that for the vast majority of Angolans, life remains much the same as it was
under the Portuguese.
Although 85% of the Angolan people are peasants, most
of them remain shackled to individual farming on tiny plots
of land, averaging 2.5 hectares each in size. Eighty percent of
all peasant farming activity carried out in Angola today is
done on a subsistence level - each peasant producing just
barely enough to feed the immediate family.z0 Even land
redistribution, or "land to the tiller" - which basically deals
with feudal, but not capitalist, relationsin the countryside has never been a major part of the MPLA program in Angola.
According to Soviet figures, only 4% of all the available
farmland in Angola is actually utilized today, and a good portion of that is taken up by the growing of cash crops for export - much the same as it was under the Portuguese colonialists.2' Yet in neocolonial and dependent countries,

agrarian revolution is one of the most basic and pressing
demands of the peasantry. Here it should be pointed out that
both the U.S. and the Soviet imperialists have carried out
"land reform" of a sort in a number of their various neocolonies; for example, the Soviets have done so in Ethiopia.
But, in the interests of not disturbing the economic base for
imperialist domination, the Soviets have not done so in
Angola.
At the heart of this auestion is the need to mobilize the
masses of people to begin to uproot the political and economic basis for feudalism and imperialist domination. As
long as these nations remain dependent on the imperialists
for their basic food supplies, they will be subject to blackmail
and domination. Thus, there must be a rupture with the
cash-crop orientation built up by the imperialists, and a
radical reorientation to national self-sufficiency. Further, the
gap between the city and the countryside, and the glaring
unevenness within the countryside, must also be narrowed
and combatted, or else these will begin (or continue) to express themselves as class antagonisms. Without such transformations, even such mechanization and development in
the countryside as does occur will aggravate the inequalities
and potential antagonisms. Such a full-scale transformation
- such a revolution! - can only goon through mobilizing the
masses to uproot feudal and semi-feudal relations through
agrarian revolution, and to go forward to forms of collectivization which strike at bourgeois relations and lay the
basis for socialist transformations.
To think that centuries-old social relations can be overturned short of "springing society into the air" is illusory at
best. But the MPLA could hardly unleash such a storm, and
could ill afford to at any rate. Nor, for that matter, were the
Soviets capable of, or interested in, sponsoring such revolutionarv transformation in Angola. Instead, the MPLA has
maintained the oppressive social relations in agriculture,
even keeping many of the Portuguese forms intact.
Certain aspects of the old colonial tax structure have
been kept intact, and the old colonial barter system has been
maintained as the main way of distributing consumer goods
to the peasants and expropriating whatever surplus crops the
part with.22
peasants may have
or are willing
Under Portuguese colonialism the barter svstem meant that
the peasants were forced to turn over a part ofthe crops they
produced to Portuguese-run trading posts in exchange for
rare consumer goods such as shoes, clothing, tools, soap and
other basic necessities. For the most part the consumer goods
offered to the peasants were priced way beyond their actual
value. This is what has been adopted as the main system of
exchange in the countryside today, with the only difference
being that today the MPLA is running the state-owned
trading posts.
Beyond the barter system, however, littleor nosystemof
exchange exists between the cities and the countryside.
Although Angola has one of the most extensive highway
systems in all of Africa, it is mostly used to bring the export
crops from the countryside (especially from the Soviet- and
MPLA-run state farms and cooperatives) to the urban port

-

-
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areas. The secondary rural roadsare most frequently used as
a platform upon which the peasants dry out their cassava
roots. Inaddition, Angola only has three major railroad lines.
Each line runs parallel to the other in an east-west direction
and ends up in one of the major port cities. The main
railroad, the Benguela Railroad, is the only line which runs
from one end of the country to the other - from the border
areas of mineral-rich Zaire and Zambia to the port of
Benguela.
The effect of this disarticulated svstem of urban-rural exchange combined with the one-sided emphasison cash crops
is twofold: tremendous food shortages in the cities and the
virtual lack of consumer -goods in the rural area. The
ramifications of this are the enforced pauperization of the
oeasantrv and the reinforcement of the whole svstem of individual subsistence farming. According to the Soviets,
many peasants have straight-up refused to even attempt to
produce surplus crops because there are so few consumer
goods available for exchange. When the peasants do have a
surplus available, it often ends up in the extensive black
market operations instead of the official trading posts.
The preservation and strengthening of feudal and semifeudal relations in Aneola's countryside has been essential to
maintaining the political rule of the MPLA, and overall, to
the enforcement of Soviet imperialist domination. The
Soviets have euohemisticallv referred to what is eoine on in
the rural areas of Angola as "patient transformation"; as Asia
andAfrica Today puts it, "The centuries-old setup of life in the
countryside cannot, of course, be radically changed in a matter of years."23
With this as their rationale, the MPLA has not only
upheld the traditional tribal chieftaincy system in Angola but
has relied on it as one of the main bulwarks of its rule in the
countryside. The tribal chiefs were also used by the Portuguese as one of the main supports for their colonial rule in
their African empire. In exchange for helping to enforce Portuguese rule. these tribal chieftains were granted numerous
privileges and extensive authority, including control over the
tribal lands, local courts and laws, some taxes, and the
distribution of goods among the peasants.
Describing the methods employed by the Portuguese in
order to establish and keep their rule over the colonies,
Eduardo Mondlane, one of the early leaders of the anticolonial struggle in Mozambique, stated: "One of the means
of ensurine authoritv was to break up our kingdoms into a
multiplicity of chiefdoms, under carefully picked paramount
chiefs, petty chiefs and head-men who were under the direct
supervision of Portuguese white administrators and chiefs of
post [chefesde p&to). These administrators and chefes de p6sto
are responsible for seeing that Portuguese law and order are
maintained and that every able-bodied African serves Portuguese interests. The African chief is an instrument of the
Portuguese government to carry out its political, economic
" ~addition
~
to the army and police, the
and social p o l i c i e ~ . In
tribal chiefs were one of the main weapons used to subjugate
the Angolan people.
Today, the Angolan chiefsplay a very similar role in rela-
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tion to the neocolonial regime of the MPLA and Soviet imperialist domination. L u c i o ~ a r a one
,
of the top leaders of the
MPLA, described the rote of these chieftains and their relationship with the MPLA in an interview with the African
Communist, the theoretical journal of the pro-Soviet South
African Communist Party. In Lara's own words: "In other
words the activist does not try to take the chief's authority
away from him. The activist tries to raise the chief's consciousness and to make him understand the goals of the
revolution.. . . But the important thing is that the chief
should be made to understand that the Party is there not so
him and hisauthority, but toimprove the
much toact against
conditions of the people and of the chief himself."25Putting
their official imorimatur on this. the Soviets state. "The oartv
draws on the prestige of the chiefs, who are striving to
develop cooperation with new, people's power."26It is certainly a revealing comment on what the level of prestige of
Soviet imperialism and the MPLA must be among the
Angolan people when they feel it is necessary to"draw on the
prestige"of the patriarchal chiefs in order to boost their own.
in ~ n g o l a this
,
reliance on the "prestige and authority" of
tribal chieftains is not a matter of respecting- local tradition
and customs. Actually, the more fundamental point is that,
by their own admission, the MPLA finds these chieftains
necessarv for the maintenance of their rule and the building
up of exploitative relations. In passing, it should be pointed
out that the MPLA has made one chanee
" in the chieftaincy
system that is worthy of note - instead of referring to them
as chiefs, they are now known as "People's elder^''!^'
Meanwhile, the oauoerization of the peasantry and their
exodus from the countryside continues on a mass scale. The
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Africa Today, the situation is described as follows:
"The population of the Angolan capital, which was
600,000 before 1975, has more than doubled and, according to some estimates, is close to 1.5 million today. During the colonial years no citv except Luanda
had a population of 100,000 or more, whereas today
Lobito, Benguela and Huambo are inhabited by
150,000 to 200,000 each. The actual proportions of
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ites. This is how many Angolan farmers have turned
from food producers into food consumers."~~
Many of these peasants come into the cities in search of
work, and 80% of all Angolan industry is located in twocities
atone - Luanda and Benguela.29 But in addition to the
peasants uprooted by the spontaneous workings of imperialist economic relations, many of the "food producers" who
have turned into"food consumers"belong to the Ovimbundu
tribe from southern Angola, the main ethnic base for UNITA
[the U.S.-sponsored "liberation" group). They have been
driven out of the countryside by the MPLA and into the

shantytowns of the cities in order to keep them away from
the influence of UNITA.
Although for the most part the enforced backwardness of
the Angolan countryside has continued under the MPLA
regime, some changes have been carried out. But even these
changes have been principally dictated by the Soviets' need
to politically stabilize Angola while also sucking some profits
from it. For instance, while the MPLA has not instituted a
major land reform program in Angola, it hasdistributed some
land to a select handful of peasants: some Ovimbundu tribe
members, the traditional laborers on the Portuguese coffee
plantations, have been granted tools and small estates in
northern Angola on the condition that they move north and
grow coffee for export.3o
Undoubtedly the fact that the Ovimbundus are experienced in growing coffee had something to do with the
development of this program: however, the program itself is
equally designed to undercut the tribal base of UNITA in the
south while exacerbating tribal rivalries in the north where
the other U.S.-backed organization, the FNLA, has its base.
Of course, this program is also tinged with a bit of the profit
motive; The land for the program has been carved out of
farms which had failed while being run by the Cubans and
the MPLA. Turning them over to the Ovimbundus was one
way to attempt to boost the production and export of one of
the most important cash crops in Angola, coffee.
The MPLA has also made some particular changes in the
export crop sector of Angolan agriculture. The main direction here, based on Soviet agricultural models, has been the
top-down formation of state farms [and to a certain extent
"cooperatives," although by all accounts the "cooperative"
movement has proven to be a dismal failure).These farms
were meant to ensure at least a minimally functioning
economy in the rural areas and were also tied into boosting
the production of export crops to bring in foreign exchange.
When the Portuguese fled from Angola in 1975 they abandoned 6,250 farms and plantations. The MPLA took over the
largest and most profitable of these export-crop plantations,
nationalized them and turned them into state farms run on a
strict state-capitalist basis, i.e., with profit in command, proJin.tion mainly lor i.-xlnirl la inipi.'rialisl relation-. dnd with
thi~;t~riciil~iirul
workers,ohIcct iocniurol n n J i u h mlinatioii
typical of capitalism.
But of all the farms abandoned by the Portuguese the
MPLA was only able to put 1500 of them back into operation
by 1978. Soviet journals point to the labor and equipment
shortage as the ~ r i m a r vreason for this situation. However,
the key question in the development of these state farms and
cooperatives has been much more one of profitability. The
to establish tight control over the
MPLA acted verv. auickly
.
most profitable of these farms and plantations. Resources,
technnloev
~ - ' .and aid were channeled into them. The Soviets
themselves, as well as other members of their bloc, even
came in to run some of these farms directly. Compared to the
these farms are thriving, free of
other sections of aericulture
"
any sort of shortage of labor, equipment, finances, skilled
technicians, or foreign experts. The Soviets are directly in-

-

volved in cotton production, while the Cubans have their
hands in the coffee and sugar plantations and different
Eastern European imperialists run the fertilizer and other
large agriculture-related industries.

tation with the West inight result.
Again, in our view the peculiarities of Soviet domination
in Angola - the "freezing"of certain economic relations (including extensive Western holdings! coupled with the setting
in place of a pro-Soviet state infrastructure and military apparatus - cannot be understood with a mechanical model of
imperialism in which every single move by an imperialist
power can and must be reduced to immediate profitability.
The Soviets are not in Angola to grab up Gulf's profits [or still
less to "liberate" Angola); their aim is a "holding pattern" in
which Angola is nailed down a s a springboard for a larger
Angolan industry also reflects thesocial relations typical
political-military move. (At such a point, the seizure of Gulf
Oil, et al., may indeed go down, but then, too, it would prinof imperialist domination, albeit with a Soviet "prewar"twist.
cipally be a move on the political-military chessboard.] This
Everywhere, from the smallest factory to the largest, the industrial structure is designed
both to maintain the political
dialectical understanding of the relation between the
"
stability of the regime and to ensure the continued a n d inteneconomic necessity compelling imperialism to carve u p the
sified super-exploitation of the Angolan working class by i n world, and the political-military medium - including,
perialism.
ultimately, war - through which that is most critically exMost of the industry is run and managed outright by the
pressed, is crucial to grasping developments in the world; a s
Western imperialists. A very large percentage of Angola's inLenin stressed, "politics is the concentrated expression of
economics."
dustry is controlled by the U.S. and its bloc, and this includesa very largechunk, if not all, of theindustrieswith the
Based on this, the Soviets have relied on the MPLA
largest concentration of capital and the greatest orofits." Vir(backed u p by the Cuban troops and Soviet-bloc advisors, of
course] to use the power of the state to enforce relative
tually every key economic lifeline in the country is in the
stability in this complex and contradictory situation. It
hands of the West. Nowhere is the involvement of Western
should also be pointed out here that while the MPLA is
imperialism more evident than in the oil industry, which
provides 80% of Angola's foreign exchange earnings and apoverall serving the interests of the Soviets, there is q u i t e a bit
proximately 65% or more of the total government r e v e n ~ e . ' ~ of overlap between these interests and those of the MPLA
itself - especially since the MPLA has its own pressing need
Gulf Oil, which produces 80% of all the oil produced in
for such stability in order to remain in power. A prime examAngola,33 literally controls the industry. In fact, through a
nip of the role of the Soviet-stvle neocolonial state in all of
series of management contracts negotiated with the MPLA
this is the development of the "absolute authority of manageover the years, Gulf has total control of its Angolan
opera.
tions from top to bottom. Even in the industries supposedly
ment" as one of the cardinal operating principles in Angolan
nationalized bv the MPLA the situation remains the same.
industrial ornduction. The develonment of this nolicv has
T h e Angolan state nominally owns 77% of DIAMANG, the
been integrally bound up with the increasing need of the
main diamond mining company, yet every aspect of its daySoviets and the MPLA to carry out and enforce the suppresto-day openitions and management is firmly in the handsof a
sion of the Angolan working class,
management firm which is a subsidiary of theSouth AfricanWhen the Portuguese fled Angola and abandoned their
owned De Beers C o r p o r a t i ~ n . ' ~
various industrial enterprises, a powerful upsurge swept
In part, this is a question of just what the Soviets, as the
through the main urban areas of the country, especially in
new imperialist power in Angola and given their overall posithe slum districts inhabited by the working class and urban
tion in the imperialist world, can and cannot d o today in
poor. One of the expressions of this upsurge was a spont e r m s o f takingover economically from the West. More funtaneous movement to seize and run the abandoned Pordamentallv though, it is a matter of what thev.
tuguese factories. The MPLA quickly moved to clamp down
' . a s well a s the
the lid on this upsurge.
MPLA, can afford to d o politically, and what in fact their
. .. In December 1975 they hurriedly
political objectives are in Angola. To kick the West out of
adopted a complicated and totally repressive set of rules and
regulations to he followed to the letter bv the workers in the
Aneola
todav would reauire either a revolutionarv move"
process of production. The clear purpose of these "Laws of
ment among the Angolan people - not a very enticing prosDiscipline of the Productive Process" was, and remains today, the chaining of the workers to their "proper place."35
from the fop down, a scenario which, from the Soviet standAny infraction of these laws, from passive resistance to
point, is not desirable either, since, economically, the Soviets
unauthorized strikes, is defined as "economic sabotage" and
are in n o position now to deal with a totally dependent
"crimes against ~ r o d u c t i o n "punishable by. anvwhere
from
.
Angola and since, strategically, this would run counter to
two to eight years in jail or a stiff fine and sometimes both. In
Soviet schemes on a global level to take advantage of conessence, these laws mean that the Angolan working class is
tradictions in the West toaid in Soviet war preparations. And
forbidden hv the state to even so much a s go on strike aeainst
besides, a disadvantageous and premature military confronthe imperialist owners of industry.

Angolan Industry
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In the October 1976 Central Committee meeting, and
again during the First Congress in 1977, the concepts of "personal directorship" and complete authority of management
were adopted as state law.l6 Ironically, these were the same
meetings during- which the MPLA officiallyadopted the revisionist caricature of Marxism-Leninism and turned itself into
a revisionist-stvle "Marxist-Leninist" party.
. . As periodic UDsurges among the Angolan people continued and "labor
discipline" remained a problem, it was not uncommon for
the MPLA to use the military and the police to put down
unauthorized strikesand demonstrationsamong the workers
demonstrations that included some actions which
demanded the expulsion of Cuban troops and Soviet impeBy 1977 the MPLA had even gone so
rialism from
far as to temnorarilv disband their official trade union commissions and basic party organizations within the individual
enterprises in order to reorganize them on a tighter basis.
Again, it should be noted that it is not draconian
measures in production discipline themselves that are being
criticized here. In fact, in countries that are genuinely
liberated some such measures may be both necessary and
correct on a temporary basis to help establish the new,
revolutionary power and its economic basis. In Angola,
however, all of these measures serve only to reinforce the
neocolonial regime of the MPLA and the bonds with Soviet
social-imperialism.
Today, although there is little reliable information
available on the activity of the Angolan working class, there
are considerable hints that various forms of resistance, for
different reasons, continue to plague the MPLA and Angolan
industry. The Angolan press is filled with a constant barrage
of official calls for a n end to rampant absenteeism (the pruMPLA magazine Peoples Power cites the current rate of "unjustified ahsenteeisni'as being somewhere between 15% and
2 0 , sabotage, "petty-bourgeois attitudes," and other
"crimes against production.'^8The May Day 1980 Communiq u e from the Political Bureau of the MPLA again stressed the
undisputed authority of managers in industry as a so-called
revolutionary principle. According to this communique, in
order to advance the Angolan Revolution it is necessary to:
.definitely create in managers, cadres and all
workers in all structures, the obligation to put into
practice decisions made by higher organs of the
.party. and the s t a t e . . .We must also struggle
-- to
strengthen the authority and role of management in
all workolares and at all levels There cannot be confusion regarding decision-making power, a n d
management personnel in companies and other
places of work must be respected and o b ~ y e d . ' " ~

socia/-imperialists, they d o have a certain necessity to cover
over some of the rougher edges in Angola, In general, they attempt to d o this by cloaking the situation in the garb of
"socialist orientation," with one of the main ways of doing
this being the promotion of supposedly "pre-socialist" forms
of "workers'control."To accomplish this the MPLA has tried
to use the trade unions, management councils, and production assemblies. However, it has proven to he somewhat difficult to use these organizational forms to showcase "workers'
control" since the reality of the matter is that these organizations serve mainly as arm twisters for the state in organizing
and carrying out production.
The trade unions, often referred to by both the Soviets
and the MPLA as the genuine representative and voice of
"The Workers," serve primarily a s part of the management
bureaucracy. Among- the official aimsof the local trade union
organizations is the task to "first,. . .stimulate political activt y a m o n g the workers with the aim o f c r e a t i n ~ t h technical
e
and material basis for socialism." Concretely, this translates
out to a many-worded way of saying PRODUCE. In 1980 the
MPLA attempted to use the tradeunions to launch a "socialist
emulation" campaign in honor of the convening of the first
People's Assembly [the congressional branch of the Angolan
government]. Actually, this was nothing more than a thinly
disguised productivity drive aimed at increasing production
by offering" material incentives and nunishment.'i in order to
stimulate competition among the workers. The response
among the workers was revealing to say the least. Although
the campaign was supposed to take place nationwide, only
five workplaces in the entire country could muster enough
workers to participate in it.4'
Still another example of all this is provided by the "DI-Oduction assemblies." These are mass gatherings at the
variousenter~risesdurinswhich the workerssuroosedlv exercise their "right to consult" by offering u p their comments
and suggestions concerning the production plan. These
assemblies are not very regular, nor are they very well
received when they are held, since their actual purpose is to
iron out problems and obstacles to production and productivity and the sole authority for calling them rests with
management.
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A few months later the November 15, 1980, issue of theJorna1
de Angola analyzed the shortcoming*!of the industrial sector
in Angola and issued a call for the strengthening of thr
authority of the industrial managers tn w c i - p aside all
obstacles to produ~tivity."~o
Of course, since the MPLA is a cumprador for the Soviet

Using the West to Gain
"Economic Independence"
Few would argue about the extent of Western economic
activity in Angola today. Virtually every country in the
ti...-led bloc land many, many major corporations) has some
tic-in to the Angolan economy. Even the old colonial power,
Portugal, has returned to Angola in a big way over the last
few years. What's more, the colonial pattern of trade
dependency remains much the same. with the hame major
trading partners, including South Africa, Angola's largest

trading partner within the African continent.
Since 1976 the MPLA has bent everv effort to encouraee
the economic activity of the West. In rune of 1979 the
enacted the Foreign Investment Law to give greater incentives to the Western imnerialist countriesand their economic
investments. Described by Chase Manhattan Bank as a
"liberal investment code," the law assures the imperialists
that once thev invest in Aneola thev will be able to remain
operating therefor at least 10 yearsand it guarantees them repatriation of profits amounting to 25% of their investment
annually.42According to this law the Western imperialists
are also guaranteed the right of compensation in case of nationalization and are promised special breaks on taxes and
customs duties.
Some, more honest forces have expressed puzzlement
over the contradiction between the MPLA's avowed goals of
liberation, and their ever-deeper economic ties to the West.
For these the Soviets offer a political rationale for relying on
- or as they put it, "using" - the Western imperialists to
achieve economic independence. In the Soviet book NonCapitalist Development, An Historical Outline, the authors
state:

MPLA

-

"At present the social and economic development
plans of most of the Asianand African countries with
a socialist orientation as a rule envisage only
measures aimed at restricting foreign capital, above
I in large- and medium-scale industry. These countriesgenerally begin with a policy of inviting foreign
capital for the development of the national economy
under state control. However, when foreign capital
ignores the national interests, the governments of
the developing
. . countries resort to the extreme
measure of nationalizing i t , . . . The question is not
whether or not to attract private foreign capital for
the development of the national economy. The question i s on what conditions it should be attracted.. . .
In attracting foreien
- cauital
. into a country it must be
deprived of the possibility of interfering in the
political life of the country. In short, foreign capital
must restrict itself to receiving a reasonable return
on its investment^."'^
Speaking directly to the situation in Angola the Soviets
state in Asia and Africa Today:

'In enlisting the services of foreign big businesses,
which serves as an important additional source of
financing development programs, the Angolan government actively uses the differences in the imperialist camp in ensuring the most favorable terms for
cooperation with foreign companies."44
All this is presumed necessary because of the desperate need
of the "newly-free countries" for industrialization and
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development in order to achieve "economic independence."
In Neocolonialism and Africa in the 1970's the Soviets state:

'The contradiction between the need to oust foreign
capital and the need to attract it for the purpose of
economic development is the concrete form in
which the young states' struggle for economic independence unfolds in conditions of backwardness
and heavy dependence on the capitalist world
economy."45
This sort of sophistry is truly remarkable - although, again,
it's not only doubletalk, hut doubletalk with a very specific
purpose conditioned by the Soviet strategy of gaining
footholds in these countries short of an immediate rupture
with the West, and at a time when the Soviets themselves
cannot fully and profitably integrate them.
The application of this argument in Angola is expressed
as the urgent need for technology, with the only source of
this technology being the Western imperialists. Agostino
Neto bluntly put it this way: "Can this problem he solved by a
decree? Can we solve it with an angry editorial proclaiming
that the bosses shall not fatten on the sweat of the workers?
Obviously no. Cabinda oil is obtained through advanced
technology. Do we possess this technology? No. Do the countries which are our friends and give us the most help possess
this technology? No again."46
Essentially this argument is a case of a whole lot of
deceitful eclectics wrapped around a tiny kernel of truth. It
recognizes the objective position of the U.S. and the other
Western imperialists in the world today, especially in relation to what the social-imperialists are able to do, and tips its
hat to the enforced distortion and lopsidedness of the
neocolonial and dependent world in relation to the imperialist countries. However, the basic premise of the argument is
wrong on a number of counts.
First, it is not a matter of simply buying technology but
of allowing imperialist capital to control the critical spheres
of the economy. Further, as Marx pointed out over 100 years
ago, capital does no; consist of steel mills, tractors, etc.; these
only play the role of capital within certain social relations.
Conversely, the export of capital to oppressed nations is fundamentally the export of capitalist social relations; i.e., such
"industrialization" can only reproduce the distortion and
dependency inherent in the imperialist power1oppres~ed~nation social relation. When capital is exported to oppressed
nations, it isdoneon the hasisof consigning to theeconomies
of those nations a very particular role in an international
division of labor conditioned by the needs of finance capital
based in the imperialist nations. Regions of these oppressed
nations often ?xist in relative isolation and disconnection
from one another, with rapid development in one part accompanied by total stagnation in another, and the overall
economy locked into a pattern of disarticulation. And finally,
imperialist economic subjugation does not reduce itself to a
matter of technology - unless the MPLA considers Brazil,

the tenth largest economy in the U.S. bloc, to be liberated.'
The Soviets and their MPLA compradors say that the
Western economic "investors"can be regulated and restricted
into working for the national interests of Angola. To this end
they promote various initiatives purporting to give the state
control of the commanding heights of the economy. One of
the main forms of "regulation"promoted by them is nationalization. Actually, Angola's nationalization program is very
similar to the nationalization programs that exist in most
African countries today, including countries like Zaire and
Zambia, and, if anything,
.
.. is more conservative than many.
For the first few yearsafter coming topower, the MPLAconcentrated on nationalizine<, onlv, the industries that had been
abandoned by the Portugueseand those that were inactiveor
running at a loss.4' The MPLA went out of its way to make
sure that no foreign imperialist toes were being stepped on,
even putting into their constitution the right of the imperialists to private property so long as it served the interests of
Angola. And for the most part, when industries were nationalized the former owners were given compensation and
sometimes even promised a share in any future profits.
The nationalization of the diamond mines and the D1AMANG Company is probably the most spectacular example
of the imwlementation of this asoect of the MPLA oroeram.
u
By 1977 the government had nationalized all of Angola's diamond mines and had taken over a 60% share in DIAMANG.
This only came about, however, after DIAMANG's main
shareholders had requested that the MPLA nationalize it a
full year earlier than they actually did, since it was running
at a severe l0ss.~8In the onearea that the MPLA did carry out
~

~~

.

immediate nationalization, the banks, they exerted an extra
effort to make sure that no one was unduly offended. The
MPLA not only took over the resources and business of the
Central Bank and three other banks, but they also took over
and paid all of the obligations and debts of these banks to
foreign creditors.49
The other major form of state intervention is through the
formation of state-owned enterprises and the negotiation of
majority shares in joint ventures with the Western imperialists. The sharpest example here has been the oil industrv. In most cases the state-owned oil company, SONANGOL, has anywhere from 5190 to 60% of the shares in the
joint exploitation of Angola's oil resources. While this may
look good on paper,
. . it actually has had little to no effect on
the imperialists' oil operations. Describing the effect of neocolonial countries acauirine a maioritv
, , shareholdine in an
imperialist economic venture, a vice president of Chase
Manhattan Bank stated: "Most successful projects have been
achieved without hard and fast requirements for certain
rigid percentages of stock ownership. The important element
is that there bea meetineof
mindsat the beeinnineastowho
"
"
does what - who manages and controls. Under these circumstances, a minority shareholder [i.e., the imperialist concern in question - ed.] can in fact functionally not only
manage but control the e n t e r p r i ~ e . "The
~ ~ MPLA has been
very straightforward about who manages and controls in
Angola. At their 1980 Congress they made a special point of
calling for the negotiation of management
contracts with the
Wi.'siern bloc imperial~stsin all of the priority industries
The h1Pl.A has also hired the U 3.-based consulnne firm of
Arthur D.Little to negotiate the Oil Code for ~ n ~ o l aoil
' s industry and has most recently signed Little up to restructure
the export sectors of Angolan agriculture, that is, make them
more efficient and profitable. (Little is the architect of most
of the U.S. oil deals in Africa.]"
While the programs of nationalization and state ownership in Angola do not fundamentally alter the overall
character of Aneolan society, and often do not even change
"
the character of Western imperialist penetration in the least,
it would be a mistake to see the sole ooint of these oroerams
"
as window dressing. They do form the basis of the state sector of the economy, which serves as both an economic and
political base for the MPLA and the Soviets (and perhaps as
an embryo of the dominant relationships following a redivision of the world].
Still, Western-bloc finance capital keeps its fingers deep
into this arena too. When SONANGOLjoined with Gulf Oil
to open up further oil exploration, the MPLA not only had a
51% share in the venture but also had to out uo a 51% share
of the initial investment. In order to come up with this
amount the MPLA had to turn to the U.S. Export-Import
Bank for an $85 million loan and to another consortium of
Western bankers, led by the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, for still another $50 million. And, as an indication of
thedegree to which the Western imperialistsexercise control
here, this consortium demanded, and got. an agreement
from the MPLA stipulating that proceeds from oil sales

-
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would be put into a n escrow account by the MPLA in order
to assure the banks that they would be ahle to collect what is
owed them.52 Since 1975 Angola has gotten increasingly
wrapped u p in the whole international w e b of finance
capital. In 1981 Angola had its first payments deficit since
1975, and in order to finance this deficit the MPLA began
negotiations with a number of Western banks for at least
$100 million in new loans.53 To offset future deficits the
MPLA has announced that it is cutting back o n all but the
essential imports and readjusting its development plans.

No Other Choice?
Before moving o n , special mention should he made of
o n e argument that has been advanced hy the MPLA, the
Soviets, and their supporters - including some honest people - to justify the MPLA's deepening economic ties with
Western imperialism since 1976 and Angola's social stagnation under the domination of Soviet imperialism. This
argument holds that, given the situation at the time the
MPLA came into power "independent" Angola was only ahle
to survive, and d u e to "reality" today can only continue to
survive, by maintaining, a n d in fact increasing, Western imperialist economic activity in Angola. T h e bottom line drawn
by this argument is that the war with South Africa and
UNITA and the colonial legacy of Angola has made it impossible for the MPLA to maintain a functioning economy
without the Western imperialists w h o a r e relied upon to supposedly build u p the export sectors of the economy, transfer
hard cash to the MPLA, a n d thus contribute to the development of all the other aspects of Angolan society. (Of course,
this same basic argument is also used to justify the reliance
on Soviet and Cuban military might to keep the MPLA in
power.) T h e Soviets have often added a touch of political
sophistication to this argument by citing the New Economic'
Policy (NEP) developed and implemented by Lenin in the
early years of the Russian Revolution as the theoretical
justification for this aspect of the Soviet theory of socialist
orientation in practice.
It is certainly true that by the time the MPLA took state
power in 1976, Angola was in a state of utter devastation. On
top of a severe legacy of colonialism - both in terms of the
division of labor in society and the overall distortion of the
country - large partsofthe physical infrastructure of Angola
bad been totally destroyed by the brief but intense war.
Large chunks of the population of important areas of the
country, including the "breadbasket" areas of the country.
were uprooted a n d forced into the urban areas. Most of the
productive farms and manufacturing industries had been in
the hands of the Portuguese colonialists, and when they fled
from the country they did so with a vengeance - taking as
much with them as they could and destroying much of what
they were forced to leave behind, including all sorts of
machinery and vehicles. And since 1976 it has also been true
that the South Africansand the U.S.-backed forces of UNITA

lave waged constant warfare and sabotage throughout large
iections of the country.
Given ail this, the MPLA came into power faced with a
xessing need to restore a functioning economy in Angola. If
he MPLA had been a revolutionary regime this functioning
'conomy would have been based upon. first and foremost,
lioroughly breaking the bonds between imperialism and a n
oppressed nation - one of the decisive production relations
n * h eworld - and unleashing the masses of Angolan people
o abolish all of the oppressive relations that spring from and
f in force this bond and begin to transform all of society as
well as the economy. The MPLA, however, had come into
m w e r not as a revolutionary regime which had broken this
sond with imperialism, hut as one whose power was based
upon simply shifting from one imperialist oppressor to the
3ther a n d , at best, they sought only to renegotiate the terms
under which even the Western imperialists were allowed to
operate. The MPLA's vision of "getting the economy moving
again" relied solely on increasing and maintaining the deals
that the Portuguese colonialists had worked out with the
various Western imperialist countries and corporations. The
literal pleading that the MPLA engaged in with Gulf Oil immediately after they assumed power - begging Gulf to
quickly resume its operations in Angola - testifies to this.
(Again, this is more a question of just what the Soviets, who
are the main imperialist power in Angola today, can and cannot do. And even more fundamentally, it i s a situation which
flows out of the Soviets' strategic needs and the desires of
their MPLA compradors, not the needs of Angola.{ And, in
the years since 1976 dozens of new deals with Western imperialists have been made - aided by the enactment of several
laws providing "incentives" for imperialist investment.
Although all of this was done in the name of restoring and
building up the economy, the results testify to the actual
essence of the MPLA's vision: Angola remains a s w a m p of
neocolonial relations, overall dominated by the Soviet imperialists but deeply entangled in the w e b of Western finance
capital.
The attempt to justify this comprador scheme of "using
the West to develop" hy citing the New Economic Program
(NEPl is a cheap scam and based on bold deceit. (For the
Soviets, i t is also the utmost in hypocrisy since the NEP in
their view is a genera! strategy used even today in the Soviet
Union - a country which n o one could argue now faces the
crush of immediate, post-liberation prohlems.1 The NEP was
a program developed by Lenin in the years immediately
following the Civil War in the newly-born socialist Soviet
Union. It was a period in which the Soviet economy was in a
state of utter devastation as a result of the world war, the
civil war, and imperialist attacks. The purpose of the NEP
was to give the Soviet state some room to breathe. It was a
tactic designed not only to help the Soviets in restoring and
building u p the economy hut, more importantly, to aid the
proletariat in consolidating and holding stc;te power. Among
other things, it allowed foreign imperialists and domestic
capitalists to set up operations in certain areas of the
economy inside the Soviet Union, At the same time,

however, Lenin made i t clear that the NEP was by no means
a strategy for the socialist development of the Soviet Union.
Instead, it was an explicitly labeled temporary "retreat" to
capitalist economic measures necessary for the consolidation
of proletarian state power and the total transformation of
society. And neither the political education and mobilization
of the Soviet oeoole nor the transformation of societv were
put on hold until the con~pletionof the NEP, but instead
were carried out even as the NEP was operating. In fact, the
oolitical education and mobili7ation of the masses wasan important factor actually enabling the Soviets to successfully
implement the NEP. And Lenin just as clearly defined the
context in which the NEPcould operate - first and foremost,
the proletariat held state power and secondly, the imperialists would not be allowed to operate in the controlling
heights and lifeline sectors of the economy.
In Angola the situation is entirely different. Angola, an
oppressed nation under the domination of imperialism, is
not the same type of country that the Soviet Union was even
prior to the 1917 revolution. That is, the Soviet Union had
been an imperialist country backward but imperialist nonetheless. In the Soviet Union, even during the NEP, Lenin insisted on the need for the vroletariat to control the kev levers
and commanding. heights
of the economy.
.
. Applying
.. . - this
principle to the different economic position of an oppressed
nation would lead to volicies diametricallv oovosed to those
taken by the MPLA and counseled by the Soviets. In a country like Angola one of the most important tasks facing revolutionaries in Dower would be to break out of the deoendencv
on international finance capital and the world market. In
Angola, however, this depeidency wasfortified, not broken.
The exoort-oriented economv has been nurtured and further
developed through all of thedeals with the Western imperialists and through the policies adopted by the MPLA. Angola's
dependence on oil has only increased over the years. And
beyond this, in Angola the definition of the commanding
heights and lifeline sectors of the economy, (which, again,
are different than what they were in the Soviet Union in the
1920s) that is, oil and other export industries, are all the industries in which the imperialists are most heavily involved.
Interestingly enough, while the MPLA masks allof this as a
strategy necessary for independent development, in fact it
only increases the hold of imperialism over Angola and
makes it even more vulnerable to imperialist attack and
sabotage. Of course, Angola is "vulnerable" chiefly to the
Soviet imperialists who now dominate it. But its basic
sconomiclifelines are held by the Western imperialists, as
demonstrated for example
. bv. the relations with bank consoriums. It is the imperialists of East and West, not the proletariat and oppressed in Angola, who are controlling the
Angolan economy. (For an analysis of how the Soviet
strategy of development worked in another Soviet
neocoiiny, see ~ u b a : t h eEvaporation ofa Myth, by the RCP,
USA, cited in footnote 64.1
Since the MPLA has not broken this most decisive proauction relation between imperialism and an oppressed naion - principally in connection with the Soviets hut also
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with the West, at least on the economic front - i t is certainly
not surprising that the society they rule over, and all of the
social relations within it; is a reflection of this basic relationship. And again, it is not simply a question of criticizing the
MPLA for putting certain draconian measures into practice.
However, in any liberated country attempting to develop its
economy and transform society, one of the most important
factors in doing so is not only mapping out a strategy but
politically educating and preparing the masses for whatever
problems might arise. It is within this context that the
measures and laws enacted play out their role. In Angola,
these measures are not designed to popularize the MPLA's
development strategy or to educate and prepare the Angolan
people for problems in implementing it. Instead, they are
solely aimedat keeping the Angolan p ~ o p l e p r o d u c i n g f the
~r
im~erialistsand keenine" them chained within the bounds of
imperialist domination. Some supporters of the MPLA will
even go so far as to admit, for example, that the Angolan
peasants exist in the same basic conditions as the peasants in
a country like Zaire. But they also argue that the essential
difference between the two countries is the ideological position held by the ruling- class. To these forces, we raise two
questions. What evidence is there of any liberating change
beine stimulated bv the ideoloev
"' of the MPLA? And what is
the difference between two ideologies
. that produce and reinforce the same conditions of imperialist domination and oppression up and down the line? The only basic difference between Mobutu of Zaire and the MPLA is which imperialist
each is aliened with and deoendent uoon.
No other choice? ~ a r d l y !But even if the MPLA had
taken a revolutionary path in Angola, there would not beany
iron-clad Guarantees about the success of the revolution. On
the other hand, the path chosen by the MPLA does offer one
guarantee - that Angola will remain tightly wrapped in the
chains of neocolonialism and buried under imperialist
domination and oppression.

.
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Strategic Importance Key for
Both Soviet & U.S. Imperialists
In Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism Lenin
stated that:
" ( 1 ) the fact that the world is already partitioned
obliges those contemplating a redivision to reach out
for every kind of territory, and (21an essential feature
of imperialism is the rivalry between great powers in
the striving for hegemony, i.e., for the conquest of
territory, not so much directly for themselves as to
weaken the adversary and undermine his
hegemony." (See Collected Works, Volume 22, page
269.1

In this quote Lenin captured the crux of what is behind the
interests of both the Soviet and U.S. imperialists in Angola.
The fact that theSoviets haveallowed Angola'seconomy
to remain very heavily penetrated by the West stems from
and reflects their need to fortify a stable neocolonial society
in Angola as one of their more important strategic outposts.
While the hard currency extracted by the Soviets via the triangular cycle that sends dollars from Gulf for oil to the
~ n g o l a ngovernment, and dollars from the Angolan government for arnis and troops to the Soviets is important, that is
not at the heart of what is happening; indeed, because there
are more overriding and long-term strategic questions at
stake, there is little doubt that if push came to shove the
Soviets would even bankroll Angola and the MPLA at a loss
to maintain their overall domination (though such an eventuality would deny the Soviets a highly beneficial and much
needed financial arrangement and present them with serious
problems).
And precisely because of its strategic importance to the
Soviets, there i s n o way that the eco&nicactivity of the
West in Angola
is an indication of some sort of power-sharing
"
scheme between the West and the Soviets. Nor is it an indication that the problem is that the Soviets have been too lenient
with the West in Angola.
u
Of course, the preponderance
of Western concerns in
. .
Angola does not mean that the Soviets themselvesare not carryine
. - out imperialist economic activity there, both on their
own and in joint projects with the Western imperialists
operating in Angola. In January 1982, Angola signed a $2
billion economic agreement with the Soviets, the largest
economic agreement ever signed by the MPLA. ~ c c o r d i n to
g
the terms of this agreement, these funds will be used to finance several projects to be carried out jointly with Brazil,
Japan, and Portugal.5'
As touched on earlier, the Soviets actually take about 60
cents on every dollar of foreign exchange that the MPLA
brings in.55Most of the money from the export of coffee and
oil is being paid out to the Soviets for their arms shipments
and other such "aid." In passing, it should also be noted that
the MPLA spends an additional $250 million per year in hard
currency to repay the Cubans for their "selfless"contribution
to"proletarian internationalism."56That all thisisin hardcurrency is particulary important. The Soviets have worked out
this particular arrangement asa specific form which they impose on some of their client states and neocolonies as a part
of simultaneously extracting- surplus
value while subor.
dinating them to the overall war preparations of the Soviet
Union. The hard currency taken in bv the Soviets is in turn
used in trade with the west to help build up the Soviets'
material and technical base for war. In fact, reflecting the increasingly urgent character of their contention with the US.,
the Soviets initiated a dramatic shift in their arms-supplying
policies in the mid-1970s - shifting from sales on credit at
2% to 2.5% interest rates and payable over a ten-year period
to immediate and direct payment in hard c u r r e n ~ y . ~More
'
recently the Soviets have taken an even harder line on the
hard currency issue - demanding payments on time despite
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the fact that many of these countries are experiencing
substantial drops in the amount of hard currency they bring
i n a s a result of falling pricesfor their export sand the present
crisis of the imperialist system.
But again, the ultimate importance of Angola to the
Soviets is strategic. By grabbing up Angola the Soviets parked
a military garrison smack in the middle of central and
southern Africa. This garrison consists of no less than onesixth of the standing army of Cuba, the 30,000-man Angolan
army, and 5-6,000mercenary troops known asthe Katangese
Gendarmes Isince sienine
- on with the Soviets, however, this
motley crew of mercenaries has taken to calling itself the
Coneolese
National Liberation Frontl.58 Within the confines
u~
of this region, sometimes referred to as the "Persian Gulf of
minerals," lies one of the richest concentrations of strategic
minerals in the world. In addition, Angola is strategically
located near the Cape Sea Lanes and on the South Atlantic.
On a shorter-term basis, having Angola firmly in their
hands has also provided the Soviets with some more immediate opportunities to strengthen and intensify their contention with the U.S. imperialists. Various agreements
signed with the MPLA have .
given the Soviets many of the
same privileges and rights of access to Angola's deep-water
Atlantic ports and to the numerous airfields throughout the
country that the U.S. imperialists enjoyed under the Portuguese. The advantages of all this can be readily seen in just a
few recent developments. Angola has become the center for
Soviet air surveillance and reconnaissance in the South
Atlantic, replacing Guinea which bolted from the Soviet bloc
to the U.S. a few years back. Soviet antisubmarine warfare
flights go out of Angola on a regular basis today.59 And, in the
spring of 1982 the Soviet TU 95 Bear flew out of Angola in
order to monitor the progress of the British fleet as it moved
towards the Falklands.
On land, Angola has provided the Soviets with a base
from which they can supply
. . sanctuary and the sponsorship
of an imperiallsi superpower and evcryihing thai enldlla to
h e S o u ~ hWe51 Africdn PeoplriDruanizatio~~
,SWAP01 This
has played an important part in enabling the Soviets to increase their already considerable influence in SWAPO and
their attempts to use SWAPO to advance Soviet interests in
one of the most important countries of the region, Namibia.
For their part, the U.S. imperialists, too, are using their
economic activities in Angola principally for strategic
reasons, as opposed to any immediate economic gains.
Melvin Hill, the president of Gulf Oil, elaborated on this
point in testimony he presented to the U.S. Congress: "To the
extent that the U.S. and Western economic interests enter
the country, its heavy dependence on the Soviet Union, the
Eastern bloc countriesandcuba would bediminished. In the
same vein, we would see Angola's admission to various international agencies and banks as a similar benefit."
The fact that Angola is a Soviet neocolony and yet relies
on the Western imoerialists for the bulk and most important
part of its economic base is problematic and fraught with explosive contradictions for both the Soviets and the U.S. The
very nature of the situation underlines just how temporary it
~

~

~~
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actually is. From the Soviet standpoint, the setup basically
provides the U.S. bloc with a very sharp chisel which they
can, and do, use. For example, Western economic activity
has been used to attempt to pry certain factions within the
MPLA away from the Soviets and closer to the West, and to
attempt to create a social base for the Western imperialists
more broadly throughout Angola. For the U.S. imperialists
the ~ r o b l e mboils down to the fact that their economic activt y in Angola is literally the main thing shoring up the
economy of one of the most important strategic outposts of
Soviet imperialism in the world, one which is used to a very
large degree for the straight-up fueling of a Soviet war base.
Once again, it should be noted that Gulf Oil alone provides
the majority of the entire revenue of the MPLA government.
~

~~

Angola's Government Soviet-Style Neocolonial
State and Cuban Aid
There is absolutely nothing else that could serve as the
core and the backbone of what exists in Angola
. today other
than a neocolonial state. However, the particular character
of Aneola
makes for a neocolonial state with several peculiar
"
characteristics. First, there is the obvious contradiction involved in a Soviet neocolony with an economic base composed principally of Western imperialist operations. While
the Soviets have no intention of "sharing power" with the
West in Angola, neither are they about to rupture theconnections between Angola and the Western financial circuits.
Finally, Angola is a crucial military outpost for the Soviets,
with theactual positioningof troops beinga large part of this,
in a region that is both vitally important toand generally controlled by U.S. imperialism.
To secure this outpost, the Soviets have had to solidify a
whole ruling- apparatus,
one that is tightly
..
. . tied to the aims
and designs of social-imperialism. In Angola this meant forgine a new comprador class in the form of the MPLA Party. of
&or. As the Soviets put it in Asia and Africa Today:
' . .no group of revolutionaries, however sincere
and consistent, can ensure the socialist orientation of
the bulk of the population and the work of the entire
state apparatus
without the existence of a vanguard
..
rcvulutiunary party of fellow thinkers. I i isa characeristii feature nf the 1970s that alrnuat immediatels
upon coming to power revolutionary democrats
realized the need of creating a vanguard party to ensure the success of socialist ~ r i e n t a t i o n . ' ' ~

With regard to this last point, the need for a party, the
development of this requirement arose from and tied into the
whole shift on the international scene that marked the

mid-1970s - especially in relation to the increased contention between the U.S. and the Soviets and the inroads that
the Soviet imperialists were able to make in connection with
various national liberation movements. It was an important
aspect of the Soviet shift from the "noncapitalist p a t h which held that almost anyone in an oppressed nation [as
long as they related well to the Soviets) was capable of
leading the revolution and building socialism - to the
"theory of socialist orientation."The need for a party to run
the countries of socialist orientation became a particularly
pressing need as the Soviets moved from carrying out their
contencon by trying to elbow their way into u.s.-controlled
countries of the neocolonial and dependent world [with an
emphasis on economic penetration) to actually being able to
capture outright (politically and especially militarily) whole
countries in strategic regions of the world.
In part, it was alsoa reflection of the economic weakness
of the Soviet imperialists. In the early 1960s the Soviets
boasted that they would economically "bury" U.S. imperialism as they contended for empire. However, due to their
position as "late arrivals" in the imperialist world - coming
onto the scene as challengers - and to the deepening crisis of
the international imnerialist svstem. it has been im~ossible
for the Soviets to implement their boast. Nevertheless, both
the Sovietsand the U.S. havesharply increased their contention as thev are driven to redivide the world. However, since
the Soviets are unable to carry out large-scale reorganization
and replacement of U.S. bloc capital, when they do capture
various countries they are obliged to structure very loyal
client regimes in the form of revisionist-style "MarxistLeninist" parties in power.
When the MPLA came into power it was one organization with many factions and vying loyalties. There was the
Neto faction - which consisted of pro-Soviet forces, conservative nationalists, and most of the "External Leadership"
group (who had been stationed outside of the country until
1974-75) - which overall held sway. But there were also
remnants of more radical nationalist factions as well as faci o n s of various politii'al coloration gruuped around different
miliiarv leaders In order to run the affairsof stat,- in Angola
the MPLA had to be transformed from such a faction-ridden
organization into a consolidated ruling class which could administer state power under the auspices of the Soviet Union.
Carrying thisout wasa two-prongedprocess. On one hand, it
involved both the mobilization of the entire international
political and propaganda network of Soviet revisionism and,
more tellingli, ail of the benefitsavailable from a revisionist
government in Dower - "material aid." military occuoation
by tens of thousands of "fraternal" combat troops, and
thousands of advisors assigned to help administrate the state
and military at all of the key levels and departments. On the
other hand, it also involved quite an effort on the part of the
MPLA itself. This process had already begun in mid-1975
when Neto began to move against some of the more radical
nationalist factions opposed to his leadership and the growing influence of the Soviets.
In May 1977 Nito Alves, a high-ranking MPLA member
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and a leader of a faction that was composed of a number of
provincial government officials and military leaders opposed
to Neto, unsuccessfully attempted to launch a coup against
Neto. (The coup itself will be gone into later,) In the aftermath of this coup attempt the MPLA launched a massive effort to restructure the organization as part of the process
leading up to its transformation into a revisionist party.
~ a n ~ the
o fkey leading people in the MPLA'sarmy, FAPLA,
werearrested, including the Devutv
. . Chief of Staff. A number
of MPLA ministers and seven provincial commissioners
were replaced. The Angolan Constitution was amended to
concentrate power in the hands of the president, Agostino
Neto at the time. (After his death in Moscow in 1979, Neto
was replaced by dos Santos.) Against the broad rank-and-file
of the organization the MPLA leadership launched a massive
rectification and purge campaign. And, although the MPLA
was formally transformed into a "Marxist-Leninist"party in
December 1977, the purges and rectification campaigns
lasted for three more years. During this time no new members were brought into the organization and a commission
was established to review the membership qualifications of
all MPLA cadre. An internal control commission was created
to keepa watch over theparty'sactivitiesand activists. These
purges mainly concentrated on the tower and middle ranks
of the party, getting rid of what the MPLA called
"undesirables" and "anticommunists." Following the purges
the social composition and base of the MPLA was mainly
among the military, other security forces, the bureaucrats
and technicians (although the security forces remained
somewhat of a problem for Neto as was indicated by his dissolution of the secret police [DISA]in 1979 and the formation
of a new organization with greater loyalty to him).6'
Taking a page from the methods used by the French imperialists in running- their neocolonies in Africa, the Soviets
oversee the functioning of all the most important ministries
in the Aneolan government through a "shadow high command." he MPLA member at the head of each of these
ministries isshadowed by Soviet, East German, or Cuban advisors. The Aneolan Finance Ministry is overseen by the
C ~ b a n s . 6The
~ Soviets preside over the Ministry of the Interior (which is resoonsible for all of the various volice and
security agencies), the Foreign Ministry, most of the
ministries dealing with economic policy, the ports, borders,
and all points of entry into the country.63 Both Soviet and
Cuban specialists .
play. an important role in Ministries of
Foreign Trade, Transportation, and Health and Public
Works. The East Germans play a very major role in both the
security and police agencies as well as all of the state-run industries through the presence of approximately 2,000 technical advisors.e4
One area that has received extensive attention from the
Soviets has been education. Thousands of Angolans have
been granted scholarships to study in the Soviet Union,
~ u b a , o some
r
other ~ ~ v i e t - b l ocountry.
c
This education
follows the typical
.. neocolonial patterns; that is, it concentrates on the training of the military, the police, and the
technocrats necessary for protecting and administering the
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neocolonial society. The current Angolan president, dos Santos, is himself a product of this type of education, having
been trained in oil engineering and later in military communications in the Soviet Union during the late sixties and
early seventies. An example of what this education is all
about is shown by the fact that one of the earliest schools to
open up under the MPLA was the National School for Penal
Technology, which opened its doors as soon as it could be
staffed in 1976.65 And one of the courses of instruction offered to the Angolans studying in Cuba is "specialist training
in p e n ~ l o g y . " ~ ~
The most important part of the Angolan government to
the Soviets, and the one which has received the bulk of all
Soviet aid to Angola, is the military. The Soviets exercised
great care in swiftly establishing the tightest control possible
over the Ministry of Defenseand each branchof the military,
especially the army. Beginning right away in 1976, top-level
Soviet military delegations worked hand in hand with the
MPLA to set up Angola's military establishment and tie it as
closely as possible to the Soviets. In addition to the hundreds
of Soviet and Cuban advisors, East Germany alone has2,500
advisors attached directly to the Angolan army.67The first
MPLA Minister of Defense, Iko Carreira, resigned from his
post in 1980 in order to take special military training in the
Soviet Union.- In late 1982 Carreira returned to Angola as
the first, and only, general of the Angolan army. Beyond all
this, the Soviets and the Cubans are responsible for e q u i p
ping, organizingand training all of the Angolan armed forces.
The MPLA itself attributes the structureof the Angolanarmy
to the fact that it is modeled after the Soviet and Cuban
armies - that is, along totally bourgeois lines with the same
rank structuresand trained solely for fightinga conventional
war. The general staff, political commissars, and officer
corps of the Angolan army have all been trained in either
Soviet military institutes in the USSR or in Soviet- and
Cuban-staffed military schools inside Angola.69 The content
of this training was amply spelled out by Agostino Neto during his speech to the graduation ceremony of the first group
of army officers to come out of these Angolan schools.
According to Neto, the course of instruction in this training
concentrated on teaching the skills that would build an army
"capable of waging a modern war by mastering military
addition to the army, the Soviets
techniques and tactic~."'~In
and the Cubans have also been responsible for the training
and organizing of Angola's navy and air force.
Our point here is not that professional armies are no
good per se. But - leaving aside for now the fact that the
Angolan army is totally the creature of the Soviets and
Cubans - even in a genuinely socialist country the professional army must also be schooled in relying on and mobilizing the masses for protracted warfare. Especially in an oppressed nation like Angola, the stress must be on preparing
for people's war rather than highly technological conventional war."
And from a purely practical point of view, confining the
terms of the battle against South Africa and Western imperialism to a conventional war with South Africa amounts

to a setup. There is no way that Angola could win against, or
even match, South Africa in a conventional war. By relying
on conventional warfare to defeat South Africa, Angola is
both bound to lose and, at the very least, to increase its
vulnerability to attacks from South Africa and Western imperialism. Such a situation can only bring about an eveiincreasineu dependence
on Soviet military, mieht or defeat bv
.
surrender to the U.S. bloc and its allies.
The police and security agencies, the agencies whose
task is the suppression of the Angolan people, are second
only to the military in their importance to the Soviets. While
the Soviets and the East Germans both played major roles in
setting up and equipping these agencies, the Cubans had the
most important part in organizing and training all of the
various police and intelligence agencies. This extended from
the Angolan Secret Police, the Directorate of Internal Security in Angola (DISA),to the People's Defense Organization
(ODP],the so-called people's militia which, in the context of
neocolonial Angola, amounts to little more than a paramilitary auxiliary police force. In a speech given on the anniversary of the founding of the National Police Force, the
police commandant credited the Cubans with invaluable
assistance in advising the police at all levels and providing
the faculty for police training- schools.72 According.to the
1977-78 issue of the African Contemporary Record, an important asnect of the curriculum offered bv the Cubans in these
police academies was training.the Angolans in methods of
crowd control.
Although the Soviets have established tight
- control over
the state and military apparatus in Angola, this has by no
means eradicated contradictions produced by the situation
- especially vis-a-vis the U.S. imperialists but also within
the MPLA and between the MPLA, or sections of it, and the
Soviet im~erialists.Undoubtedly,
, as the world situation anproaches world war, all of these contradictions will intensify. Interestingly enough, although the internal security
agencies in Angola have been very closely supervised by the
Soviets and the Cubans, they have also been the source of
quite a few problems for the Soviets and their MPLA comnradors. In 1979 the Directorate of Internal Security. .IDISA1
was dissolved and replaced by a new agency
under the direct
control of the Angolan president, supposedly because of "corruption."But by far, the sharpest exampleof some of the contradictions that the MPLA and the soviets have to deal with
inside the ranks of the MPLA is provided by Nito Alves and
his May 1977 coup attempt. Alves was a wartime leader of
the MPLA and the Minister of Internal Security since 1976.
In May 1977 Alves joined with some military leaders and
provincial political leaders in an attempt to overthrow the
Neto regime. The Alves coup was not initially out to break
away from the Soviets but instead started out as a contradiction within the ranks of the MPLA over just what role and
how big a share of the spoils the MPLA would get in
"liberated Angola."
Alves cloaked his coup attempt in the
.
garb of nationalism and opposition to Neto's leniency
towards Western imnerialist economic activity in Aneola.
He
"
played on nationalism and discontent with the rotten condik,
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i o n s facing the Angolan people, especially those still living
in the slums, in order to utilize this discontent among a section of the massesas leverageagainst Netoandasan "in"with
the Soviets. While Alves was actually very close to the
Soviets, his push for a greater share of Western imperialism's
economic activity quickly put him at odds with the overall
Soviet interests, especially since, as we pointed out earlier,
such a move would have been quite dangerous in terms of
maintaining stability in Angola and provoking the West.
Alves' coup attempt was unsuccessful and was put down in
ten hours, in large part because the Cuban troops stationed in
Luanda intervened on behalf of net^.'^
All of this closely ties in with the overall task of the
Cubans in Angola. In order to bring the MPLA into power,
and keep them there, the Soviets dispatched the Cubans to
carry out a two-fold task: (1)to protect the MPLA from all of
the numerous pro-Western forces inside Angola and in the
region, and (2)to carry out the suppression of the masses of
Angolan people. Even before the first massive wave of
Cuban troops arrived in Angola in 1975, and especially
before the South Africans and other pro-Western forces
could be taken on in battle - in fact, asa preparation for taking them on - the Cuban- and Soviet-organized DISA began
the full-scale suppression of the revolutionary activity of the
Angolan people. No sooner had DISA been organized,
around September 1975, than it launched a n allout assault
against the slums of Luanda and the organizations based in
thoseareas.'"Theseorganizations had quite a bit nf influence
among the working class and urban poor who inhabited the
slums and included some groups who were influenced at the
time by the line of revolutionary China and some Trotskyites
as well as more strictly nationalist groupings, including factions of the MPLA itself such as the Active Revolt Group led
by the de Andrade brothers. Some of these groups expressly
opposed the influence of the Soviet Union within the MPLA
and the growing role of Soviet and Cuban advisors within
Angola. This was not a question of the MPLA crushing a
counterrevolutionary uprising. Instead, this actually was a
good part of the revolutionary upsurge of the Angolan people
at a time when the Angolan Revolution demanded just that.
While these groups did not constitute the vanguard party in
Angola, and overall were a very mixed-bag politically, the
demands of some of these poder popular groups included,
among other things, demands to arm the masses and
mobilize them as the main force in the liberation struggleand
to begin immediate land reform among the peasants. Some of
these groups also stated that the dissemination of MarxismLeninism, Mao Tsetung Thought was one of the important
tasks to be carried out in this situation. All newspapers and
literature from all of these organizations were immediately
banned and thousands of Angolan people were rounded up
and thrown into jail. And, beyond the assault on these
organizations and the attempt to uproot their influence, an
important aspect of this attack involved the straight-up
disarming of the Angolan masses, many of whom originally
received their weapons as part of an early attempt by the
MPLA to combat the influence of the U.S.-backed groups
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within Luanda. The fact that the MPLA and their Cuban advisors found it necessary to assault and disarm the Angolan
oeoole in the period immediately before - in fact. according"
to the Cubans, even as the South Africans were beginning to
invade Angola - is indicative of the content of the "liberation" that the Cubans were supposedly fighting for.75
After being placed in power, the MPLA invited the
Cuban combat troops to remain stationed in Angola in order
to Drotect the new regime
- from its enemies, especially South
Africa. Stationed in the key areas of the country - including
guarding Gulf Oil's operations in the Cabinda Province and
maintaining a guard over the main towns along the major
north-south highway from Luanda to the Namibian border it isclearly the Cuban troops whoare the most important element of the Soviet garrison in Angola.
' s , the Cuban
By all accounts,including t h e ~ ~ ~ Ait was
trooos battling against South Africa and the other nro-U.S.
forces that were key to putting the MPLA into power in the
first place. Since that time, however, any kind of battle at all
between the South Africans and the Cubans has been rare.
Although South Africa has flown daily bombing runs over
Angolan towns, has carried out more than 100 armed raids
into Angola since 1976 and has literally occupied a large portion of southern and central Angola since the summer of
1981, the Cuban troops have only engaged the South
Africans in battle once or twice since 1976 - and then it was
only because they were directly attacked by the South
Africans. The usual pattern is that when South Africa invades, the Cubans withdraw to positions that insure the least
oossibilitv
~'of a face-to-face confrontation. Durine
" the summer of 1981 invasion, the largest and most extensive South
African attack against Angola since 1975-76, the Washington
Post reported that the number of Cuban troops in Angola was
actually reduced by 2,000 and only increased a few months
later when the invasion had definitely ebbed.76 Toward the
end of 1983 this was modified to a degree when the South
Africans started to attack strategically important outposts in
southern Angola that are manned by Cuban troops, aspart of
a U.S. decision to step up the pressure on the Cubans to get
out of Angola.
Contrary to what it seems, all of this does not prove that
the Cubans "are not doing their j o b in Angola. In fact, it
reflectsjust the opposite and revealsjust what that job really
is. As Castro himself put it in a recent speech, the Cuban
troops are"the last leg of defenseninAngola. Concretely what
this means is that the role of the Cuban troops is to anchor
Soviet imperialism in Angola by securing it in an all-around
way as a strategic outpost of the Soviets pending, and crucial
to, a redivision of the world in favor of the Soviet Union.
More than anything, thearmed presence of large numbers of
Cuban troops in Angola today is intended to put the U.S. and
its allies on notice. While the Soviets may temporarily
tolerate the U.S./South African forays into Angola, and may
even be willing to concede some territory, if the U.S. and its
allies make any attempt to gun their way full-force into
Angola and militarily rip it out of the hands of the Soviets,
then, from the Soviets'standpoint, the stakes would be raised
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to an extremely high level. However, it should also be
pointed out that for the Soviets the positioning of troops is
not limited to the positioning of Cuban troops in Angola. In
fact, it is possible that the Soviets would actually agree to
somesort of deal which would guarantee Angola'ssecurity in
exchange for pulling the Cubans out of Angola. After all, the
Soviets would still have a sizeable military force in terms of
the Angolan army, and such an agreement would also have
the advantage of freeing the Cubans up for further adventures.
(Freeing up the Cuban troops would also undoubtedly help
alleviate some of the internal pressures in Cuba today.]"
Still another aspect of the Cuban role in Angola that further illuminates the nature of their "fraternal" foreign and
military aid is the activity of the thousandsof Cuban doctors,
technicians and teachers that have flooded into Angola since
1976. While this activity has been highly touted throughout
the world, in reality there is much more involved here than
the simple good samaritanism of healing the sick and
teaching the illiterate to read. In fact, it isa crucial ingredient
for the maintenance of Angola as a Soviet neocolony. The
whole program is very similar to what the U.S. did under
Kennedy with the Peace Corps. The activity of the Peace
Corps was integrally bound up with the expansion of U.S.
imperialism in the 1960s and in addition to its primarily
ideological functions the Peace Corps also aided the U.S. imperialists through counterinsurgency work and building up
the necessary neocolonial infrastructure within the various
countries. Through the Peace Corps the message conveyed
was: "Where else could these kinds of benefits be obtained
other than under this kind of domination and enslavement?'
This verv same logic was often used to gain suuuort
.. for the
U.S. imperialists as they ushered old-line colonialism out of
many countries in order to replace it with their own neocolonialism. And, just as the Peace Corps extolled the
"American Way of Life,"the Cuban version extols the"Soviet
Road to Liberation." Just as the Peace Corps had its military
aspect, so toodoes the Cuban rendition. Many of thedoctors,
technicians, and teachers assigned to Angola are either
recently demobilized military men or civilians directly
under military command, otherwise known as "civic
soldiers."78 In Angola many of these good samaritans were
immediately mobilized into the military and took part in
frontline combat against the South Africans until the regular
Cuban troops arrived in 1975.79As a secondary aspect of all
this, it should also be pointed out that none of this Cuban
"humanitarianism" comes without reciprocity in the form of
hard currency. Angola pays $600 per month for each Cuban
technician, doctor, or teacher.8o

-

Conclusion
Oneof the main arguments used to ,
iustifv. the way things
are in Angola is that anything, literally anything, is justified
in onoosition to the aoartheid reein~e
in South Africa. In fact.
"
Angola's stagnation is often presented as being necessary,

..

and all that is realistically possible, because of South Africa
and Western imperialism and their continual military attacks on Angola as well as their political and economic
strength in the region. Basil Davidson, a well-known "critical
supporter"of the Soviets in Africa, puts it this way:
"That the tasks of this transition pose an equivocation between the aims of nationalism and theaimsof
socialism was always apparent. No serious thinker
within the MPLA, for example, has ever proposed
that Angola can hope to build socialism in a single
country. That may be a possible proposition in subcontinents, although history, even with them, can
strongly suggest the contrary; it is manifestly impossible in any African c ~ u n t r y . " ~ '
Thus the very same forces who onceargued that theonly
way Angola could escape from neocolonialism was through
reliance on the Soviet imperialists and the Cuban troops turn
around today and argue
perpetuation
and fortificationof
. that .
.
neocolonialism in Angola, or, as i t is sometimes put, the"1ack
of transformation."is an objective necessity in order to avoid
the full wrath of South Africa and the U.S.-bloc imperialists.
Out of one side of the mouth the MPLA and their supporters
plead that the power of South Africa in the region prevents
genuine revolutionary transformations within Angola, while
out of the other they say that the internal weakness, poverty,
and lack of cohesion make it imnossible to challenge
- South
Africa. Thus, as Lenin once said in another context, isdialectics related to sophistry.
All this is hardly to deny the serious effect of the vicious
military campaigns of South Africa and the U.S.-sponsored
UNITA. For one thing, one-third of the entire country - including the central breadbasket regions - is now occupied
by South Africa and UNITA! Further, the war has caused
massive amounts of destruction in Angola and has cost the
MPLA government more than $10 billion over the years.a2
Such pressure, however, is not in itself an argument for a
neocolonial regime sheltered under the Soviet wing - at
least not one that should sway anyone interested in genuine
emancipation and the real destruction of imperialism. In
fact, revolutionary regimes can count on encirclement,
subversion, blockade and armed attack wherever they are
established (and not only in Africa) - witness the history of
h e Soviet Union and China during the period of proletarian
rule in each. Obviously, that doesn't mean that such encirclement and subversion should not be resisted, nor still less
welcomed, but that any revolutionary regime must both
prepare to resist such encirclement and subversion, and
grasp (and apply) the principle that so long as imperialism is
dominant on a world scale any breaking of that encirclement
will only he relative and temporary.
Even, however, taking this argument on its own terms
(that is, that the power of South Africa prevents genuine
revolutionary transformation within Angola while the consolidation of the MPLA regime somehow forms a potential
base area against South Africa) and leaving aside its funda-

mental flaw of attempting to isolate southern Africa from the
international contradictions that are concentrated there and
set the parameters and overall direction of the major
developments in the region, it's bogus! We have exposed at
great length and depth how the MPLA has reinforced the
neocolonial and semifeudal relations, how the masses have
been politically (and literally)disarmed at every criticaljunclure, how the policies and development of Angola have been
fundamentally conditioned by the international needs and
moves of the Soviet Union. This has nothing at all to do with
preparing the masses to play an important role in the actual
armed struggle that must -go on against
the apartheid regime
(as well as other neocolonial oppressive regimes and imperialism, for that matter); indeed, it's diametrically opposed. The only standpoint from which this argument makes
any sense is one which ultimately conceives of liberation as
necessarily flowing from the barrels of Soviet tanks in the
coming world showdown. Actually, it is quite ironic that
even while upholding the banner of "combatting South
Africa," the MPLA has continued to allow South Africa to
economically penetrate Angola, a situation which can only
make Angola more vulnerable to South African attacks and
sabotage.
However, were a real, proletarian-led, new-democratic
revolution to take place in Angola,
it would in fact have to
"
conceive its tasks in the framework of the work1 revolution:
tho extent and character of the transformations it would
carry out in Angola would turn on that, and would be conditioned both by the fierce imperialist contention in the area
(including the power of South Africa) and the lopsided
development of countries such as Angola on the one hand,
and the supercharged political volatility of the masses in the
region on the other. While such a country could not be expected to construct a socialist economy overnight [at least
without theaid of other genuine socialist countrres),it would
at minimum have to mobilize the masses to ouht imperialist
capital and carry out the new-democratic revolution generally, including antifeudal transformation of the countryside.
so as to prepare for the earliest oossible transition to fully
socialist forms of ownership. And more, none cf this is possible short of proletarian control and transforn~ationof the
superstructure.
To reiterate, such transformations have to be seen aspart
of preparing the (in this case, hypothetical) sociiilist country
as a base area for further gains, when the time is ripe, in
world revolution. And with regard to this a> part of the
dialectic, the point would not necessarily be to immediately
declare war on South Africa, but to train and prepare the
masses to seize the opportunity for major revolutionary advances whenever they present themselves. That, and not the
double-bind excuses of the MPLA et al., is the real dialectics
of the tasks of the revolution: to carry through the greatest
possible transformations internally (and in doins so aboveall
raise the political consciousness and initiative of the masses1
as part of aiding, and preparing to aid, the greatest possible
advances in the world revolution.
Of course, the rationale expounded in Luanda is heard
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elsewhere in the world, too. Those whoadvance this logic, in
whatever f o r m should reallv come all of the wav' out of their
bag a n d explain the real way forward that they see out of the
cul-de-sac they describe. For them, everything really hinges
on the coming U.S.-Soviet redivision; indeed, their argument
boilsdown t o a conviction that liberation, as they conceive it,
pivots around the victory of the Soviets in the coming world
war. The Soviets make this point themselves, in scarcely
veiled form: "the main and decisivecondition for the successful development of these countries is the fundamental
change in the world balance of forces in favor of socialism."a3
But their conception of liberation isone in which a new set of
compradors takes charge of the masses in the service of a different imperialist power.
This, w e are told, is realism. Well, there are two sorts of
realism in the modern world: the pragmatism of the bourgeoisie and the materialist dialectics of the proletariat.
Realism, a s Bob Avakian has pointed out,
~

~

~~~

"depends on what you're fighting for. If w e are out to
completely change the world, all the way to eliminating the division of society into classes everywhere, then only a revolutionary communistlproletarian internationalist line can lead us to finall"' d o
that, and it is therefore the only 'realistic'line in that
sense. O n the other hand, if ail you want to d o is
preserve the old world and the old order, maybe just
change some of the faces and names, change some of
the forms but leave the same basic content, leave all
the same basic relations of exploitation and oppres..
sion, all the plunder and wars of conquest, all the
degrading and backward ideas that uao with this - if
that's all you want to do, then one kind of pro-im
perialist line or another, in particular a revisionist or
reformist one, is the only 'realistic'choice. Of course,
that revolutionary communistlproletarian internationalist line means n o shortcuts. But since all
these shortcuts are shortcuts back to the same
misery and horror and only serve to prolong i t ,
maybe w e are better off without them.
' . . I n the more short-term and narrow sense, it is
n o doubt harder to carry out a revolutionary communistlproletarian internationalist line than it is to
compromise fundamental revolutionary principles
and depend on o n e imperialist power to fight
another under the guise of 'socialism' or 'democracy'
or some other mask. But this takes us back to the
basic question: what are you trying t o d o , what is the
vision you are guided by and the goal we are fighting
for?. .
The outcome of such a revolutionary struggle is not
guaranteed. Nor is it a case of "hopeless idealism" to wage
such a struggle - especially given the character of the approaching period. As Bob Avakian states in the above cited
article, "The imperialists will be stretched to the limit, and
unless revolutionary advances prevent it first, the imperial-
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ist powers will be putting i t all o n the line, one bloc against
the other, in a devastating war. In such circumstances many
different 'weak links' in the imperialist system will emerge
and may well be shattered hy revolutionary action, now
here, now there . . " What is guaranteed both in this situation and in other times - and is horn out by thecurrent state
of affairs in Angola - is the fact that unless a revolutionary
struggle, guided by a thoroughly revolutionary outlook and
line, is waged, an oppressed nation, a n oppressed people,
will simply end up shifting from pillar to post, remaining
under the domination of imperialism and locked into neocolonialism. And conversely, in the final analysis, it is only
such a revolutionary struggle and outlook that can win Kenuine liberation, transform all of society, and make the
greatest contribution possible to the achievement of a communist worldand the liberationof all humanity.
L!
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Observations on the French Left
During the Algerian War
by Albert Lefevre

This article,
originally written for academic purposes,
has been translated from the French
and edited for publication in Revolution,

I. Introduction: The Left
and Colonialism
Few events have sodeeply marked France as the Algerian
War. Although it has been twenty years since the end of that
war, thewoundsare still open. A film on thesubject, TheBattle
of Algiers, considered by some a masterpiece and by others
treason, was banned in France until the 1970s. Even a recent
decision to pardon a number of generals of the OAS Ja rightwing terrorist organization hased in the military which opposed de Gaulie's concession of independence to Algeria - ed.]
reawakened intense sentimentson the part of many.
From the point of view of world history, the Algerian War
represents a sort of bridge between the colonial world's struygle for independence which arose right after the Second World
War, and the national liberation wars, including the war in
Vietnam, which shook the world during the sixties.
From the point of view of France, the Algerian War was
the executioner of the French Empire and the midwife of the
Caullist "hexagone" (i.e.,continental France, stripped of its
overseas "departments"). It is not surprising that an event of
such importance for French history and for world history put
the French Left to the test, a test that it failed miserably.
The facts are clear enough. The Socialists were in power at
the beginning of the bloody and vicious war and remained
there for three long years. The French Communist Party IPCFI
voted to give them the special powersneeded to wage the war.
Later on, when the PCF recognized, at least in words, the
justness of the Algerian cause, it did nothing to develop a n effectiveopposition to the war. And those who tried - a handful
of young philosophers, stage actors, and marginal elements
considered heretical by the traditional left groups - were condemned for it
A party which always professed its commitment to the
principles of "proletarian internationalism" fought the "nar-

row nationalism" of the Algerians to the point of even negating
the existence of the nation - a nation that was to "prove" its
existence by waging a national liberation war. The Socialist
trend, proud of its "democratic tradition," sided with the
French hangmen of Algeria and its people. Was thisan aberration, a deviation from the basic tradition of the French Left, or
on the contrary, the logical conclusion of the political line the
Left had been following for a long time?

The National Question and the Socialist
Movement before World War 1
The "national and colonial question" has been one of the
most burning questions in the history of the Left for a long
time, in France as well as in the world as a whole. Karl Marx
himself emphasized the relationship between the Irish revolutionary movement and the possibility ofa proletarian revolution in England, and he lambastedthe socialistsof histime who

However, before World War 1, this "national question"
remained very narrow, limited to Ireland and to the so-called
"multinational" states in Eastern Europe (Russia, the Austrian
empire, etc.!. As far as Africa was concerned, few socialists
considered anything other than the "obligation" of the advanced countries to "civilize" it. Thus, Rudyard Kipling's
"White Man's Burden" found its echo within the socialist
movement of the twentieth century.
This wasnoless true for the French Socialists. Jean Jaurss,
the Socialist leader, made it clear that his unimpeachable
humanism did not exclude colonialisn~.In the following excerpt f r o m a speech made in the nameof the AllianceFrancaise,
Jaures not only defends colonialism but even gives advice on
how to strengthen it:
"For France, language is the necessary tool for colonization: unlike England and Germany, emigration is
not widespread here; try as w e may to promote it, it
will never be sufficient to distribute Frenchmen, who
by their mere presence propagate our influence and
our ideas, throughout the vast territories of Algeria,
Tunisia, Annam and the Tonkin., . .
' . . I f we do not teach French to the most intelligent among [the colonized peoples), how will w e be
able to subordinate them toour officers, entrust them,
under our supervision, with managing their interests,
and introduce them to the perfected practice of our
trades?
'
.That is why, when we take possession of a
country, we must bring with us the glory of France,
and rest assured, it will be welcomed, because it is as
pure as it is great, imbued through and through with
justice and goodness. We can tell these peoples, without deceiving them. that we have never voluntarily
hurt their brothers: we were the first to extend to the

colored peoplethe whiteman'sfreedomand toabolish
slavery., . . ' ' 2
Jaures and the great majority of his comrades believed that
European capitalism's conquest of the Arab world was inevitable, even progressive. They were not indifferent to the
hardships and the misery of the indigenous population; but
h e y had convinced themselves that promess for the local
population wasdependent on unity with ~ r a n c eThe fact that
this "unity" had been based on military conquest anddominalion over the great majority seemed to them a necessary evil
until theindigenouspeople werecivilized enougli tovoluntariIv accent being loval subjects of the French Republic.
he developments leading up to the First world War (the
growth of militarism, the colonial conflicts between the EuroDean countries, elc.1 and the disclosure of various atrocities
committed by the French army in North Africa, led to a
modification of the Socialist nosition. In 1905, Paul Louis. a
French Socialist, published his study Le ~ o l o n i a l i m ein
, which
he scathingly exposed the vicious nature of the colonial
system. In 1905-1906 [can laurks denounced the French
military expedition to ~ o r o c c oin the Chamber of Deputies.
L'Humanile then in laures' hands, published articlesdennuncing colonialist crimes.
However, the really anticolonialist trend rvmained very
weak within the Socialist Partv. .ISFlO, or French Section of the
Workers International). While most Socialists could no longer
ignore the flagrant abuses of the colonialist system, very few
aimed to abolish colonialism itself.

The Colonial Question and the Split in Socialism
Only with World War 1 and especially after the Bolshevik
Revolution in October 1917 did the colonial question become
an important topic of debate within the European workers'
movement. Lenin andother leadersof theleft wingoftheinternational socialist movement had condemned the warasimpcrialist and had fought unceasingly against the majority of the
Socialist parties making u p the Second [Socialist! International
because
their attitudes towards the' war and imperialism.
The first efforts to rally the forces of the left wing of the
Socialist movement - the moves to establish the Third International (Cominternl - provided the opportunity to seriously
take u p the colonial question.
However, the resolutionsof the Founding Congressof the
Cornintern were far from clear. Although they denounced
colonial domination without ambiguity, and called on the oppressed peoples to fight against Western imperialism, the
resolutions implied that the liberation of the colonies depended on the victory of the revolution in the imperialist
metr~polis.~
The resolution of the Founding Congress of the Third International (1919) concerning the "colonial question" makes
the following statement:

of

' T h e workers and peasants of Annam, Algeria
- 01
Bengal, as well as Persia and Armenia, will not enjoy
an independent existence until the dav that the
workers of England and France, after overthrowing
Lloyd George and Clemenceau, take state power into
their hands.. . .
"Colonial slaves of Africa and Asia: the hour of
proletarian dictatorship in Europe will signal the hour
of your deliverance."'
This resolution proposed by Trotsky, ifpartly explained by
the hope (at the time by no means totally unfounded) of successful revolution in the West, still contains in embryo the
political line that, under the cover of "internationalism," in
fact denigrated the real revolutionary potential of the movement in the colonial countries. Lenin had already begun to
develop a correct position regarding the link between the
socialist revolution in the West and the bourgeois-democratic
revolution in the colonial world; in 1916 he noted:
"Socialists. . .must also render determined support to
the more revolutionary elements in the bourgeoisdemocratic movements for national liberation in these
countries and assist their uprising -or revolutionary
war, in the event of one - agains! the imperialist
powers that oppress them,"S
In fact,thisquestion wasan important subject ofdebate in
the early years of the Comintern as Lenin and Stalin fought
aeainst
Trotskv.
Rovandother Comintern leaders who refused
"
"
or hesitated to support the national-democratic revolution in
the colonies. It wasonly after several yearsof struggleand the
recoenition that the revolution in Western Eurone was not imminent that the Leninist position became consolidated in the
Third International.
The same political weaknesses of the Founding Congress
of the Comintern were echoed and in fact magnified at the
Congress of Tours in 1920 which marked the formation of the
French Communist Party. This congress took place at the end
of the war, during the revolutionary high tide which followed
the Russian Revolution. Intent on gaining admission to the
Third International, the delegatesvoted their adherence to the
Comintern's 21 points and adopted its theses on the colonial
question which went much further than the previouspositions
i f the SF10 and Jaures.
The delegate from Indochina, Nguyen Ai Quoc, better
known by his other pseudonym, Ho Chi Minh, attacked the
colonial policy of the Second International:

-

'The Third International pays close attention to the
problem of the emancipation of the colonies: it has
declared that it will help the oppressed peoples to win
back their freedom and their independence. As for the
Second International, it never made the slifihtest
reference to the fate of the colonies. What I want is
freedom for my compatriots, independence for my
country. That is why I have opted for the Third Inter-

-

Ho Chi Minh's reasons for opting for the Third International, as infested with nationalism as they were, were better than those of some other delegates, including those from
North Africa. The Socialist federations of Algeria
aware of the
u
Comintern's discussions on colonialism, had sent their
delegates to the Congress of Tours so as to "point out to the
Coneress
the dangers
of the native rebellions and of the na"
"
tionalist movements.'"Soone can see that while the Congress
of Tuurs adopted ccriiiin i~ni-reinlui~ini ilt'nuui~ct->-"<)In.
a n n t ' r i a l i s i n i i i i . l i o t i ~ i ~ \ i .i -t li ~k r i i i l i . ~ s w i ~ I ~.t h .e p i i p u l i n t ~ ~ t ~ s
subjugated by European capitalism in their struggle against oporession in all of its f ~ r m s .it" was
~ a far crv from a complete
rupture with the old position of Jaures.
At least that is what the Socialist federations of Algeria
thought. Right after the Congress of Tours, these openly colonialist federations accepted the decisions of the Congress and
reconstituted themselves, under the official tutelage of the
PCF, as the Communist Party of Alaeria,
From its inception,
"
this party was mainly made up of European workers who
benefited from a privileged position in relation to the native
oooulation and who never showed much inclination to do
away with French Algeria!

..

The Popular Front
We will skipover the 1920-35period - during which, due
o pressure hy t h ~Comintt-rn
*
anJ the S(A n'l u)nin~unist*>
tlii.PCF followed ;i !in? mnrc favurtihlcio the ~trui'iil~~oiilii-naii\,c
Algerians- andgo to 1935and theperiodofth.~opular
Front,
which marked an imnortant turning mint in the historv of the
French Left, and especially the PCF.
The Socialist government of Leon Blum, which was supported bv the PCF, followed the old lineof the French Socialist
tendency toward Algeria -that is to say, assimilation. This line
was exnressed bv a draft law named after Blum and Viollette
(the former governor-general of Algeria! which aimed to correct the 1919 law that granted French citizenshiponly to those
Algerians "who agree to renounce the K ~ r a n . The
" ~ BlumViollette bill was designed to eliminate this humiliation while
limiting French rightsto a handful of Algerians. The authorsof
this bill (which was never adopted) had written:

,. .

.~

~

~~~

' . .It seems impossible to immediately call on the
general native .population
to exercise wlitical rights
.
since the immense majority of them do not at all yet
wish to exercise these rights and in any case they do
not appear to becapableof doing so in a normal and intelligent manner.. . put it is no longer possible to]
continue to treat as subjects deprived of essential
rights French natives who have completely assimilated the French manner of thinking and who, however, for family reasons or religious considerations,
cannot abandon their personal tat us."'^

-

It is not surprising that this bill met with opposition from
the Algerian nationalists. What is more interesting is the support which the PCF gave to this bill as well as to the overall
policies of the Blum government.
Whatever the reasons, the PCF had adopted a position
which recognized the right of self-determination (independence) for Algeria, But with the formation of the Popular Front
this wasat best put on the back burner. During the short years
of the Popular Front, the PCPs position on Algeria became so
rotten that it adopted an explicit position against Algerian independence. And although the Comintern's role in relation to
this change is still not clear, it can be said without any hesitation that the PCFdid not encounter any seriousobjection from
the international communist movement.
The democratic principles proclaimed by the Popular
Front were not extended to those who refused to be assimilated
by France. In 1937 the Blum government dissolved the Etoile
Nord-Africaine (North African Star - tr.1, a revolutionary nationalist organization which had exposed the Blum-Viollette
bill a s a "bone to gnaw on." The "ministry of the masses" did
nothing.'
The patriotic politics of the Popular Front and the PCF
translated into straight-out chauvinism in Algeria. In 1936, the
widespread presence of the French tricolor during an important strike in Algiers led by the CGT signaled the PCFs rapprochement with colonialism. Three years later, on the occasion of a trip to Algeria, this is how PCF head Maurice Thorez
justified the concept of "Algirie f r a ~ a i s e " :
"When I say Frenchmen of Algeria, I mean all of you
who are present here, those of French origin, the
naturalized French, the Israelites, and also you
Moslems and Berbers, all of you sons, if not by blood,
then at least through the heart, of the Great French
Revolution, which made nodistinction between races
and religions when it declared that the French Republic was one and indivisible.""
Thorez explained this new definition of "Frenchmen" by
giving "Algerians" a new definition. According to him, there
wasno "chosen race" in Algeria whocould say: "this land has
been the land of my ancestors exclusively and it must be
mine." Thorez negated the already existing indigenous
Algerian nation by referring to an "Algerian nation which is
also being formed in the melting pot of twenty races."**The
political aim of this theory is made explicit in the concluding
remarks of his speech:

ty of most noble France."
. . L e t ' s go forward, calm and peaceful. Our
cause, the cause of freedom, the cause of peace and of
France will triumph through unity. Long live unity!"12
The line which Thorez developed remained the basic position of the party until 1958, when the armed resistance of the
Algerian people forced the PCF to modify itsmost blatant posii o n s on this subject without ever repudiating its basic error.
Even a brief study of the history of the French Left in relation to Algeria reveals some of the factors which led it to
capitulate during the Algerian War:
(1)Refusal todistinguish betweenmetropolitan Franceand
the French colonies. It is hardly. important
whether thisrefusal
.
stemmed from a mechanical and antihistorical application of
the lessons of the French Revolution's successful assimilation
of different areas and peoples into a united France, or whether
it served asa crude excuse for maintaining the imperialist position of the metropolis.
(2) Praiseof French democracy without recognizing that it
masked the real oppression of the colonized peoples.
(3)Belief that North Africa's material and cultural
development depended on the benevolence of France. The
main leaders of the Left did not understand that colonialism
itself had blocked the development of Algeria.
(4) Fierce patriotism which led the majority of the politiciansof the Left to believe that their interestslay more with the
French colonialists than with the Algerian peasants and
workers.
A fifth point must also be added: a deep conviction that
change was possible only with the support of the average
French citizen.
In 1959, Jean-Paul Sartre, in an interview with the illegal
magazine VeritesPour, tried to explain the inability of the traditional Left to side with the Algerian revolution. The Left, he
said, "allows itself to be taken in by the rightist myths of nationalism. It isafraidof 'treason,' it seekstheapprovalof all the
French; it demands a certificate of patriotism.""
All these tendencies blossomed during the Algerian War.

11. The Traditional Left's
Attitude at the Beginning
of the War
"The first impression is that Oran is quite an ordinary
city and nothing more than a French prefectureon the
Algerian coast."
-Albert CamusX4

"United to defend our bread, protect and extend our
free rights, and to maintain peace - that indeed is
what is most precious to men in the honor and integri- ---- --

~

~

-

* The PCF had n o ministers in the Bium government. Nonetheless it
proclaimed itself the Popular From government'*,"ministry of the
masses."
* * Originally: "une nation algerienne qui se constitue, eile aussi,
dans Ie melange de vingt races."-tr.

If these words seem strange tous today, twenty yearsafter
Algeria's independence, it is very unlikely that many French
-

-

*

~

--

Originally: "la plus g r a n d ~France."-I,.

The Socialist Government

readers hesitated when they read them at the time that LaPesse
(The Plague1 was published in 1947. In fact, Oran was not at all
ordinary. Oran, the second largest city of Algeria, was theonly
one in which Europeans made uv the maioritv' of the mnulai o n , a European enclave on the edge of Africa: But for the
overwhelming majority of the French, Oran, likeall of Algeria,
was France.
Of all theold French colonies, Algeria was the main one to

..

. .

"

pean origins (Spanish, French, Italian, etc.1 living in Algeria at
the beginning of the war. Whatever their origin, these Europeans, or pied-noirs [literally, black feet - fr.1,wereassimilated
into the French language and culture,
The French community in Algeria was tightly linked to the
imperialist metropolis. If the French considered their countrymen in Indochina or in Senegal to be colonialists or adventurers, the pied-noirs were "like next-door neighbors." The
pied-noirs took part in every sphere of the economic, political
and cultural lifeof France. This wasnoless true for theaverage
Frenchman: everyone had a friend, a cousin, or a schoolmate
"over there." Furthermore, Algeria's geographic proximity to
France ensured a stream of reciprocal visits. Algeria ranked
among the most important of France's commercial relations as
well,
The terrnAlg&iefran~aise(French Algeria - fr.1 which was
to become the rallying cry of the pied-noirsand of France's most
reactionary and chauvinist elements [the "ultras") - symbolized this spiderweb between the "motherland" and the piednoirs. This conception of Algeria was so embedded in French
thinking at the time that even Robert Davezies, a Catholic
priest w h o later on would fight side by side with the FLN,
wrote:

"Before Nov. 1, 1954, I thought that France extended
to both shores of the Mediterranean and that its .nonu.
lation included a Moslem ~ n i n o r i t y . " ' ~
But, as much a s the pied-mirs were part of Franco, the
Algerians were set apart from it. For them, "Algerie francaise"
meant France's domination over Algeria, a domination which
the pied-noirs reinforced,
The apologists of the Algerian War used the pied-nwr communitv toiustifv the waror toexvlain thedifficultvthat France
faced in withdrawing. Such logic was patently mendacious:
the more colonization, the more justification for this colonization. Furthermore, the Euronean oocmlation was onlv oneninth that of the Moslems, a percentage three times less than
that of the white population of South Africa.
.

>
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On Nov. 1. 1954, the Aigman War exploded with
simultaneous attacks against the French authorities launched
by the National Liberation Front [FLNI unknown before then.
The new government of Pierrc Mendes France and his Minister of Internal Affairs, Francois Mitterrand, had to face their
first test.
Mendes France, leader of the Radical Party, was a politician of the Left. Far from heing an ardent defender of the
French Empire, he claimed l o support decolonization. After
I , he had just put an end to the Indochina War four months
earlier and negotiated the independenceof Tunisia and Morocco. However, faced with the uprising in Algeria. Mendes
France was intransigent, because "Algeria is France."
As for Francois Mitterrand, whoas hlinisterof Internal Affairs had themost direct responsibility for maintainingorder in
Algeria, his position was more straightforward. He visited
Algeria a few weeks before the outbreak of fighting and found
the situation disquieting. He confided to Mend& France: "The
atmosphere over there is getting worse and worse. We are goe
two aspects to
ing to have to act very q u i ~ k I y . " ' ~ T h e rwere
the actions Mitterrand would take: a draconian repression
against the emerging FLN (and the Algerian nationalists
generally) and an illusory efiort to institute reforms in Algeria
to help pave the way for its integration into France.
On Nov. 5. Mitterrand responded to the FLN'sdeclaration
which had accompanied its military actions. Before the
Assembly's Commission on Internal Affairs, he declared:
"War is theonly possible n e g o t i a t i ~ n , " ' ~few
A days later, during a n important debate in the Assembly, hlitterrand, as well
as Mendes France, made thisposition clear: "Algeria isFrance.
And who amongst you, ladies and gentlemen, would hesitate
to use all means necessary to preserve France?"'8
During this same session of the Assembly, Mendes France
declared:

!

i

"One must not compromise when it's a question
of defending the internal peace of the nation, the unity, the integrity of the Republic. The departments of
Algeria constitute a part of the French Republic. They
have been French for a long time, and irrevocably
so.. . .There is no conceivable secession between it
[Algeria] and the metropolis. This must be clear, once
and for all, in Algeria and the metropolis as well as in
other countries [applause by the left, the center, the
right and the extreme right]. Never will France, never
f\\\ any French government or parliament, whatever
their particular leanings might he, give in on this fundamental point.
"Ladies and gentlemen, various deputies have
stated that there are similarities between French
policy in Algeria and Tunisia. 1 insist that n o con>parison is more erroneous, more dangerous. This is
France!""

On that same day, Nov. 12, the Mend& France govern-

ment was almost toppled by a vote of no confidence. He managed to stay in office thanks to the twenty votes that the piednoirs controlled in the Assembly. Indeed, during the six
tumultuous months of the Mend& France government, the
"Algirie franqaise" lobby exercised a real veto power over the
government.
Thus it is clear that from the very first weeks of the
Algerian War, the main Left groupsin power, the Radical Party
and the SF10, uneauivocallv adopted a position in favor of
'Algerie francaise" at whatever cost. It was to cost a lot more
than they thought. Three years later, it was the Fourth
Republic, and not just the Socialist government, which had to
pay the price.

French. For them it was still the "reconciliation" of the
machine gun and prison.
Francois Mitterrand gave instructions prohibiting the
napalmingor indiscriminate bombardment of suspect villages.
Soustelle also leaned in that direction:

Jacques Soustelle

What beautiful words! But words were all they were.
The experienceof all the warslaunched by a modernarmy
against guerrillas based among an indigenous population
shows that massive, brutal, and indiscriminate reprisals are
the rule. The same was true for Algeria. Indeed, the doctrine
put into effect by the army was called "collective responsibility." Every historian with the least respect for the truth has had
to mention the innumerable cases of brutal reprisals against
Algerian civilianssuspected of having sheltered the FLN. And
at this point attacks against the pied-noir civilian population
were scarce. The first major attack against pied-mir civilians
occurred at Phillippeville on Aug. 20, 1955, when, by
Soustelle's estimate, 71 Europeans were killed by a Moslem
throng. In the vicious retaliation, 1,273rebels perished, according to official statistics. (The FLN insisted that 12,000
Algerians were murdered.12'
Even before the Phillippeville massacres, the uselessness
of attempts at "integration" had become apparent. Germaine
Tillion, a heroine of the World War 2 Resistance who handled
I
, pn,g,ini-t icjr tit.' SÃˆ~uiii*lii.
adn~inistrtilii)n.>tiidin May
1355 The .vi-li* ni rrni.lli.in i s siraJils i i i i i , n i i i s.' i n i ' ~ i l dwill
ruin our pacification efforts.. . . ' ' 2 z
Among the French men and women who participated in
Soustelle's programs were those who, like Germaine Tillion,
were motivated by noble sentiments. Perhaps they were like
some of those in the U.S. who, deluded by false propaganda,
joined the Peacecorps in the '60sand then quit after becoming
consciousof its role in U.S. foreign policy. But whatever their
motivation, they formed part of the colonial war machine.
Belkacem Ould Moussa, a contemporary Algerian writer,
testifies to the attitude of young Algerians towards these
French social-worker types:

At the beginning of 1955, Mend& France decided that in
order to pursue his policy, the governor-general of Algeria had
to be replaced. He chose a man whose name became a symbol
of the uncompromising- struggle
-- for "Aleerie francaise": [acques Soustelle.
Althoueh
" Snustelle ended UD associating
" himself with the
"ultras" (de Gaulle accused him of having relations with the
OAS], he was not at all a "fascist." On the contrary, he had impeccable references as a democrat and even as a representative
of the Left. An eminent ethnologist, Soustelle had been one of
the leaders of the "antifascist intellectuals' vigilance committee" in 1935. He had been among the first to rally to de Gaulle
in 1940 when de Gaulle opposed the policy of collaboration
with Germany favored by much of the French bourgeoisie
under the conditions of German occupation. De Gaulle chose
Soustelle to be chief of his first intelli&nce service. After the
war Soustelle had been a Gaullist minister and then a Gaullist
deputy, supposedly of the Left
~ e n d e ~ ~ r agave
n c ehim the double task of smashing the
rebellion and instituting a program of reforms. The content of
these reforms wasabout the sameasthe "charter of rights" for
Algeria which had been approved in 1947 but never applied
due to the vetoof thislaw in the Algerian Assembly dominated
by the pied-noirs.
Upon his arrival in Algeria, Soustelle presented his new
policy
Assembly, which was wary of his
. . before the Algerian
reputed "leftism." Hedeclared: "Algeriaand itsc-ntirepopulation arean inteeral part of France, oneandindivisible"; but, he
stressed, its "integration will be based on the equality of all its
inhabitants." He made Arabic a compulsory official language
in the Moslem schools, announced measures to increase the
political representation of the Moslems, and launched a big
campaign against illiteracy and poverty. It was indeed the
policy of "reconciliation" that Mendes France had spoken of
on Feb. 6duringasessionofthe National Assembly which ended up bringing down his government. [Mendes France was
replaced by Edgar Faurc, a Socialist-Radical.1
However, reconciliation did not extend to the FLN or to
the other nationalist movements which didn't agree to be
~

~

- .

-

-
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"All i n d i s c r i m i n a t e r e p r i s a l s a r e n r o hibited. . .anyone who isarrested, whether their guilt
be certain orprobable, should be turned over t i t h e
~ualifiedauthorities, police, gendarmeries, etc.; no
one has the right toact in the placeof theseauthorities
in re-establishing o r d e r o r punishing t h e
guilty.. . .Police operations. . .interrogations, etc.,
must be carried out without brutality.. . .Any offense
against human dignity is rigorously f ~ r b i d d e n . " ~ ~

-

"We found the French from France nice. When wegot
exasperated, they stayed calm. They kept their little
smile, a very French smile. A great people, nevertheless. But for the moment they were making us
sweat blood and water. The crash of bombs and
machine-gun fire reminded us that France was the colnniz~r''2~

Little by little any pretense of reform was abandoned, at
least in Algeria itself. The leftist governments in France continued to harpon "reform," whilein Algeriathegeneralsmade
their own kind of reform in the bled [Algerian countryside -

w.1.

Initial Reactions to the Algerian Uprising
In the fall of 1954, few in France recognized the gravity of
the situation. On the day after the FLN's attacks the front case
."
of ~ e ~ o n d e f e a t u r e d a r e p oon
r t the U.S. elections, givinglittle
prominence to events in Algeria, In spite of this climate of u n concern, there were some important forehodingsof the future.
The famous writer and Catholic humanist, Francois
Mauriac, was the first to sound the alarm:

"I did not believe the worst was so near.. . .But as my
friends know, I was overwhelmed by it. The immediate responsibility of the fellagha (Arab fighters w . ]does not at all lighten that which, for one hundred
and twenty years, has hung on us with a weight increased from generation to generation. The horror
which is about to break loose must be immediately
mitigated by a concerted offensiveagainst low wages,
unemployment, ignorance and poverty, and by structural reforms the Algerian people have called for. And
at all cost we musl prevent the police from using
torture." (Emphasis added.124
What is striking in Mauriac's article is his profound
pessimism despite his call for "a concerted offensive" to
redress social injustices in Algeria. Mauriac drew a line of
demarcation between himself and those who, like the government of the period, considered the crushinsof the revolt as the
prerequisite to any political solution.
In raising the spectre of torture, Mauriac put his finger on
something that would haunt the liberal French conscience
throughout the following years. With the memory of the German occunation still alive. French cublico~inionwasverv sensitive to this question. This was only the beginning of a long
campaign directed against torture by liberals like Mauriac as
well as the genuine leftist opponents of the Algerian War.

-

Revolt of the Rappeles
As important as these initial protests against torture were,
another event showed even more clearly the potential opposition to the war: "the revolt of the rappeles."*
The scale of military confrontations in Algeria developed
steadily throughout 1955. Gradually French citizens realized
* A

rappcleis a soldier recalled to active duty in the army after haw

ing served his lime. - lr.
RevolutionISpring 1984

that it was a matter of outright war. Obviously the soldiers
were among the first to realize this.
On Aueust
28 Prime Minister Edear
Faure Iwho had
"
"
replaced Mend& France) announced a prolongation of military service for thosewho had been drafted in 1954. In addition
he recalled to active duty a contingent
- which had iust finished
military service.
During the fall of 1955 a series of incidents took place
among troops being regrouped and dispatched. On September
11, hundreds of rappeles at the Gare de Lyon refused to board
the train for Marseille, from where they were to be sent to
North Africa. Only after several hoursof battling the military
policedid the soldiersagree to get on the train. Once underway
they pulled the emergency brake every chance they got. They
were taken from the train andled to paddy
theMPs.
.
. wagonshy
.
Herv6 Hamon and Patrick Rotman* consider this incident to
be the first collective resistance to the Algerian War: the Parisian pressat the time, however, preferred todescribe theaffair
as the result of general drunkenness. Other incidents were
even clearer; on September 29, three hundred soldiers took
part in a "Peace Mass" in Paris. A leaflet wasdistributed at the
end of the mass:
' . .Our conscience tells us that this war which we
are to wage against our Moslem brothers, many of
whom have died defendingour country, is a war contrary to every Christian principle, to all the principles
of the French Constitution, to the rightsof peoples to
determine their own destiny, to all the values of a
civilization of which our country is justly proud.. . .
"We are not calling on the soldiers to refuse to obey
the government's orders individually; but the French
people must know that if we do obey, it will mean
spiritual death."25

As Hamon and Rotman remark with some sarcasm, "This
dignified moderation would not be heard. Unable to blame
them for drunkenness, the press ignored these soldier^."^^
The most outstanding confrontation between the rappelis
and the authorities took dace the followins week at Rouen.
The soldiers of the 406th anti-aircraft artillery regiment refused to leave their barracks. This led to violent clashes with
theMPs. Ademonstration called by the local PCFin support of
the soldiers wasattacked by the police. According to Le Monde
of October 11, "actual urban -guerrilla warfare has rased
. for
three days on the streets of Rouen."Z7
The PCF was not the only oartv' to be oressured by the actionsoftherappelds.TheSFI0,
despite the fact that it wasin the
..
government at the time, organized a meeting against sending
troops to North Africa.zaBut the PCFs actions at Rouen and
the SFIOmeeting in Parisdid not represent a real commitment
to fight against the war.

-

'.

* Hamon and Roman's book Porieurs des Valises, published by
Albin Michel in 1979. is an extretnelv ir~tcrcslincaccount of the !n~?n

Was resistance to the war possible?
Before examining the politics pursued by the PCF at the
beginning of the war it isuseful todraw some preliminary conclusions from two contradictory facts: first, theoverwhelming
majority of the French at the beginning of the war accepted as
an axiom that "Algeria
is France." On the other hand, several
"
intellectuals had protested sincetheoutbreak of hostilities, and
the actions of the soldiers in the fall of 1955 revealed a growing
discontent among the troops.
Of course it would be easy toexaggerate thesignificanceof
the rauueles'
actions. Undoubtedly the maioritv
, ,
,
. of them were
more concerned with their own personal interest than with
justice in Algeria. But without making superficial comparisons. it should benoted that durinethe
U.S. war in Vietnam the
"
resistance of the troops, which became such an important element of the antiwar movement, did not develop until several
yearsafter the beginning of the war and after the growth of the
civilian antiwar movement. Likewise, the great soldier;.'
movementsagainst the First World War [notably in Russiaand
Germany!
. , followed a period of political work bv the revolutionary elements of the socialist parties. The fact that at this
time in Francepublic opinion was squarely in favor of the war
made the soldiers' actionsall the more significant. They risked
military punishment even in the face of disapproval by their
peers, a sure sign of the depth of discontent.
Thereare other reasons to believe that it would have been
possible to carry out an effective struggle against the war in
1955. Having experienced the war in Indochina, a significant
section of the French population wasinone way oranother op~ o s e dto colonialism. Public sentiment was far from militaristic. Even though Mendes France had been able to portray
himself as the man of peace in Indochina, many remembered
that Mendes France's SFIO sumorted
and had helped carry
.
out this war, despite its anticolonial talk.' A serious effort to
mobilize the anticolonialist sentiment that had become
widespread during the Indochina War would have certainly
reaped some success.
Finally there were several hundred thousand Algerian immigrants living in France in 1954, and a similar number came
over during the course of the war. Despite the political divisions within this community (especially,in the beginning, between the FLN and the supporters of Messali, an early exponent of Algerian independence) the Algerians were almost
unanimous in their opposition to French aggression. This substantial force should have been a solid base of support for antiwar work aimed at all the residents of France. In reality, the
traditional Left, including the PCF, kept itsdistance fromthese
immigrant
workers for fear that too close a relationshio with
u
them could alienate the French workers and that the revoiutionary zeal of these masses could disturb the conservative
politics of the Left.

These three factors - the acts of insubordination among
the troops, the legacy of the Indochina War, and the presence
in France of a sizeable Algerian community - show that it
would have been possible to carry out an effective campaign
against the war. Claude Bourdet, an intellectual of the "extreme left" [i.e.,to the left of the PCF), said as much:
"Let no one object that the people are not in motion
and will not follow us. It is the minority that always
'makes' politics. To know whether the people will
follow it is first necessary to show the way. We're all
paying today for our lack of courage in 1955. Then it
was the rappeles - the people - who set an example
by refusing to go. And it was us - 'the leaders' -who
analyzed and procrast~nated."~~

-

-

.

But the force in the best position (seemingly!l in 1955 was
the French Communist Party. The non-Communist Left, apart
from the "extreme left," was in power. And who would have
heard of opposing one's own ministers! The PCF was betterorganized and more solidly grounded in the working class than
the other leftist groups. In addition the PCF had a reputation,
thanks to its history and to the incessant attacks by the bourgeoisie and the Socialists, of being a "revolutionary" party.
Everyone was waiting for the "revolutionary party" to take a
stand in the face of a real revolution in a French colony. The
PCF was forced to choose: to struggle on the side of the
"enemy" was to risk a direct confrontation with the Fourth
Republic; to abstain from this struggle was to condone the
bloody repression of an oppressed people. The third road they
tried to follow proved illusory.

The French Communist Party at
the beginning of the war
On November 9, 1954, I'Humanite' published its report on
the November 1 uprising and its aftermath. This article condemned the repression in Algeria and demanded that the
police forces be brought
- back to France. But thisdeclaration is
far from beingthe "proof"of the PCF'ssupport of the Algerian
Revolution that oartisansof the PCF would later claim. First of
all, the article made no mention of independence, which was,
after all, the fundamental question The article supported "the
national demands of the overwhelming maioritv of Aleerians"
without ever specifying the content of these demands.
But worse was a paragraph which unequivocally condemned the uprising: "Loyal to Lenin's teaching, the French
Communist Party, which cannot approve of the recourse to individual acts likely toplay into the handsof the worst colonialists, even i f not fomented by them, assures the Algerian people
of the solidarity of the French working c l a ~ s . ' ' ~ '
Thus the first declaration of the PCF on the Algerian War
~

~

~~

"

>

.
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relegated the FLN to the ranks of terrorists and provocateurs
and dirtied the name of Lenin in the process.32
A few dayslater, on November 12, thecentral Committee
of the PCF met. Algeria was not even brought up. Six months
later, in April 1955, the Congressof the UJRF (the PCF youth
organization! did not talk about it either, even though the war
directly affected French youth.33
If the PCF was embarrassed by the beginningof hostilitiesin

by the PCF, cidoptcd the same position expressed in the PCFs
declaration. According to ex-PCF historian Philippe Robrieux,
"on the spot, the PCA condemned the insurrectional
m~vement.".'~
One year before the beginning of the insurrection the PCA
published a declaration which called for the formation of a n
"Algerian democratic front" to "liberate" Algeria - without
specifying whether this meant independence from France. In
fact, it explicitly made the reactionary hut truestatement that it
[the PCA) "always emphasized the necessity to draw every
Algerian into this struggle, without distinction of origin, every
man and woman for whom Algeria was the common
fatherland."35
This is the program with which the PCAconfronted the insurrection of the FLN. It obstinately refused to abandon
Thorez's conception that the "Algerian nation. . . i s being constituted in the melting pot of twenty races."
Asthedevelopment of the war inevitably underscored, the
pied-noir community was never part of the Algerian nation.
The French Algerians were a force external to this nation and
asagrouptheirinterestswereopposed tothoseof themajority.
The pied-noirs understood this well and consequently blocked
m y political reform concerning the "integration" of the
Algerians in France.
This doe5 not mean that the PCF was wrong to conduct
political work among the "poor whites" of ~ l g e r i a . ~thispoliut
tical work should have been based on the recognition
of the an"
tagonism between the indigenous nation and the pied-noir community. The pied-noirs could have integrated with the Algerian
nation to the degree that they renounced and struggled against
their colonial community.
Having taken a stand for the "common fatherland" of the
pied-noirs and Algerians, the PCA found itself in a difficult situation with the Algerian rebellion: themore the warexpanded, the
fewer were those interested in its line of "integration." In May
1955 thecentral Committeeof the PCAdecided toparticipatein
the revolution in order to preserve their own organization.
In April 1956, a young Communist draftee, Henri Maillot,
seized a convoy of arms. A few days later the creation of a "maquis rouge" (red guerrillas - tr.1 independent of the FLN was announced. However, the maquis rouge was destroyed in
September and what was left of the PCA joined the FLN.
In France, the PCF began to act following the autumn of
1955. Faced with theimminent dispatchoftroops, acommittee
consisting of all the leftist youth organizations was pulled
together. Under pressure from the SFIO, the Socialist youths

left the committee* The UJRF used this as a pretext to retire
from the committee. The Communists did not take part in the
October 13 demonstration against sending the troops.
However, the PCF's position evolved. Gradually Thorez's
thesis on Algeria disappeared: Algeria was no longer France:
the nation that took 5 0 long to form had arrived on earth! The
PCF's propaganda even began to give a more accurate reflection of the role of the French community and French interests
in Algeria.
Despite thisevolution, the political lineof the PCF was far
from satisfying to the Algerian revolutionaries. So far, the PCF
neither supported the FLN nor broke with the government. It
limited itself toconductinga campaign for "peace." But which
peace: that of Soustelie or that proposed by the FLN? The best
that can be said is that the PCF'spropaganda lacked precision.

March 12 - the great treason
Notwithstanding the ambiguity of the Communist Party's
official position, some members and sympathizers took u p the
struggle. It was they who became most disillusionedon March
12, 1956.
In February 1956 Guy Mollet became chief of state. During the electoral campaign Mollet had been calling the Algerian
War, "a stupid, deadend war."36 It's not surprising therefore
that the election of Mollet inspired hope in the growing ranks
of the war's opponents. But right after taking office Mollet
toughened his Algerian policy. Hesubmitted to the Assembly a
"special powers act" to govern Algeria, The first four articles
promised various social and economic reforms, hut the fifth
was a veritable carte blanche to pursue the war:
"The government shall have the broadest powers in
Algeria to take any exceptional measure required by
the circumstances with a view toward the reestablishment of order, the protection of persons and property
and the safeguarding of ter~itory."~:
Hamon and Rotman relatethat discussion within the Communist Party was intense. A dozen Communist deputies from
the provinces wanted to vote against the law. but Jacques
Duclosdissuaded them.On March 12 thecommunist deputies
approved the "special powers act," explaining that they did
not wish to break up the "united front" with the government,
even though the war "troubled" them.
The testimony of a young CP member at the time reflected
the sentimentsof many of his comrades: "I felt like the party's
vote was a real act of treason."38

' The Socialist students lcd by Michel Rocard stayed in.
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111. The Enraged

Philosophers
At the start of the war the politicans who represented the
traditional Left were at best vacillatine between complicity
. .
and paralysis; it was up to others to take over responsibility.
It was mainlv a handful of intellectuals of various ideoloeical tendencies who attacked the Algerian War. The voices of
Andre Mandouze, a co-founder of Temoinage Chrdtien (Christian Witness},and Robert Daveziesof the French Mission, both
Catholics, joined with those of Communist historian Etienne
Bolo and the editorial staff of Jean-Paul Sartre's Les Temps
Modemes. Certain intellectuals associated with Pierre Mendks
France, likethe historian Pierre Vidal-Naquet and Jean Jacques
Servan-Schreiber, began to sharply criticize the war.
Among all those who sooner or later came to oppose the
Algerian War, none played a more important role than Francis
Jeanson. His previous history gave no clue that he would
become one of the French lustice system's most sought after
"criminals." In 1954the youngJeanson hadalready acquireda
certain reputation in philosophical circles. He entered into the
circle of Sartre's intimates after having published a study of
him in 1949. He edited acollection for ~ditionsduSeuil ( " ~ c r i vaindetoujours"! and wrotea hookon Montaigneandanother
on Sartre.
~~~

."

Temps Modernes. The severity of this critique entitled "Albert
Camusou )'$merevoltee" ("Albert Camusor the Rebel Soul")
played an important role in the split between Camus and
S a ~ t r eJeanson
. ~ ~ proved resolute during the war.
In 1955Jeanson and his wife, Colette, published L'Algirie
Hors la h i [OutlawAlgeria!. This remarkable book did not limit
itself to criticizing th'governrnent'spolicy or exposing the excessesof the French arm,,; it suuarelytook thesideof "the bandits, the extren~ists, the outlaws, the insurgents - the
pe~ple."~~
In L'AIpdne
Hors la h i the leansons examined the
u
arguments of the war's apologists and reported a growing
uneasiness in regard to the "abstentionism" of the French, including within the Left. Indealingwith theproblemofthepiednoirs they clearly state:
"Most French people see in them nothing but an alibi,
the justification of their abstentionism concerning official policy. We easily tell ourselves: Of course
everything is not so wonderful, but can we abandon a
million of our conlpatriots struggling with such difficulties? So let things r u n their course, and since
nothing can be done, let's think about other things.
"Such is our infinite ~ o w a r d i c e ! " ~ ~
From the beginning of his opposition to the war Jeanson
defended himself against any accusation of treason. For him,

as well as for the others who shared hisphilosophy, there was
no contradiction between support for the "enemy" and the
true "national interests" of France. L'AlHie Hors la Lot
predicted the "total defeat" of France in Algeria and argued
that to recognize this fact "is to be neither defeatist nor antiF r e n ~ h . " 'Jeanson
~
later noted that this little book had been
poorly received by the Left.43Despite this somewhat bitter
remark, Hamonand Rotman report that the book "[hadlavery
important influence on anticolonialist activist^."^^
Shortly after the appearanceofL'Algerie Horslahi Francis
eanson enlisted in the service of the FLN.
Jean-Paul Sartre and the staff of Temps Modemes took a
militant stand against the war early on. In November 1955
TempsModernes declared without ambiguity that, "Algeria is
not France." The editorial of this issue was clear and sharp:
"To this violence [of France] only violence could respond the Algerians have taken up arms."45
Some months later Sartre himself published an article,
"Colonialism is a System," which linked the struggle against
the Algerian War with the larger struggle against colonialism
and the evils that accompanied it and poisoned the French
body politic:
"[Colonialism] isour shame; it makesamockery anda
caricatureofour laws; it infectsus with itsracism; . . .
it forces our young men to die despite themselves for
Nazi principles we fought ten yearsago: it seeks todefend itself by stirring- up. fascism right
- here in France.
Our roleisto help it die, not only in Algeria, but everywhere it exists. . . But above all. let us not be diverted
from our task by reformist mystification.. . . Theonly
thing that w e c a ~ a n d s h o u l d ~ t r i v e fo rand today it's
the essential thine - is to strueele side bv side to
deliver the ~lgeriansandthe ~ r e n c htogetherfrom the
colonial tyranny."46
In the years that followed, Sartre continued to denounce
the war. On the occasion of the executions of the FLN cadres
Sartre turned the "collective responsibility" theory inside out,
proclaiming that "we are all a~sassins.'"~
Sartre'scriticismof the Algerian
War wasnot limited to his
formal political writings. Hiscriticism infused his work. In his
book Critique de la Raison Dialecfzque (Critique of Dialectical
Reason1 Sartre made several interesting observations using
~ l ~ e r i a 'an
a s example. He described colonialism as "a
tual violence" carried out aeainst
the indigenous oooulation.
"
The colonists, Sartre said, participated in this violence. He refused to accept the "civilizing role" of France in Algeria; he
preferred instead to speak of the "immiseration" of the
country. He drew the conclusion from this that any coexistence between colonists and colonized was i r n p o ~ s i b l e . ~ ~
This taking of a stand bv the most famous contemoorarv
.
French writer provided the opponents of the war with an important weapon. But it was not only his celebrity that Sartre
provided; for his was among the sharpest summations of the
traditional Left.

-
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Albert Camus
It is fitting to pause briefly at the name of a great French
writer who followed another road concerning Algeria, Albert
Camus. The philosophical and political dispute that pitted
Camus against his former friend, Sartre, became only sharper
during the war.
Since the war was increasingly becoming the principal political question in France, everyone was waiting to hear
Camus position. Camus wasmore than a great writer, hisactivities during the WW2 resistance had earned him the reputation of an "engage" - a committed writer. Moreover, hispiednoir origins invested him with a certain authority as far as
Algeria was concerned.
Although Camus had written some articles on the misery
of the Algerians, his two famous works set in Algeria, The
Plague and The Stranger, betrayed a sort of blindness in regard
to the indigenous population, as if the young Algerian shot
down on the beach did not have friends or family and as if
Algerian children did not die of the plague.
On the theoretical level as well, elements of French chauvinism influenced his stand on the Algerian War. In L'Homme
Revoile hedescribed Europeasa battlefield between "German
ideology" and the "Mediterranean spirit." Evidently the
"Mediterraneans," on whom the future of Europe depended,
did not include the Arabs.49
In 1956 Camus proposed a "civil truce'' in which the
French army and the FLN would agree not to attack the civilians of the other side. What escaped Camus was that revolutionary war draws in the population: any effort to crush a
revolution must target "the popular base" of the insurgents.
The "civil truce" also obscured the fundamental question of
Algerian independence. Camus clearly saw the horrors of the
war, yet his proposal ignored the "perpetual violence" that
Sartre spoke of regarding colonialism. Responding to Camus,
Simone de Beauvoir pointed out: "the conflict was between
two civilian c o m m ~ n i t i e s . " ~ ~
If the Algerians seemed little interested in Camus' remarks, it was the pied-noirs who ruined his plans at the first
(and only) meeting called in support of his proposed "civil
truce." A crowd massed outside the hall shouting "Send
Camus to the firing squad," and forced him to abandon his
speech before finishing:
After the collapse of the hope for a "civil truce" Camus
hardly spoke about Algeria. He refused to sign petitionsagainst
torture and executions. Although he never adopted a position
"a la Soustelle," the partisans of independence considered
Camus an accon~pliceof French Algeria.

The beginning of the Jeanson network
From the beginning of the war, French men and women
' A year later thethemeofa "civil truce" wastaken upagain by Gcrmaim Tillion who obtained the FLN's promise to cease attacks
against civilian pied-noirs if the French authorities halted its exec".
i o n s The French government played deaf.

began offering their individual services to Algerian activists
living in France. Apart from some Trotskyite groups who
began publishing illegal leaflets and newspapers for the FLN,
however, this assistance remained spontaneous and embryonic. It wasonly in 1957, when Omar Boudaoud arrived in
Paris with the taskof reorganizing the Federation of France (an
affiliate of the FLN], that the "Jeanson network" took form.
Thanks to L'Algirie Hors la Lo! Boudaoud hurried to make
contact with Francis Jeanson, Boudaoud wasnot disappointed;
Jeanson willingly agreed to organize material support for the
FLN. According to Jeanson, "We never had a problem of manpower,"5' and the network grew and became stronger. The
network's many responsibilities included harboring FLN
members, supplying false papers, and at times transporting
arms. However, the central task was to transfer the enormous
funds collected each month by the Federation from the
Algerians residing in France.
Among those who united with the network was Henri
Curiel, who, next to Jeanson, played the most important role.
Curiel, a Jewish Egyptian, wasan "orthodox" Communist. He
had taken thesideof AndreMarty at the timeofthedispute between Marty and the "Thorezian" leadership of the PCF. Like
Marly, Curiel accused Thorez of having abandoned a revolutionary line. Nevertheless, Curiel believed that any hope of a
socialist revolution in Francedepended on the "conversion" of
the PCF, with which he maintained ties.
Curiel brought an incontestable expertise to the Jeanson
network. As leanson's activities became known to the French
police, Curiel took in hand the practical direction of the network while Jeanson devoted himself to the illegal journal
Veriles Pour and the public defense of the network. Despite
their joint endeavors, ideological differences between Curiel
and Jeanson surfaced in the course of the struggle.
For Jeanson, the FLN represented a "third road" between
the West and the East; he thought that the Algerian revolution
could open a new chapter in political history and bring about a
revolutionary process in France itself.

"If the Algerians achieve an original form of socialism,
all the peoples of Africa will see this as the decisive
confirmation of such a possibility.
' . . I f , on the other hand, Algeria is forced to play
the card of the East, all of Africa will topple through
the breach thuscreated intoan imported s o c i a l i ~ r n . " ~ ~
Curiel did not care for these views. Perhaps his own experience with Nasser in Egypt had left him lessnaiveabout the
socialist character of Arab nationalism. Ir any event, he remainedconvinced that theSoviet Union wastheindispensable
"friend" of the oppressed peoples.
Later Curiel would be accused of being a secret Soviet
agent and then assassinated under (still) mysterious circumstances. What is certain is that Curiel increasingly sought
to establish a link between the network and PCF "dissidents"
and to largely ensure (he independence of the FLN's Federation of France.

IV. The End Of The
Socialist War and the
Beginning of the
Gaullist Peace
It's easy to imagine the relief of the Socialist and
Radical leaders when they handed power over to
General de Gaulle. The Socialists' two-faced game had
broken down.
The war continued throughout 1957. The combat
on the battlefields was becoming fiercer than ever.
The famous Battle of Algiers took place from January
to May of that year. But in Paris, nice words were still
the order of the day. On January 9, Guy Mollet
declared:
"France will never permit Algerians of European
origin to abuse their economic advantages and seek to
exploit the Moslems. Neither will France allow the
Moslems to profit by their numbers and condemn the
minority of European origin to tutelage or departure.
France will never abandon Algeria. The problem of
Algeria is toassure the coexistence of these two collectives without one being able to oppress the other.''S'

the three executed on February 11 was a former PCA member
of European origin. Today the PCF claims him as a hero; at the
time, however, it seems that the PCF kept its distance.57
France won the Battle of Algiers, but the price was very
high. World public opinion began to develop in favor of the
FLN. The French public was getting tired of the war. Worse
yet, there was no end in sight. Increasingly "Algerie
francaise" signified a permanent state of war against the indigenous population. But this was not acceptable to the
Socialist leaders (remember Mollet's "stupid war") nor to
their social base in France. Only the "ultras" were resigned
to permanent war.*
The "ultras" among the pied-noirs and the French
military foresaw the general war-weariness. They certainly
had nothing to blame the Socialist leaders for, since the
Socialists had accepted every demand of the general staff.
The "ultras" saw, however, that the Socialist French government could not pursue the war indefinitely. Like thegenerals
of any country faced with a desperate situation, the French
generals believed that they could perform miracles if "the
politicians" would give them a free hand.

Enter de Gaulle

This pleased no one. The Moslems were already tired of
waiting for the establishment of the "new order" in Algeria.
They knew very well that the "Algerians of European origin"
[sic)would never give up exploiting them, for this exploitation
was the very foundationof " ~ l ~ e r ifranqaise."
;
As f& thepiednoirs. thev did not consider themselves "Algerians" and would
no longer hear of any promises of reform.
In Algeria, however, it was the rifle, bomb, and guillotine
that did the talking.
- The FLN decided to launch attacksagainst
the pied-noir population of Algiers. The result of this dubious
stratew
-' was predictable. The French authorities resmnded in
kind. The first contingent of the famous "paras" was sent to
Algiers. The Casbah as well asother Arab quarters were tightly
cordoned off and three thousand "suspects" di~appeared:~'
General de la Bollardiere was condemned to sixty days' confinement for having publicly criticized the army's infringement of "human rights." Mitterrand protested, but did not
resign.
The guillotine was also kept busy. Three people were executed in Aleierson February 11. Another execution took~lace
in Oran on February 14 and yet another in Algiers on the 19th;
two people were executed inconstantine on February 21. The
following month brought fifty new death sentences.56 Among

Sometimes history is ironic. General de Gaulle and the
Fifth Republic he inaugurated were brought to power in May
1958, in large measure by the rifles of the "ultras." General
Salan, head of the French army in Algeria, General Massu,
and pied-noirs influenced by the extreme right had taken over
the provincial government in Algiers. In thedays that followed, Salan demanded that de Gaulle be recalled to the Elysee
(the presidential palace - tr.). The generals made it known
that, if need be, the Fourth Republic should expect the
"paras" to descend on Paris.
Although de Gaulle did not participate in the plot, he refused to condemn it. De Gaulle did not wish to make his
return by meansof acoupd'etat: he therefore insisted on having the blessing of the National Assembly.
The Socialist leaders had little choice. They could either
welcome de Gaulle or prepare for a civil war without much
hope of winning. Moreover, public opinion was very
favorable for the general's return. The SF10 split over this
question: most of the Socialist deputies voted for the strict
conditions demanded by de Gaulle.
Thepied-noirsand "ultras" were euphoric. Given the role
they had played in toppling the Fourth Republic, they believed they would have a veto power over the Fifth. They
were also blinded by the General's uniform, persuaded perhaps that a military hero would never consent to "abandoning" French Algeria.
The Communist Party was scared. They saw de Gaulle as

It's hardly debatable that the French army used torture on a
massive scale during the Battle of Algiers. Even General Massu, head
i f the "paras," and Robert Lacoste, Soustelle's successor, admit it,"

' In his memoirs General Salan, without much foresight, gives
the Rhodesia of Ian Smith as a n example of the road French Algeria
should have takei.S8
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another Generalissimo Franco. They feared that French
democracy was now veering towards fascism. There were
~
that
many an>& de Gaulle s supporters who h d demanded
the PCF ht- suii~rfsscdMichi'l Di'bre later a Prime Ministcr
under de Gaulle) himself had said the year before that, "we
must outlaw the PCF."Sg The fear of "fascism" would preoccupy the PCF until the end of the war.
DeGaulle'spoliticsin relation to the war were not, in the
beginning, without some ambiguity. It seems that de Gaulle
did not reveal his innermost thinkineeven in the most euarded c0unsels.6~Nevertheless, the outlines of his politics took
form little by little.
De Gaulle understood that the French Empire wasdoomed to destruction, at least in its old form. ~ e k n e w
that any
strueele aiming to forestall the inevitable could onlv harm
French interests. At the same time de Gaulle did his best to
reaffirm the power and prestige of France in the postwar
world. He wanted to pull out of Algeria, but on the condition
that France avoid a humiliating defeat on the battlefield. De
Gaulle came to pursue a two-pronged Algerian policy: attempting to crush the military forces of the FLN while seeking a negotiated solution. This was an explosive contradiction, since pursuing the war required relyingon thearmy and
the pied-noirs who did not want a political solution, and the
generals had troubleunderstanding why they were fightingif
not to keep Algeria French.
Althoueh the PCA had dissolved and ioined the FLN, the
PCF had never made official contact with the FLN. In May
1958 the Communist leadership, frightened by de Gaulle, approached the "Jeanson network" in order to explore the
possibility of a political agreement with the FLN.
Lauren1 Cassanova was leanson's contact. An important
leader of the Communist Party and, in addition, a leader of
the opposition within the party, Cassanova took his mission
seriously. He explained the PCPs position to Jeanson. According to Cassanova:

..
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-
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"Today more than ever it is clear that the Algerian
and French people face a common enemy. It's a Republican government, based on the working class,
that will make peace in Algeria."6'
Cassanova criticized the FLN's position on de Gaulle.*
Jeanson apparently approved of Cassanova's remarks. At this
time leanson also shared the fear that de Gaulle mieht lead
France to fascism, and he proposed toCassanova that the PCP
combine "the two slogans: struggle against fascism and independence for Algeria (not peace}."S2
As soon as the threat to the PCF seemed to subside, the
leadership of the party lost all interest in maintaining contact
with the ~ L NA. meeting which was supposed to have taken
piace in Switzerland between Waldeck Rochet (another top
~ C leader)
F
and Omar Boudaoud was cancelledby the PC$.

-~~

The FLN maintained a wary silence until J u n e when de Gaulle,
for the first and last time, proclaimed "Vive I'Algere francaise!."

The division within the PCF grew as de Gaulle's politics
came to light and it became clearer that he was no Franco.
Cassanova advocated centering the work of the party on the
struggleagainst the war, whileThorez believed that conductingastruggleon thesideof the "enemy"couldstrengthen the
influence of those around de Gaulle who wanted to strike at
the PCF. The main thing for Thorez was keeping the party
legal and pursuing the peaceful and parliamentary road to
socialism.
Cassanova's political reasoning was less clear. He was
well aware of the discontent among the intellectuals, including the Communists. Alleg* relates that even in 1956:
"Certain people, including some Communist intellectuals, criticized the orientations of the PCP. esoecially thequest for unity with theSFIOwhich hadied
the PCF to vote for the Special Powers Act, and according to them, had restrained its action. They also
criticized its propaganda themes, which, taking into
account the 'middleof the road' mood of thecountry,
favored the recognition of the 'Algerian national fact'
over the demand for 'the independenceof Algeria' at
this stage, or raised the. 'mutually advantageous
links' between France and Algeria. In brief, a selection of these intellectuals, teachers and students
voluntarily placed themselves 'on the fringe' in relation to t h e level attained by t h e a n t i w a r
campaign~."6~
This "fringe" grew larger and larger in 1958 and was not
limited to the intellectuals. Insubordination gradually
developed among the young men called into active service.
Cassanova did not want the PCF to lose this "fringe." In
addition, he saw here a possible ally for his struggle against
Thorez. After the shock of the May events had dissipated,
Cassanova no longer feared the danger of fascism under de
Gaulle.
RobrieuxattributesCassanova with motives for supporting the antiwar movement that are hardly flattering:
"Cassanova and Sevrin were convinced that de
Gaulle was going to put an end to the Algerian War
and were anxious to keep his success from overly
strengthening Gaullism. In the political bureau they
advocated that the struggle against the war be intensified. They wanted the actions of the masses under
the Party's influence toappearto beone of theessential components of the approaching settlement of the
question. On the basis of this analysis they favored
various forms of participation, support, or at the very
least, understandineof
" the most audacious initiatives
by the leftist intellectuals, such as the Manifesto of
the 121 orthedirect aidof the FLN." (Emphasisadded.1"

Â
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Whatever his motives were, Cassanova continued tostruggle
among the top ranksof PCF leadership for the party to play a
consistent role in the antiwar movement. But he remained in
the minority and did not break with the PCF.

him to renounce his direct support of the FLN. O n the contrary, he developed a lucid critique of neocolonialism and attempted to warn the Left about it. Jeanson was among the
first to recognize that afterdeGaulle'scoming topower it was
no longer a question of "independence" or not, but of what
kindof independence. InSeptember 1958Jeanson wrote with
remarkable foresight that, despite the intensification of the
war, "big capital finds it necessary to put a n end to the Algerian war as rapidly a s p o ~ s i b l e . ' ' ~ ~

V. The Shift in
Public Opinion and the
Jeanson Network
In 1960 French public opinion turned definitely against
the war. General d e Gaulle vieorouslv. .
oursued the war even
as his declarations (although often contradictory) implied
that the end was near. The famous "week of the barricades"
- w h e n a number of too
. eenerals aided by the "ultras" tried
tostageanother coup in Algeria, this timeagainst deGaulle dearlv revealed the distance between de Gaulle and the
relentless partisans of French Algeria. (The coup quickly
fizzled out since the great majority of the bourgeoisie was
united around de Gaulle and his plan to end the war.)
The Algerian problem became simplified for the leaders
of the traditional Left, Relieved of responsibility for waging
the w a r , they were now free to criticize it. They called for
negotiations, criticized Michel Debre (who, among de
Gaulle's entourage, seemed to have the task of appeasing the
pied-noirs) and stressed the fluctuations of the government's
Algerian policy - without, however, withdrawing their support of it.'
To thedegree the "ultras" threatened deGaulle, the Left
united with him in a sort of tacit "Republican front." Almost
without exception the Left's propaganda targeted fascism as
the principal enemy. T h e government w~asjudged by its attitude toward the "ultras."
Two important splits took place within the SF10 in 1959,
Reflecting the discontent among intellectuals over the war,
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tradition ( n o w led by Mitterrand). It'slikelythat thismove, at
least for certain leaders, was meant to "co-opt" the growing
number of youth and intellectuals who no longer followed
the parliamentary left. O n e might be astonished that they accepted Mend& France, w h o had just left the Radical Party
and united with the PSU, asoneof the swokesmen for the antiwar movement. Mendes France carried out this conversion
without the slightest self-criticism of his prior role as an
apologist for "Algerie f r a n ~ a i s e "and initiator of the war!
One historian offers the following observation o n the relationship between the Left and de Gaulle:
"The history of the Gaullist yearsof the Algerian War
is one of a double rupture between the government
and the section of the Left (SFIO and the Radicals)
which had supported it in 1958 on all the questions
other than Algeria, and between the government and
the 'ultras' and a part of the army on Algrria. Conversely, and with much fanfare about the purity of
their overall anti-Gaullism, the Communist Left and
the 'new Left' became theobjective alliesof the Gaullist
Algerian policy."66 [Emphasis added).
Though this wasundoubtedly true for the PCFand at least
a part of the PSU, it does not apply to the "Jeanson network"
and the insubordination movement organized under the
heading "Young Resistance." The arrest of dozensof members
of the clandestine resistance to the war, a resistance which involved only a few hundred members in total, brought
these
u
people into the limelight. The mass-consumption press labeled
them the porteurs de valises - a n intended pejorative on the
orderof "lowlyporters," which the Jeanson network promptly
turnedaround by proudly claiming the titleastheir own. From
then on, a revolutionary. .
oosition made itself heard.
Francis Jeanson barely escaped a police dragnet. He began
to prepare the political and legal defense of the accused. Jeanson hardly bothered himself with the slanders of the daily
press. But the reaction of certain leftists provoked him to respond dramatically,
On March 3, Claude Bourdel published an editorial in
France-Observateur which stated that, "the men and women
who aid the FLN lose all authority as far as the struggle for
peace is ~ o n c e r n e d . "This
~ ~ attack hurt Jeanson all the more
since Bourdet had been, from the beginning, an outstanding
opponent of the war and of the traditional Left. The FranceObsewateur refused to publish a response by Jeanson, not for
fear of repression,** but for fear that such a n association with
Jeanson could harm their effort to create the PSU.69Eventhe
most antiwar wing of the legal Left chose collaboration with
Mend& France over collaboration with Francis Jeanson.

"

Party (PSUI, the main present incarnation of the Socialist
' In theafterm~thof"thew~ekofthc
harricadcs"thc National as^
sembly onceagain gave deGaullc special powers by a voteof441 10
75.

' The Por!s~Pres~e
suggcstcd for cxamplc, Il~at!he lhigl~pcrccnlagc
of women among the "portcurs dc valises' was dui' to the 'NortI~
A(7ic.m Don J U ~ S . ' ' ~ ~

On April 15, Jeanson struck back at those who were
criticizing him. He held a news conference in the middle of
Paris. Photographers and about 15 journalists, including one
French journalist, George Arnaud, took part. Jeanson declared
that the network transferred four hundred million francseach
month, and despite arrests, the network was still functioning.
The interview was published in Paris-Presse and George Arnaud was indicted for "failing to inform the authorities of the
activities of a 'criminal."'
The press conference and the arrests that had taken place
unleashed a broad debate in the ranks of the non-Communist
Left. In the pages of Esprit, k Monde, Temps Modernes and
especially LExpress, intellectuals commented on Jeanson's
position and called the role of the left into question.
Though Temps Moderncs defended the "porteurs de
valises," most of the participants in the debate condemned
Jeanson for wanting to "replace the people" or "renounceany
hopeof restoring a fallen France."'"Jeanson angrily responded
in June.

Notre Guerre
His counterattack, entitled Notre Guerre [Our War) was of
course seized by the government. Nevertheless, thanks to
precautions taken by the publisher, Editions de Minuit, some
copies escaped censorship. This booklet (119 pages) was a
veritable manifesto of the "porteurs de valises." He did not
spare the leadersof the Left:
"Isn't it necessary instead to seek the real traitorsfrom
among those who call themselves progressives and
who reinforce systematic opposition to progress?
Among those who, pretending to struggle for a revolution for which they havenever felt theneed, daily play
into the hands of the adversaries of this revolution?
Fortheyareplayingwith twodecks; they serve theold
world even as they bleat hymns in honor of the new.
From articlesto meetingsand from petitionstospecial
issues of journals, they never cease applying the
brakes to a movement that they pride themselves on
promoting. They speak of putting an end to a war that
they themselvesdeclareabsurd, but they do not allow
that onemight helpthe French youth whorefuse todie
for it. They denounce colonialism, yet they denounce
any form of practical solidarity with thccolonizcdasa
criminal act."71
Notre Guerre also reflected Jeanson's political development sinceL'AlserieHorsla Lor.Thelatter wasfullof svmuathv
. . .
for the oppressed andof condemnation for the authorities. But
Notre Guerre was the workof a revnhitionarv
,. albeit a confused
one. Explaining his theory of the connections between the
Algerian Revolution and a socialist revolution in France itself
- Jeanson thought that the Algerian Revolution could bring
about a revolution in France - herejected the Left'straditional
view of the working class, remarking bitterly that the ruling
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bourgeoisie "has succeeded in poisoning the working class."72
Yet at the same time Jeanson still defended himself against the
charge of treason. According to him, the "national
community" no longer existed, and the task of revolutionaries
was to reconstruct it.:=
Jeanson's claims of patriotism reflect his confusion about
the nature of the imperialism he was fighting, though his
revolutionary confusion was infinitely preferable to the reactionary clarity of the PCF'sdefenseof French imperialism. He
defined the contrddiction in France as that between "fascists"
and internationalist^,"'^ drawing the conclusion that it was
necessary to forman "anti-fascist front" with the FLN. In what
sense did Jeanson use the word "fascist"? Did he consider the
Socialist Mollet or the Republican de Gaulle to be fascists? He
did not specify. It appears that for him "fascism" meant
"evil" or "reactionary" and no longer had specificity. In fact,
this "anti-fascist" united front was a political theory more
useful to Jeanson's enemies on the Left than to those who
sought a revolutionary solution.
We see in Notre Guerre a contradiction in Jeanson's
political thought; a contradiction, moreover, that he shared
with other disciples of Sartre. He was a revolutionary
democrat in a country where the democratic revolution was a
dead letter a long time ago. From this flowed his absolute faith
in the FLN, which was leading a democratic revolution. And
thisin turn waslinked to his failuretounderstand thepossibility and necessity of a proletarian internationalist revolution in a
country like France itself, based esneciallv on a section of the
proletariat and the masses who could more readily grasp their
interests in overthrowing imperialism.
While Jeanson was busy with the debate in Paris, Henri
Curiel established a new organization, the French Anticolonialist Movement (MAF).Curiel wanted to transform the
"network" and the organization of insubordination, Young
Resistance, into a "mass organization." He also wanted to ensure the highest degree of independence from the FLN. Jeanson reproached Curiel for the nebulous politics of the MAF.

The Trial and the 12 1
The "Jeanson trial" opened on September 5. Eighteen
French and six Algerian defendants were represented by 20
lawyers. It was by far the most important trial of antiwar activists.
The lawyers and the defendants hammered away at the
military tribunal and the Algerian War. During the three
weeksthat followed, it wasthe French government andnot the
defendants that was on the bench of the accused.
Even as the government was being quite embarrassed by
thetrial and itsinability to control the proceedings, the antiwar
forceslauncheda new challenge - the Petition of the 121. This
"Declaration of the Right of Insubordination in the Algerian
War" was very frank. After attacking the war. the declaration
took up thecentral question: "Are there not times when refusing to serve is a sacred duty, when 'treason' signifies

courageous respect for the truth?' The declaration ended with
three short phrases that subjected its signatories to the risk of
heavy penalties:
"-We respect and deem justified the refusal to take
up arms against the Algerian people.
-We respect and deem justified the conduct of those
French who consider it their duty to provide aid and
protection to Algerians oppressed in the name of the
French people.
-The Algerian people's cause, which is contributing
decisively to the destruction of the colonial system, is
the cause of all free people."'s
The signers of this courageous declaration "counted for a
l o t . he; signatures brought immediate criminal indictments. Included amone them were not onlv well-known antiwar intellectuals like Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir and Pierre
Vidal-Naquet, but also others considered more mainstream,
like the writer Franqoise Sagan and the film director Francois
Truffaut. The Declaration of the 121 marked a shift in public
opinion against the war and against the passivity promoted by
the traditional Left.
There were, however, some famous names that were missing from the list of the "121" - CP leaders like Aragon,
Cassanova and, of course, Thorez. While there is some
disagreement among historians over how many CP members
did sign, most estimate something on the order of "a handful"
-and those who signed did so on their own, against the party
leadership's will.
As it had been throughout the whole war. the "vaneuard"
"
party wasin the rearguard. But the PCF could not remain completely inert without losing still more of its influence among
the staunch onwnentsof the war. After a lone internal debate
at the highesiievel of the PCF, Humanit6 published an article
entitled "Support Those Indicted, Defend the 121." It said,

-

-

"We thus say calmly to the government that, despite
our disagreement with certain means chosen by the
defendants or proposed by the 121, we consider their
call to have the merit of contributing to theawakening
of public opinion and expanding the debate on the
nature of the Algerian War and the means to put an
end to it.'"6
This stand by the PCF was made necessary by the fact that the
"porteurs de valises" and their supporters had become a
powerful political current in France,
At the trialof the Jeanson network things went from bad to
worse for thegovernment. Paul Teitgen, head of theprefecture
of Policeof Algiersduring the Battleof Algiers who broke with
the
and became a vocal critic of torture, testified
for the defense. Claude Bourdet desnite his nolemics with
Jeanson, did likewise. Sartre signed a letter to the tribunal saying he would have carried valises himself if asked, and 20of the
"121" repeated their support of the "porteurs de valises"
before the rnurt. The Jeanson trial ended upstrikinga political
68

blow as valuable to the Algerian cause as the network's
clandestine activities had been.

VI. The End of the War
In June 1960, Generalde Gaulle for the first timeappealed
directlv to the Provisional Revolutionarv Government of
Algeria IGPRA), even though six months before he had
declared that he would never negotiate with "these men from
Tunis'' (where the GPRA was headquartered]. The FLN
responded immediately. On lune 25, an official delegation
from the GPRA arrivedat 0rly toopen negotiations. ~ l t h o u g h
this initial meetingu led to nothine.
the presenceof the enemv's
<,
spokesmen in France indicated to the whole world that the Algeria of the FLN was, sooner or later, to be born.
The opening of negotiations accelerated the activities of
the "ultras" in Algeria and elsewhere. Plots multiplied. The infamous Secret Army Organization (OAS)- latcr linked to an
attempt toassassinatede Gaulle - was formed. Officersof the
Algerian army [including its commander, General Challe)
leaned more and more toward rebellion.
In France, the leanson trial and the Declaration of the 121
wereonly the prelude toa seriesof demonstrations in the fall of
1960 which drew hundreds of thousands of narticinants.
l2hough these demonstrations, like all mass movements, were
not homogeneous, the political line of draft resistance and of
support to "the enemy" was a strong current.
The leaders of the traditional Left were thus caught between two quite different social contradictions: on the one
hand the struggle which pitted de Gaulle and most of the
French bourgeoisie against the "ultras" and, on the other
hand, a revolutionary war in Algeria and a mass movement in
France increasingly directed at French imperialism, including
the Republicans. By now, the Left was pretty much united in
struggling against the war. But the question had become the
context of this antiwar struggle. Hence the Left had to choose
between remaining (to take Poperen's term) "the objective
allies of de Gaulle" and bv extension, the maioritv
of the
>
,
French bourgeoisieor, on thecontrary, supporting thedevelopment of a movement which could lead to a battle between the
Government and a significant section of the masses in France.
The National Union of French Students (UNEF) had
developed a more advanced position on the war during the
year. The "core" of UNEF was made up of antiwar activists
who favored close collaboration with Algerian students, whose
organization (General Union of Algerian Moslem Students or
UGEMA, which was close to the FLN) was forbidden in
France. In June, UNEF and UGEMA published a joint communique against the war,
In October the leaders of UNEF called a demonstration
against the war. Pierre Gaudcz frankly admitted the reason for
.he call:

.

' I f we don't organize an event, we will both lose our
best members and give way to the porteurs de valises;

w e a r e condemned either to leada massiveactionor to
go underground.""
The leaders of the UNEF proposed a joint action to the
Union of Communist Students [UEC), which willingly accepted, This provoked a lively dispute in the Central Committee of the PCF. Robrieux, a leader of the UEC at the time,
recalls:

-

' A t the Central Committee meeting in October a few
days before the demonstration, Jeanette Vermeersch
t h e CentralCommittee'srepresentativetothestudent
oryanizationl gave a vehement speech in which she
developed thetheme of police provocation toan obsession.. . . The most urgent task was toavoid the bloodv
'trap' set by de G a ~ l l e . " ~ ~
TheCentralCommitteecalled separatedemonstrationsfor
the same day and forbade the young Communists to participate in the meeting at the Mutualit6 (which changed participants after the demonstration was banned, but which was
attacked by the police anyhow).
The CP youth intended to go to Switzerland to make contact with the UGEMA. AooarentlvCassanovasu~oortedthem.
but Thorezvetoed the idea. AccordingtoThorez thetaskwasto
create committees "for peace in Algeria."'g
Avoiding "provocation" remained the slogan of the PCF
until the end of the war. For the PSU and theleaders of the
UNEF thines
" were a bit more comnlex. As w e have seen, the"
took upon themselves the role of regaining and safeguarding
the youth from the "porteurs de valises."
The PCF claimed to represent "mass action" but did not
show any interest in thesectionofthe peoplein Francemost affected bv the war - the hundreds of thousandsof Aleerians.
u
This wasespecially underlined by themurderouseventsof the
last months of the war.
Hamon and Rotman point out correctly that thedateof October 1 7 i s a "day stricken from the history of France." 30,000
Algerians marched peacefully in the streets of Paris. They did
not chant slogans. There were neither flags nor banners.
Photographs show that most of the demonstrators wore a coat
and tie. And yes, there were women and children also.
In the Petit Robert [French dictionary - lr.1, one finds a
remarkable citation under the entry "raton[n)ade":* The
February 14, 1960 Le Monde is cited a s writing, "Since
May 13, 1958, this awful thing called ratonnades had disappeared," Alas, October 17 belied the prestigious newspaper.
For it was certainly a "ratonnadc" or, if one prefers a less
vulgar word, a pogrom, which awaited tens of thousands of
Algerians that day, a pogrom organized not by the terrorist
"ultras" of the OAS but by the Paris police. Theauthoritiessay
that 141 persons were killed on that evening, but noone can be
sure. In the days following corpses were found in the Seine
River, or hanging from trees or hidden in caves. 11,538
Algerians were arrested that night.8a

..

..

.

' a French word for pogrom literally meaning "coon hunt"
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What did the Left do in the faceof thismassacrein themidile uf Paris? Not n ~ u c hThere
.
were neither strikes nor massive
demonstrations - after all, it wasonly Algerians.. . .
It was against the fascistsof the OAS that the Left rose uo.
A big demonstration was called for February 8 at Place de la
~ a s t i l l eto protest against the wave of OAS attacks against de
Gaullc's "
government. The nolice attacked this demonstration.
which had been banned, and nine persons - mostly C P m e m bers - died at the Charonne subway station following a police
char~,A
~ 1lareelv
" . successful general strike followed in the
wake of this murder. On the twentieth anniversary of the
'Charonne Station," Socialist Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy
honored the memory of nine martyrs of the French Left. Le
Munde devoted a long article to them. But the Prime Minister
Jid not offer roses to the memory of the Algerians killed in
Paris and Le Monde misreported how many of them were
killed,'

-

VII. Conclusion: The French
Left Was, and Wanted to Be,
Non-Revolutionary
"In the final analysis there is a more radical
contradiction between the Left which proclaims itself
'the Left' and revolution than there is between the

ing. It allows the various bourgeois to distinguish between themselves. The word 'Left,' therefore, has a
certain content. But this content is above all nonrevolutior~ary."~~
The above appeared in Les TernpsModemesearly on in the
Algerian War. The French Communist Party, of course,
disputestheabovedefinitionofthe word "Left." The PCFcalls
itselfa revolutionary party and demarcates itself on this point
from what it calls the "reformist left." It seems, however, that
the PCF uses the word "revolutionary" as Madison Avenue
does to advertise a new toothpaste. Even at the time of the
Algerian War, when the PCF employed more of a revolutionary vocabulary than today, the word "revolutionary" had
nothing to do with what one normally means by this word,
namely the violent overthrow of a social system and its
replacement by another. The actions - or rather the lack of
action - by the PCF during the Algerian War were the most
striking proof of the nonrevolutionary character of this party.
T ~ ~ P is
C very
F
aware of the judgments that hav; been
passed on its conduct during the Algerian War. In 1981 and
' The February 6-7. 1982 Le Munde reporlt-il that "dozens of North
Africans were assassinalcd or ihrown into t h r Seine," while the Paris
police admit a much higher figure and other observers insist there
were huntlreds of ik'aths.

1982 the French Communist Party launched a counterattack
on its critics with the publication of a detailed study of the
Algerian War edited by Henri Alleg.
Among all the historiansof the Algerian War, Alleg is, in a
certain sense, in the best position todiscuss the roleof the PCF
during the war because he was one of the leaders of the
Communist Partvof Aleeriawhounited
with the FLNafterthe
"
dissolution of the party. His book, La Question, in which he
describes the atrocious cruelties he was subjected to by the
French authorities, played
. ' an important role in the public
repudiation of torture.The workof Allegand his team, whileextremely thorough
on many points, is filled with gaps, half-truthsand outright lies
about the role of the French Left during the war. For example,
Alleg correctly describes the attitude of the French at the
beginningofthewar: "Everybody wasgroupedaroundasingie
axis - Algeria is not a colony, it's France." The following
sentence, however, is more questionable: "Everybody said
this, except the C o m m u n i s t s . " ~But the Communists said it
too! To justify this Alleg cites the famous Thorez speech
describing Algeria "asa nation being formed in the melting pot
of 20 races," but omits his remarks in the same speech
concerning the "French Republic. . . o n e and indivisible."
Alleg does not hesitate to distort well-known facts in making
his apology for the PCF.
Alleg (like other writers close to the PCF) describes an
event so well known and so important that no one would dare
sidestep it - the vote for special powers in 1956. No PCF
historian is very proud of this decision. Etienne Fajon, one of
the secretariesof the PCFat the time, recounts that he "thinks
today that [the decision] was very questionable."85 Roger
Marteili admits that "thevoteof March 12 brought little to the
PCF except disarray among itsmemhers."^Ailegdoesnot give
a personal opinion and notes with a certain wisdom that "the
PFC has not officially summed up its positions of that
period."a'
But Alleg goes on to justify the logic, if not the decision, of
the party's leadership at the time, offering an explanation
which, itseems, it intended only for the naive: "The Guy Mollet government, contrary to what it had promised, did not use
the special powers to make peace in Algeria."a8
More seriously, the PCF suggests that the vote was
necessary to "counterbalance the pressure of the right"89 in
order to set off the "republican reflex"q0 and win over the
"hesitating social base" of the Socialists. It seems, in other
words, that the PCF wanted to issue itself a certificate as bona
fide French chauvinists!

-

The question of mainstream France
Although we could not accept the argumentsol the Allcg
team, w e must thank them for an accurate description of the
thinking of the PCF at the time:
"The leadership of the PCF foresaw that the Algerian

War would not be a colonial war comparable to the
preceding one in Vietnam. Support to the peoples subjugated by French capitalism at the stage of colonial
domination was part of the long-term strategy of the
PCF, but it was pursuing" at the same time its own objcctives; it wasacting within the limitsof French societv which were nartiallv determined hv its own d a c e
within this society.. . . Certain ideas that affected the
French affected the PCF's electorate, and sometimes
its ranks. It. . . w a s constrained to take into account
some prevalent ideas, the image the French had of
Algeria. To make them conscious of the Algerians'
aspirations for freedom, their national aspirations,
their demands for independence: so many steps, so
many uneasy tasks."q'
What a reactionary conception of a vanguard party! The
defense of oppressed people is an objective, certainly, but a
long-term one; in the immediate it would be better to bow to
the "limitsofthesociety" and "takeintoaccount the prevalent
ideas."
One of the most important "prevalent ideas" was French
patriotism. The Left had long ago abandoned the internalionalism that marked the Paris Commune. Evervthink! that banpened during the Algerian War was enveloped in the tricolor.
The "fear of treason" which Sartre talked about was so strong
that even Francis leanson felt he had todefend himself against
such charges.
Revolution is. bv definition, a treason. The uuestion during"
thewar wasnot toidentify and servethereal interestsofFrance
but rather to recognize that the interests of the French state,
and even the French nation assuch, were in contradiction to a
higher,
- -global interest - which in the contemporary. period
.
can only be represented by the international proletariat and its
march to communism. World histnrv could nnlv advance over
and against the interests of France: one of the really positive
featuresof the Algerian War is that it helped to undermine imperialist France and, as Jeanson put it, destroy the "national
con~munity."The task was not to "reconstruct" a national
unity (as Jeanson claimed) but to take advantage of the
cleavages produced by the war to advance the struggle for the
overthrow of French imperialism.
Of course one cannot demand that Jeanson act like a
Marxist-Leninist - he never made such a claim Furthermore
one can say with certainly that hispetty-bourgeois radicalism,
which pushed him to take a revolutionary position, is a hundred times preferable to the non-revulutionary 'Marxism" of
the PCF which was onlv theoretical iustification for defendinr
u
France and French interests. leanson, the "unconditional" of
the FLN, was blinded by his own democratic prejudices to the
point of secinr" the FLN as a vehicle of ororress
m d socialism:
"
but again, his position is infinitely better than the position of
the PCF and other so-called ~ a r x i s t who
s
hid behind the nonsocialist character of the FLN to avoid supportinr
.. " a movement
directed at their own imperialist state.
Lenin (as well as Stalin) was quite clear on the necessity
and duty of communists in the imperialist countries tosupport

.

.

-

movements of national liberation aimed at their "own" bourgeoisic, including in those cases where such movements were
not led hv thc working class and its communist nartv. The
FLN, a heterogeneous grouping containing everything from
left-leaning intellectuals to fundamentalist Moslems, was certainly the case of a movement where the proletariat did not
have heremony. The inability of the FLN to fundamentally extricate itself from imperialist dependency (let alone fulfill its
"socialist" oromisesi is testimony to this. But it must be saki
that the chauvinist attitude adopted by the PCF (as well a s the
revisionist Soviet Union's refusal to support the FLN) only
made it that much more difficult for a genuine proletarian current to emerge in the struggle.
The current of the mainstream can indeed lead into some
backward eddiesand whirlpools, asit did with the PCFduring
the Algerian War; certain leftist forces set off not only the
'republican reflex" among the workers, but the "Vitry reflex"
as well.*
In this study we have tried to demonstrate that it would
have been possible to conduct an effective struggle against the
Algerian War, and t o d o so for the victory of "theenemy." Support for the "enemy" meant opposition to the "mass struggle"
only in the thinking of those who refused to 20 beyond the
limits of the "cicceptahle."*" While this internationalist stand
might limit the size of the actions most directly in support of
the "enemy" at particular moments, it was this advanced section that propelled the development of broader mass opposition to the war - and events proved there was a significant
basis o f support fur this internationalism.
The choice presented to the Left by the "porteurs de
valises" wasnot principally one between clandestinityand the
"mass struggle," but rather a political choice: the necessity of
working for the defeat of the French government in Algeria.
Without taking this position, all the propaganda about the
solidarity between the French working class and the Algerian
people was meaningless or worse.
No one can say what would have been the result if sirnificant forces on the Left had conducted revolutionary work durina" the war. In retrospect Francis leanson was wrona" when he
thought that the Algerian revolution could bring about a revolution in France. Nevertheless, the Algerian War shook France
and provokcda constitutional crisisanda new Republic, Iftens
of thousands of leftist militants, and not only a f e w hundred
' ~ o r t e u r sde \alises." had followed a ureniiine revolutionarv
line, the impact on the French public would have been enormous, regardless of the immediate results. At the end of the
war the mass upsurge of May 1968 was only six years away.

. .

" .

In December 1980, the Communist mayor of Vitry lcd an attack
against a n immigrant clwelling
" Daniel Tartcikowsky writes' "In a country where colonialist
i l o g y isan enforced idea even in the workingclass, llic PCFwanted
to assign itself the principal task of creating the conditions for a large
solidarity between this working class and the Algerian people. A
choice which responded with mistrust toward insubordination and
with rcsc~vati~~r~srcgarding
thcprtcursdcvaliscs, who takingthc
sideofthe FI.Nandilspositions, left uncoveredodiiierent hut difficult
terrain of mass slruggles."9~

If theguaranteeof success were the preliminary condition
of every revolutionary movement, and if the leaders had to be
assured of the acceptance of their ideas before acting, progress
would have stopped a long time ago; Copernicus and Galileo
would never have revolutionized science. The Leftist politicians claimed the mantle of the successors of the Communards, but they didn't want to follow the Communardsin daringtodo the "impossible." On thecontrary, theFrench Leftremained, throughout the long yearsof the Algerian War,acceptable, respectable, and above all, non-revolutionary. It was u p
to others, not bound by the same reactionary worship of the
mainstream, to give a glimpse of what was - and will be possible.
U
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The Military Line of the PLO
and the Lessons of Beirut:
A Letter
by Paul Case
The following letter was submitted
to contribute some basic ideas
and stimulate further thought and exchange
on the subject.

"The revolutionary transformation of society," declares
the Basic Principles document,
"is impossible without the armed overthrow of the
reactionary state power. While taking into account
and making a concrete analysis of the nature and
specific conditions in different countries, communists everywhere must base themselves on and
apply the fundamental principle, expressed in concentrated form by Mao Tsetung, that 'The seizure of
power by armed force, the settlement of the issue by
war, is the central task and the highest form of
revolution. This Marxist-Leninist principle of
revolution holds good universally, for China and for
all other countries,'" [Basic Principles For the Unity of
Mur-dst-Leninists and For the Line of the International
Communist Movement, A draft position paper for
discussion prepared by the Revolutionary Communist Party of Chile and the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA [Chicago:RCPPuhlications, 19811,
p. 33, paragraph 163.)
The recent experience of the Palestinian people's struggle for national liberation demonstrates vividly the urgency
of grasping this principle and its implications. A correct
military strategy for the Palestinian revolution, far from a
task that can or ought to be postponed indefinitely in light of
recent setbacks, is on the order of the day; if recent experience demonstrates anything, it is that illusory schemes
of a relatively cheap and painless road to liberation through
brokered deals with "enlightened" or pragmatic great powers
lead, not to victory, but to paralysis and disaster. This poses
the task of criticizing past approaches which have straitjacketed the revolutionary forces and hampered them with
blinders, ruling out of court any attempt to wage revolutionary war asa war of the massesasa"hopelesspipedream."
Popular revolutionary war has not been made obsolete by
circumstances: indeed, it is a doctrine luminous with potentialities.

T h e Palestinian revolutionary struggle will undoubtedly
have a ereat imvact internationallv - even more than in the
1960s. The Middle East is a concentration point, both of
regional and global conflict and of imperialist confrontation
and class and national struggle. Such terrain provides fertile
soil for mass armed insurgency, but also poses numerousdifficulties and complex problems. Attempts to map out a blueprint or toconstruct a "closed scenario in which the Palestinian struggle against Israel is carried out in isolation from
many external yet interwoven considerations, while perhaps
analytically useful at a certain stage of coming to grips with
the problem, of course also have their pitfalls.?hedynamics
of world conflict might bear heavilv on the resolution of anv
particular struggle while remaining more or less out of control of those leading the struggle. But while noting the international situation, the last conclusion one ought to draw is
that nothing remains but to wait for one's own small craft to
be buffeted, swamped and sunk in the inevitable global
storm. Danger and opportunity are inseparable. When the
seas are turbulent, it is possible for a vessel seemingly
vanished in the wave's trough to emerge at the crest of the
next great swell.
There are two ways of looking at the strategy a n d prospects of the Palestinian revolution in light of the international situation. One view proceeds from the division of the
world into two hostile camps led by the U.S. and by the
Soviets to conclude that the essence of strategic wisdom lies
either in soliciting the support of one or another camp, or else
in playing one c a m p off against the other with a view to gaining the maximum concessions and rewards from both. This
has, u p until now, marked the line of every main faction of
the Palestinian movement, whatever the tactical differences
over which superpower
to side with and how. Military actions are conceived of primarily as a means to strengthen the
diplomatic bargaining
"
-.position of the PLO.
The opposite view holds that the interimperialist conflict
and the deeply-rooted international crisis, while presentinga
complicated situation for the revolutionary forces, provide
as well important opportunities for revolutionary struggle
and revolutionarv victories. The contradictions between the
hostile blocs can either be"taken advantage of"as w o u l d a sly
merchant in the marketplace, dickering and bickering over
priceand termsof sale; or by using the opportunity presented
to advance specifically revolutionary interests - interests
which can perhaps make use of fissures and cracks, but
which are fundamentally opposed to and by both the Soviet
Union and the United States.
In this latter aovroach. launching" revolutionary war at
the earliest opportunity is the highest priority, and
diplomacy must be seen a s subordinateand aixiliaryto that
war. It is this orientation that forms the framework for the
following critical analysis of the military line and practice of
the PLO.
*****
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T h e impotence of the overall PLO strategy since the
1970s - "emphasizingdiplomacy"inthe quest for a territorial

compromise and relying on patrons and false friends in both
imperialist blocs and within the Arab world (and the
paralysis and passivity which this strategy imposed, both
militarily and politically) was never more starkly evident
than in the long period of the buildup to the Israeli invasion
of Lebanon on June 6 , 1982.
The invasion had been planned for over ;I year. During
the first halfof 1982, it was public knowledge that the ~ s r a e l i s
were vlannine" a "maior militarv initiative' in southern
Lebanon. The key objectives of the operation were known
well in advance."
The PLO leadership was itself of course keenly aware of
the coming blow, and regularly exposed the step-by-step
preparations by the Zionists as they occurred. T h e chief
question was when the Israelis would strike and, once they
did strike, how far they would attempt to take their drive, or
be able to take it.
But militarily, it seemed the PLO had no alternative
given its overall strategy) but to"dig in"deeper and reinforce
t s static defenses in southern ~ e b a n o n of
, which the most
~ r o m i n e n t symbol verhavs was its fortress at Beaufort
Castle. ~ l t h o u ~
t h e ~ military
~ 0
leaders knew that to take
on a concerted drive by the Israeli military machine alone in
a fixed-defense frontal battle would be to fall into a strategic
trap, the PLO diplomatic and political strategy dictated, on
the o n e hand. strict adherence to the Habib ceasefire lneeo. "
tiated in the summer of 1981 in the aftermath of the so-called
"Syrian missile crisis") and on the other hand, reliance on
diplomacy to head off the Israeli assault.
Arafat, in his March 30th Land Day speech in Beirut,
said, "I tell Begin, Sharon and Shamir and their whole
military junta that w e know that the force with which they
strike us is nothing but a n expression of American strength
moving in accordance with orders from the White ~ o u s e . "
But the conclusion Arafat draws is not that U.S. imperialism
must therefore be faced a s a n implacable enemy to the Palestinian cause and as the chief backer of Israel, but the opposite: if the U.S. pulls Israel's strings, then logic dictates lobbying for a change of policy at the White House. Hence:
' I say these words so that Reagan will hear m e before
Begin, I tell them there will be n o peace, stability, or a solution in the area, by leaping over the rights of the Palestinian
people.. . . " And on the other side of the coin, it is noteworthy that when Arafat refers to the Palestinians'allies, his
emphasis is on the "powerful states" who have professed themselves PLO supporters: "All the free people of the world, from
'For a pre-invasion survey of press commentary < ma probable invasion, see Revcilmionary Worker No. 147, March 19 1982, p. 5, "Mid
East: Consensusat Gunpoint,' written twoanda half months before
the invasion "The U.S. press in recent weeks has been percolating
speculationabout thcpossibleimminenceofa major Israeli invasion
of southern Lebanon.
I t is often difficult to predict particular
U.S tactics in the Middle East, because one must peer through a
haze ofambiguous signals generated by the Unitcd Status's so-called
'two-track' policy aimed at forging a regional strategic consensus.
Nevertheless, there is growing evidence that t h e U.S. may be
preparing lo give a discreet and 'deniahlc green light to a major
military initiative in Lebanir~..
"
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the nonaligned states to the Islamicand Socialist states, at the
head of which is the Soviet Union, they all support us., ."
In a number of television interviews in the United States
during the first half of 1982 (e.g., an appearance on ABC
News Nightlinc on March 16thl Arafat struck the theme of referring to Begin as the "naughty Israeli baby" - appealing to
the sentiment in the United States that the Israeli regime
ought to be brought down a peg or two. He coupled this with
"pragmatic" explanations of how Israeli expansion was very
"

scribed PLO strategy in these terms:
''There is an a.r of rc-ali~mabout the current round of
PLO diplomacy, whose aim can be summarized as 'a
state at almost any price in the short term.' One
prominent Palestinian commentator admitted that
the PLO might even accept a versionof the Jordanian
option [a general term covering a variety of schemes
envisioning Palestinian "autonomy"under Jordanian
sovereignty and control - ed.], in the expectation
that King Hussein could not keep control of the West
Bank indefinitely.. . . "
But the question of the hour was not what territorial plan
the PLO would or would not accept; instead, the Israeli
army, encouraged by the United States, was preparing to
wipe out the PLO's only base areas in Lebanon. One is confronted with a
contradiction in studying the problems facina
- the Palestinian resistance over the last 15 vears.
The problems have been and are formidable. But experience
has shown that strategiesadopted because they seemed tooffer "pragmatic" or "realistic" ways of avoiding these formidable difficulties have actually just ended up backing
away from the contradiction they are supposed to address:
until finally the contradiction is resolved on unfavorable terrain and with unfavorable results.
Once encircled in Beirut by the Israeli army, the PLO
decision to surrender and leave the city under the "protection"of a U.S. imperialist-led multinational task force, rather
than fighting the Battle of Beirut through, isanother example
of the same "pragmatic" logic, and a clear illustration of how
this logic leads, not only to capitulation, but (in this case at
least) to the sacrificeof even those interests supposedly being
safeguarded by a "coolly realistic" policy. The argument of
the PLO leadership and the revisionists that to fight on in
Beirut would have been tantamount to an "insane" act of
"revolutionary suicide" is a slander - a slander first of all, it
might be noted, on thousands of guerrillas in Beirut who
argued for rejecting the imperialist-imposed surrender agreement, and beyond that on the hundreds of thousands of
Beirut civilians who resisted over a month of some of the

.

"

positions.
There were compelling political reasons to refuse an ini.
perialist-brokered surrender. That is the overriding point.
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The "humanitarian" argument - that by surrendering, the
PLO leadership "spared the lives of many innocent civilians"
- is disingenuous nonsense. The fruit of that argument was
eaten by the Palestinians at Shatila and Sabra: and those
massacres were grimly predictable, and had been predicted,
once the armed oreanizations
that had orotected them had
"
been shipped
. . off to the deserts in lordan and Tunisia
Furthermore, by the time the surrender was negotiated, the
Israeli saturation bomhine" had already reached the voint of
diminishing returns. Among the guerrillas, dug-in in their
fortified and virtually bomb-proof shelters, casualties had
been relatively low. The military situation had reached its
starkest point: either the PLO surrendered, or the Israelis
would be finally forced to go in against 15,000 entrenched
guerrillas and take them on in urban warfare (or else maintain the siege indefinitely which, by virtue of exposing their
inability to take the battle to the heart of the city, would have
been an untenable course for the Israelis).
Would it have been an "insane" act of "revolutionary
suicide" for the PLO leadership to have issueda defiant manifesto, explained to the people of the world the stakes involved in t h e ~ a t t l eof ~ e i r u tand
, organized the Battleof Beirut in
the svirit of the Battle of Karameh?* No. This was. in fact, the
course required by the political circumstances, and the
course many in the~alestinianranksadvocated. Militarily, it
is not clear what the outcome would have been. What isclear
is that the job for the Israeli army would have been formidable, long, and costly; both Israel and the United States
were desperately trying to avoid having to send in the Israeli
army (IDF)to fight house-to-housein the capital. The limited
incursion made by the IDF into Beirut, when it appeared
briefly that theassault was in progress, wasa notable failure.
Morale of the IDF forces was not very high. Israeli public
opinion was strongly against a block-by-block fight. In short,
though
for waging
- the principal argument
- - the Battle of Beirut
"to the e n d is political, the military situation and the necessitv facine
" the Israelis and the United States were vart of this
picture and also afforded around to support such a course.
Despite the many well-known advantages of the Israeli
Defense Forces, an urban war against
a due-in
PLO in Beirut
"
"
would have neutralized many of those military advantages
and put them at a sharp political disadvantage.
An article on the defense of Beirut appearing in Race &
Class (Vol. XXIV, No. 4, 19831. argues that
"The Israelis did, in fact, attempt to take the city
many times, and failed in the face of a determined
resistance. After every failure, they escalated their
bombing tosoften that resistance. With every escalation, steps were taken within the city to stiffen
resistance. As resistance grew and solidified, the
'The Battle of Karameh erupted in March 1968, when a small
hand of fedayeen successfully defended the guerrilla base at
Karameh, Jordan against a vastly superior Israeli force. I t can besaid
without exaggeration that Kamtneh m a ~ k e d a ~ ~ h o c n i x . l i k ~ r c bofi r t h
the Palestinian cause, and galvanized youth throughout the Arab
world.

Israelis found an increase in the norms used to
measure the possible effectsof an assault on thecity:
estimated (Israeli) casualties, estimated loss of
military hardware, estimated duration of battle. The
strength of the resistance was the major factor in in
hibiting the Israeli entry in Beirut."
In one of the most detailed documentary accounts of the
to date, Michael lansen
Battle of Beirut that have aooeared
..
points out that a major objective of the Israeli siege and bombardment - forcing a mass exodus of the civilian population
of West Beirut - never was achieved. "By the third week of
July, the Israelis saw that their siege strategy had not succeeded because the vast majority of Lebanese civilians
would not leave.. . . The Israelis secured the Palestinian
evacuation they demanded, but they did not defeat the city
the" besiesed." There is verv little evidence that can be adduced to show that either the civilian population of West
Beirut or the rank-and-file PLO fighters demanded or supported a policy of PLO evacuation "in order to spare innocent
lives." Rather, there were numerous reports of fedayeen
openly expressing opposition to any policy of surrender and
arguing for an all-out struggle. Political support for the
Palestinian cause in West Beirut was, if anything, stronger at
the end of the siege than it was before ~ u n ~ 6 t has themass
demonstrations durine the evacuations testify to. Moreover.
many Palestinians and revolutionary Lebanese were acutely
aware that the departure of the fedayeen and the other
popular militias from the city would not bring an end to the
reign of terror, but merely usher in a new stage. The
massacres at Shatila and Sabra, where the camps were stripped of their armed security and left exposed to the depredaiionsof the fascist phalange without defense, came as nosur"rise~ to most
of the
Palestinians who were left behind after
r
~
~
the evacuation - and it certainly should not have come as a
suprise to the PLO leadership. Even supposing the Israelis
had attempted to storm the city in the face of implacable
fedayeen defiance and had gone ahead, regardless of the
cost, with the task of extirpating all resistance - far better
such a struggle than the voluntary retreat of an intact armed
force of almost 15,000 fighters and the subsequent appalling
massacre of defenseless men, women and children.
The prospects for a successful defense of Beirut were, of
course, debatable at the time and are so in retrospect. At any
rate, the vast superiority of Israeli arms and firepower is not
at issue. But even if the position of the Palestinians and their
allies within Beirut were judged to be "hopeless,"a tenacious
last-ditch struggle still would have been preferable to the
course the PLO leadership eventually chose - that of seeking a political accommodation with U.S. imperialism that
went hand in hand with military capitulation. As the Revolutionary Worker [No. 166) observed on August 13, 1982:
~~~~
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"Similar junctures have confronted revolutionary
movements in the past, and certainly will in the
future. It is quite relevant and timely to recall the insight of Lenin in a discussion of Marx's attitude

toward the Paris Commune: 'Marx was also able to
aooreciate
that there are moments in history when a
..
desperate struggle of the masses even in a hopeless
cause is essential for the further schooling of these
masses and their training for the next struggle.'
"It's hard to say this, but it has to be said. Such
struggle would not necessarily or automatically be
better than any retreat, a s a matter of abstract principle. But it would certainly be better than an'arrangement' that amounts to oolitical caoitulation to imoerialism. It would be better first of all from the standpoint of advancing the struggle of the proletariat and
the oppressed internationally - and better as welt
for the Palestinian struggle."

. .

It isauiteorobable that had such a stand been taken at Beirut, the galvanizing political effect on the masses throughout
the Arab world and beyond would have drastically altered the
political climate - conceivably even triggering a new upsurge
and endangering more than one Arab government. And in
suite
of the undeniable losses which would have resulted from
~r~
a fight of this kind in Beirut, sucha stand would have put revolutionary forces among the Palestinians in a much better position togoforward to wage the kind of struggle required for Palestinian liberation - a struggle whose basisand broadoutlines
I would now like to explore.
~~

****,

The Basic Principles document emphasizes that
' . .the armed struggle for power, though it will
assume different forms and pass through different
stages depending on the different conditions in the
various countries, must in all cases involve, mobilize
and rely on the broad masses under the leadership of
the proletariat and its party. The party must undertake to lead in creating and directing the armed
forces of the popular masses themselves as the principal factor in waging revolutionary warfare - and
also in conducting political work within the reactionary armed forces to disintegrate them and to win
over as many of their soldiers as possible during the
course of the revolutionary struggle - and guide the
armed struggleof the masses to final victory. And the
party must lead in really and ever more thoroughly
developing the revolutionary war as a war of the
masses, in which they are trained ideologically and
politically and on this basis organizationally and
prepared to exercise political power when it is won
through the mass armed struggle., . . "
" . . .whether or under what conditions the armed
struggle should proceed from the countryside to the
cities or the other way around must be determined
by concrete analysis, study and summation of experience. But in all cases the proletarian party
should conduct its work and develop the mass struggle with the concrete aim of taking uparmed struggle

as the main form of struggle at the earliest possible
time; it should place great importance on revolutionary work and the role of armed struggle in the
countryside, even when its center of gravity is corfor complexand
rectly in the cities; it should
protracted armed strueele and be ready for surprise
attacks by the reactionaries, including imperialist intervention; and it should most fundamentally be
guided by and consistently apply the principle that
the armed struggle must involve, rely on and mobilize the broad masses under the party's leadership
and that the revolutionary war must really be a war
of the masses. . . ."[BasicPrinciples, p. 33, para. 165;
p. 41, para. 214, respectively.)

~

--

Is it possible to wage revolutionary war against Israel?
Mao Tsetung observed that
"In his endeavor to win a war, a military man cannot
overstep the limitations imposed by the material
conditions; within these limitations, however, he
can and must strive for victory. The stage of action
for a military man is built upon objective material
conditions, but on that stage he can direct the performance of many a drama, full of sound and color,
power and grandeur." (Mao, Selected Works [Peking:
Foreign Languages Press, 19671, pp. 190-91.1
It is past time to debar the policy of defeatism, of resigned
passivity, of gambling that whatever imperialist bloc
triumphs in the next world war will for some reason extend
'justice to the Palestinians."The policy of revolutionary initiative based on the understandine" that iust such orofound
upheavals as might open up the road to the overthrow of
Israel and imperialism's other bulwarks in the Middle East
are already in a process of inexorable development, demands
seizing the initiative where possible and in the forms possible
today - and this includes forms of revolutionary armed
struggle there.
Although the Israeli army has occupied much of
Lebanon and dispersed the PLO military forces from Beirut
and southern Lebanon, and the Palestinians have suffered
sharp setbacks, this does not rule out mobilizing the masses
under a revolutionarv banner and fiehtine
"
" for the strateeic
orientation of waging
- - revolutionary war as a war of the
masses.
It is a ereat historical ironv that has been pointed out
before in other contexts, that it is when the actual opportunities for revolution are in many ways most imminent and
striking that the tide of ca~itulationismand of temptation to
dismiss revolution as an "unrealizable pipe dream" runs
strongest. This isn't necessarily very surprising, for it is hardly ever the case that historic opportunities present
themselves without being accompaniedby huge difficulties,
dancers
and hardships. The point is not that there is a fullv
"
developed revolutionary situation presenting itself to the
Palestinians; however, despite apparent successes by the

-

-
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Israelis of late, there are in many ways new and real opportunities.
Israel's military strength,
- real as it is, cannot hide or
negate its fundamental weakness: it is a small settler state
surrounded bv hundreds of millions of ~otentiallvrevolutionary masses. And increasingly it is not only surrounded,
but within its own borders harbors one million Palestinians
[as welt as several hundred thousand other Arabs) whom it
oppresses
and enslaves. Meanwhile, the fabric of its own
..
society decaysand rots faster than even the partial admission
of the Zionist and imperialist presses sueeest.
The introduc""
tion of the U.S.-led "multinational peacekeeping force" in
Lebanon after the invasion has many ramifications; one of
them is that not only is Israel spread thinner than ever
before, but the United States is far more likely to become
directly embroiled in the next major war in the Middle East
- in other words, both Israel and the United States, despite
the many ways in which the invasion did strengthen their
position, are in a more exposed position in certain respects
than before June 1982. It is not the intention here to blow this
fact out of proportion; nevertheless, it is not insignificant.
(For example, as has already been demonstrated, it is much
easier to mount guerrilla operations against the Israeli army
in southern Lebanon than it ever has been on the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, where topography and other factors
weigh heavily in favor of the Israelis.)
There is a dialectical relationship between the Palestinian population"in Israeli-occupied territorymandthat population "in diaspora." Israel has historically sought to drive the
~alestiniansfromtheir homes in the service of its expansion
to preserve its homoeeneitv, build a lewish labor force and
avoid the creation of a dispossessed revolutionary enemy
festering from within. And yet, although Israel has driven
and continues todrive the Palestinians and the broader Arab
population out, this policy has been less and less successful:
at the same time Israel has continued to expand and to
swallow up more and more territory, absorbing more and
more Arabs. Many Arabs who were driven out from beyond
the boundaries of 1948 Israel settled on the West Bank of the
Jordan River, and thus found themselves in diaspora; but in
1967, Israel took over the West Bank, and now they are once
again in Israeli-occupied territory. Hundreds of thousands of
Palestinians fled Israeli occupation to refugee camps in
Lebanon; today many of these half-a-million Palestiniansare
once again under Israeli occupation. In earlier stages of
sraelsdevclopment, although there havealways been large
numbers of Arabs within Israeli borders une could describe
the strategy of driving out the Arabs and the preservation of
Israel as an homoeeneous monolith as relatively successful.
But by the 1980s, including the occupied territories, the ratio
was 3.2 million Jews to 2 million Arabs. The Arab minority
within the 1948 borders was [and is) multiplying more rapidIv than the lewish .
population,
and the Zionists have not been
.
mainly successful in driving the Palestinians out of the newlv seized territories, Israel's intensive settlement oroeram
on
.
the West Bank has placed 30,000 Jews there; meanwhile
there are over 700,000 Palestinians on the West Bank alone,
~

-

-
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with 100,000 in occupied Jerusalem and 500,000 in Gaza.
The Israelis are stepping up their terror against the West
Bankers in an effort todrive many more of them out and thorouehlv
" ' cow those who remain: breaking the hack of the
PLO and the dismantling of all syn~bolicPalestinian authority on the West Bank have gone hand in hand.
The Israelis are also accelerating.their settlement .
policy.
.
But as the settlements expand, they become far morevulnerable to anv threat to "stabilitv." Now. not onlv fanatical zealots are being- encouraged
. to settle there, but condominium
buyers and investors as well, whose main preoccupation is
with a orofitable and peaceful environment.
Moreover, the expansion has already hurtled past the
previous occupied zones: however long the Israeli army may
OCCUDV
' Lebanon land Israel cannot decide this auestion on
itsown),therearealready clear indications that it is planning
toannex Lebanon south of the Litani River, and to integrate it
economically and politically (if not by formal annexation) as
part of Greater Israel. And so Israel now has more hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians and other Arab peoples under its
rule: and. as the soiraline
continues, it is trying
- process
.
. .to
drive them out, too, employing hideous methods of terror.
Rut with each cvclical reiteration of this exnansionistn.
the Israelis are undermining- and losing that "special quality"
of Zionism: internal cohesion, its relative success in "locking
the enemv out." hevond the borders, out of sieht
and - for
"
the greater part of the civilian population, for the greater part
of the time - relatively "out of mind," enough so to preserve
social stability. The war in Lebanon and the protracted occupation are a tremendous drain on Israel's crisis-ridden
economy. The Jewish emigration crisis has not abated and
mav welt intensify. While the invasion of Lebanon was partly intended to help hammer out a "consensus"amongvarious
Arab statesand reactionary forces that would heanienable to
U.S. and Israeli strategic
. interests, there has been no such
development. Instead, there are new cracks and tissures ill of which is notentiallv favorable to revolutionary forces,
including to their ability to wage the armed struggle.
None of this, of course, denies that Israel may be able to
alleviate and even partially reverse some of these trends in
the short run through creating "new facts" through military
might. Certainly, Israel will not "spontaneously" break apart,
nor will the U.S. cease to prop it up and support it
economically and militarily. The direct presence of the U.S.
Marines and the multinational force in Lebanon today also
further complicates the task of the revolutionary forces
(although in some regards, given a rectified political line and
vractice. this ton could he transformed into a "favorable" factor). All in all, while it obviously won't do to underestimate
or ignore the strength of Zionism and the strong backing it
has from U.S. imperialism, it is clearly preposterous to suggest that Zionism is a dynamo. Rather, its weaknesses are
very sharp, and a revolutionary struggle can exploit those
weaknesses.
It seemsclear, for example, that there are possibilitiesfor
guerrilla warfare in Lebanon (some of which are already being explored in practice) and for reinvigorating the alliance

.
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between revolutionary Palestinians and Lebanese Moslems.
For this activity to become meaninsful
" . it must from the
outset repudiate any Syrian "patronage"and defy Syrian dictates. Syria, the Soviet Union'schief client state in the region,
has proven exceedingly obdurate in clinging to its strategic
position within Lebanon; while war between Syriaand Israel
is possible at any time, it is also possible that the partition of
Lebanon may persist indefinitely. Either situation will present both pitfalls and opportunities. Syria, despite its
sometime and current pose as a defender, even a "radical"
defender, of Palestinian rights, and its campaign to hound
Arafat and the Al-Fatah "moderates" from power in favor of
actions more pliant to their own dictates, is yet another accursed burden on the backs of the Palestinian people. While
contradictions between Syria and various other parties may
have to be played
upon, the Assad regime
in Syria
(veterans
.
.
.
.
of the slaughter of the Palestinian-Moslem insurgency in
Lebanon in 1976. amone other noble camoaiensl isa ruthless
enemy, and no "liberation movement" dominated by Syria or
its cats-paw will amount to anything more than a puppet
front and cannonfodder for sundry Levantine and Soviet
power plays.
King Hussein of Jordan, who rules over a large Palestinian population and was slated in the now moribund"Reagan
Plan" to become the "guardian of the Palestinians" in
perpetuity, is clearly a target of the revolution - and not a
"vacillating ally"or a "legitimate spokesman" for the Palestinian people.
There has never been a coherent, internal guerrilla war
within the Israeli occupied zones. But although numerous
objective problems have confronted attempts to wage war
against Zionism from within the occupied territories in the
past, it is highly likely that even now an objective basis for
such a phenomenon to develop under revolutionary leadership exists. The political temperature of the West BankIGaza
Strip area was taken in the March-April 1982 uprisings. It is
true that the repression in these zones and the defeat of the
PLO in Lebanon are likely to demoralize certain strata, and
induce a small number of corrupt elements to betray the Palestinian people and join such fascist organizations as the
Village Leagues. Israel is trying to force the Palestinian people to accept subjugation and extinguish even the hope of
liberation. But, as Mao Tsetung put it in a different context in
his work, On Protracted War, " . . .the question of compromise
has its social roots, and as long as these roots exist the question is bound to arise. But compromise will not avail." Mao
goes on to make a point about the nature of the Japanese aggressor's occupation of China in the 1930% which is worth
noting when considering the impact of the latest Israeli atrocities on Palestinian morale and fighting spirit:
~

.

u

"At the very beginning of the War of Resistance, we
estimated that the time would come when an atmosphere conducive to compromise would arise, in
other words, that after occupying northern China,
Kiangsu and Chekiang, Japan would probably resort
to the scheme of inducing China to capitulate. True

enough, she did resort to the scheme, but the crisis
soon passed, one reason being that the enemy everywhere pursued a barbarous policy and practiced
naked plunder.. . . The enemy's predatory policy,
the policy of subjugating China, has two aspects, the
material and the spiritual, both of which are being
applied universally to all Chinese,. . . " (Man,
Selected Works, Vol. 2, p. 129.1

both sides in war doall they can togain the initiative
and avoid passivity.. . . [unitiative or passivity is inseparable from superiority or inferiority in the
capacity to wage war. Consequently it is also inseparable from the correctness or incorrectness of
the subjective direction of war." (pp. 161-62)

I think that Mao's observations can be applied to assessing the political results of this whole gamut of latest Israeli
moves. ~ l t h o u g hcapitulationism has been embraced by the
PLO leadershio of all factions, and canitulationist and compromise currents and moods of demoralization will not be
absent, overall and probably overwhelmingly we will see the
crystallization of a "mood of absolute hostility."
Another question which deserves serious study is the
potential for establishing revolutionary base areas or "contested guerrilli~zones,"both inside and outside the Israeli-occupied zones. This latter possibility raises, in turn, the question of struggle against the Arab regimes. The rightist conception of "base areas," which views them only in terms of
deals struck with one or another local ruler (e.g., Jordan
before Black September) or as "state within a state" rather
than a staging ground for revolutionary war (to wit, the PLO
infrastructure in Lebanon before June 19821, must be opposed. In mobilizing the real allies and reserves of the Palestinians - most immediately, the revolutionary Arab people
- the contradiction within the Arab regimes must inevitably
become still sharper. Experience shows that the pro-U.S. and
pro-Soviet regimes of the region do not and will not "stand to
one side" while the Palestinians and the Israelis "settle their
differences";still less do they stand on the side of Palestinian
liberation. Instead, they collaborate with the U.S. and Israel
against the Palestinians at every. ODwortunitv
..
. ,iwhile sometimes seeking in a "friendly" guise, to forcefully bring the
Palestinian struggle under their control to serve their reactionary aims and state interests!.
But it does not seem correct to attempt to impose a series
of "first comes this and then comes that" staves
" on the strue"
gle, especially in what must be a period of struggle against a
long period of passivity, stasis, and the suppression of mass
initiative. While .oaving
. full attention to the limitations imposed by the current balance of forcesand the importance of
develo~mentsin the overall international situation, full .olav,
must be given to the initiative and the conscious dynamic
role of man. Mao Tsetung wrote in On Protracted War that,

The year and a half since the Battle of Beirut has
demonstrated no shortage of forces eager to exploit the opportunities for military action and initiative against the
Israelis, their imperialist patrons [i.e., the "multinational
peacekeeping force"), and various rightist militias and
governmental armies. These actions have, on theother hand,
often tended to either be directly in the service of Syrian
designs (and behind them, the Soviet Union) or else have
often (whatever the intentions of those involved) objectively
formed part of a struggle to position one's forces for what are
viewed as inevitable imperialist-sponsored negotiations on
the exact way in which Lebanon gets carved up. In such a
situation, revolutionaries must not only criticize erroneous
lines of past and present, but at the least sketch out what a
revolutionary military line might look like.
Of course, underlying the need for a revolutionary military strategy lies the need for a proletarian class leadership, a
proletarian revolutionary party, in the Palestinian struggle.
This is an element which has never existed in that struggle
.
.
and is fundamental to the success of any movement. Without
sucha oartv it is imnossible toconceive of victory in the first,
new-democratic, stage of the revolution, nor of laying the
basis for the further advance of the revolution to the socialist
stage. A party with an internationalist orientation and a proletarian ideological and political line is essential for steering
through the very complex shoals of developments in the
Middle East. Clearly, in these circumstances, a correct oolitical line is the fundamental basis for developing a correct
militarv line. There is no lack of trained, heroic fighters
and
even skilled commanders (though many have been trained
only in bourgeois methods of warfare).What is lacking is the
correct orientation to guide a revolutionary strategy.
In the present situation, i t is necessary to bring into being
an independent revolutionary Palestinian front. This front
will have as itsexplicit strategic goal the military overthrow
of the Zionist settler state, and its tactics - while varied will be dialectically linked to that end. Such a front will take
responsibility for organizing the armed struggle as a revoiutionary war of the masses, and will hoist a banner designed
to attract the broad number of revolutionaries in the Middle
East whoare rejecting the bankrupt and opportunist line that
seeks to expel one powerful slavemaster by selling oneself to
a rival overlord
We have already pointed to some of the opportunities
and some of the daneers
likelv to face such a front. But let us
"
suppose, for example, that such a force were to initiate an
armed campaign &the West Bankwith the immediateaimof
turning it into what Mao Tsetung called a "contested guerrilla
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"By conscious dynamic role we mean conscious action and effort.. . . The initiative here means an
army's freedom of action as distinguished from an
enforced loss of freedom. Freedom of action is the
very life of an army and, once it is lost, the army is
close to defeat or destruction. The disarming of a
soldier is the result of his losing freedom of action
through being forced into a passive position. The
same is true of the defeat of an army. For this reason

. .

zone." Let us say straight up: The political impact of coherent
and on-so in^ armedsuerriUa activity in these zones, even if initially ona fairly low level, would be enormous. The crucial thing
would be that such activity be clearlv marked noliticallv as
the expression of an independent popular revolutionary Palestinian front - and not that of some cats-paw in thralldom
to Syria (or some other power).
Exactly how such an armed struggle could then progress
from guerrilla warfare to higher forms of war, including
mobile warfare, and eventually go over to the strategic offensive is, of course, not predictable at this time. But it is likely
that the opportunities for such progression would be marked
by. great
- leapsand changes,
- and not beeradual, on account of
the various interconnected contradictions in the whole area
and its general explosiveness. The possibility of revolutionary base areas being developed also exists, even though
in the main up until now that notion has been linked with
various schemes for compromise and capitulation to "buy
space." In any case, the key link to grasp to prepare for all
such opportunities, twists and turns, would be initiating the
popular armed struggle under revolutionary leadership.
Such an initiative could seriously weaken the Israeli ability to act as gendarme for the U.S. regionally, particularly in
Lebanon but elsewhere too. It would of necessity raise the
question among the masses in the Middle East - who look
toward the struggle of the Palestinian people and support it
- of taking revolutionary action independent of either imperialist bloc. It would force the Arab governments to further
expose their hand vis-a-vis the Palestinian struggle - this
would be particularly true for Jordan with its 1.5 million Palsstinians, or Kuwait with its 300,000 - and perhaps set off
answering revolutionary upsurges in some of those countries. Additionally, while it would undoubtedly strengthen
the settler-state siege mentality within Israel, it would simultaneouslv exacerbate the tensions of an artificial social fabric
now stretched increasingly thin - that is, Israel itself would
further polarize.
Another scenario: none other than Henry Kissinger
recently suggested that either the U.S. must field forces in
Lebanon adequate to the task it has taken on (i.e.,installing a
new regime), or else clear out altogether. Should the U.S. ac:ually attempt to fully '"secure"Lebanon with a huge infusion
:)f U.S. troops and an aggressive military campaign beyond
:he environs of Beirut, and should a revolutionary popular
ront launch a people's war against it, a whole range of unxedictable developments and outcomes presents itself. In
;uch an event, the revolutionary forces should take the
stance of luring the imperialist force "in deep"and engaging it
in terms politically and militarily favorable to the revoluionaries. If the U.S. takes this course, they lay themselves
>pen to an indisputable fact: such aggression can meet very
ietermined resistance. How, on what basis, and under what
eadership this resistance is carried out may prove to hold
ateful implications for the prospects of revolution in the
fiddle East.
Were the U.S. to launch such an invasion, a people's war
igainst the U.S. as the main enemy - one which included

-

resistance to attempts to bring it under the thumb of Syrian
a n d ultimatelv Soviet! interests and was fought with a determination to oust the U.S. and not just win a bigger cut of the
pie at the partition table - would have galvaniceffects internationallv. This would doubtless be a difficult and tacticallv
delicate task, one which would call for a degree of unity (including military unity) with a shifting range of forces, including some being utilized by different imperialists; but
such a task (and such an achievement) is hardly unheard of
in the annals of revolutionary war. The Basic Principles document notes that at times
"it may be necessary and correct not only to direct
the spearhead of the struggle against that particular
power (or bloc) but even toally with or at least seek
to neutralize - 'put to the side' - certain domestic
reactionary forces who are dependent on and serve
other imperialists (in particular the rival imperialist
bloc). But in such cases it isall the more important to
expose the class nature and interests and imperialist
connections of such forces: to resolutely combat and
defeat their treachery in the struggle and particularly their attempts to suppress the masses; to insist
on and establish through struggle the leading role of
the proletariat and the independence and initiative
of its party; to continue the policy of refusing tojoin
with or srnnort anv im~erialist
Dower or bloc; and to
.
keep clearly in mind and lead the proletariat and
popular masses toward the goal of victory not only in
the immediate stage
" .for sub-stagel but in the antiimperialist democratic revolution as a whole, and
throueh that to the socialist revolution, in unitv with
the international proletariat and the worldwide
struggle." (Basic Principles, p. 43, para. 227)
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Flowing from these or similar hypothetical situations which are hardly far removed from reality, or utterly impracticable - one can envision not only further stresses and
cracks in Israeli power, but also the possibility of the revolutionary flames spreading to countries such as Jordan or Syria
(which only last year saw the government drown a struggle
in the city of Hama in blood, and which is far from as awesomely powerful and steady as it likes to make out), and beyond that reverberations and shockwaves with unimaginable importance on a world scale.
Again, however, all this hinges on a program of a genuinely revolutionary force launching a protracted people's
war against the Zionist state and the imperialist powerlsl
standing behind it (and even "opposed to it - vide the Soviet
Union). Such a program is bound to find adherents - indeed,
large numbers of potential adherents to such a program no
doubt already exist. Sooner or later, there must be a remobilization of the revolutionary forces under a clear revolutionary banner - and the sooner the better. Operations
should be conducted both in the cities and in the countryside. both in Lebanon and in the West Bank and Gaza, both
against Syria and against the U.S./NATO and Israeli forces.

Such a vigorous, revolutionary, and independent stance will
certainly attract support; such a strategy is far more
"realistic"and frankly far more appealing than the other programs people are confronted with: consigning the future of
the Palestinian people to King Hussein, for example, or to
Assad of Syria, or bargaining with U.S. or Soviet imperialism, or lobbying with "sympathetic"governments in Europe,
or relying on "Saudi influence." These and other such reactionary fantasies have been seriously exposed among broad
sections of masses, including the new generation of fighters
now ready to take uparms. Those whocondemn a strategy of
independent ievolutionary action and who sneer at the possibility that the masses might
rev. take to the field with guns
"
resenting their own historical interests may be surprised at
how quickly such "unfortunate"develonmentsmav materialize. he difficultiesand the obstacles, it is true, ar;manifold.
This letter does not claim to thoroughly address them all, nor
even to list them all. But the situation is not entirely composed of "difficulties."Toassume that is merely to turn every
difficulty into an excuse. In fact, the present situation is favorable despite the difficulties. The decisive question is not
whether there is opportunity to wage revolutionary war: it is
not whether there are forces willing to fight such a war or
capable of being won over to a revolutionary. program.
The
. ..
decisive question is leadership and initiative.
The banner of the independent revolutionarv Palestinian
front, the banner of the popular revolutionary war, must be
raised: those who would rally tosuch a flag cannot do so until
it is held aloft

'..*.
Doubtless many will object to all this as idealism;
reliance on Arab governments (and beyond that their imperialist patrons! is a road with a powerful obiective basis, and
such a trend cannot expect to take the movement by storm.
On the other band the entirecourse of the Palestinian movement since 1967 makes clear the urgent necessity for such a
trend to take the field and the objective basis for significant
growth and impact. A review - necessarily brief - of thedevelopment of the military line and practice of the Palestinian
revolution brings this out in sharp relief.
During the period following the 1967 war, when King
Hussein was too weak to attempt to drive the Palestinians
from lordan, there was sham strueele within the fedaveen
movement on whether to push ahead with a revolutionary
struggle against Hussein. Fatah, led by Arafat, claimed that,
in a certain sense, the problem of a Palestinian "liberated
zone" or base area was solved because Hussein "allowed the
guerrillas to operate in Jordan; therefore the correct strategy
was tocement the situation that alreadv existed bv a oolicv' of
cordial relations with Hussein. Fatah argued that it was
impermissible to risk what was already in hand - Hussein's
permission to operate in Jordan - by undertaking the
broader enterprise of overthrowing Hussein.
In 1967-69, however, Hussein was only "allowing" the
guerrillas tooperate in Jordan because he was too weak to do

-"
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otherwise. He could, however, plan to crush the guerrilla
movement in lordan at the first ov~ortunitv.
So, though ob..
viously a concerted attempt to establish a revolutionary proPalestinian reeime
in Tordan durine a neriod when Hussein
"
was at his weakest would have incurred great risks, would
not have been a "sure thing,"and might q;ite probably have
provoked Israeli and U.S. intervention - the actual strategy
-.
employed, that of passivity, indecision, andattemptsat8'comtrtsiniic tinil c'oitprriition with Hussein yielded tht' resuli
nf Black Seiitt n1hi.r a brutal ,li'fcat lor the PaIi.-;tiiii;in .iiusi:
which had a wide and demoralizing impact throughout the
Middle East and the world. Moreover, this result wasprediclable, not at all an unforeseeable"bolt from the blue." (Indeed,
Hussein had hunted down and killed a number of fedayeen
even before the 1967 war, and Black September itself was
preceded by a long series of military clashes.)
Viewed from the standpoint of principle, the problem of
whether Jordanian soil could be a secure "base area" for the
fight
Israel - which is what the fedaveen in lordan
- against
claimed as their right - could really only be "solved by the
overthrow of Hussein (even then of course. "solved" should
only be understood conditionally and in a relative sense). If
Hussein had been overthrown in 1970, not only the Palestinians but the whole world would have been faced with a
whole host of new "problems." The United States, even
though bogged down in Vietnam at that time, might very
well have sent in troops, or Israel might have invaded Jordan
to intercede on Hussein's behalf. (Syria and Iraq were at that
time both strongly anti-Hussein, and Syria in particular was
calling for Hussein's overthrow; thus the possibility did exist,
despite the unreliability of the ~a'athistregimes, that a
revolutionarv' reeime
in Iordan could have forged
"
" temnorarv
alliances with some militarily significant neighbors.) Other
Arab regimes would have been in a state ofshock; though
Arab intervention against
the new reeime
would certainlv
"
"
have been possible, it is quite
possible also that a revolution
.
.
n Jordan might have triggered a tremendous mass upsurge
n manv' daces. Whether the revolution would have been
able to ultimately "consolidate" [in the conditional sense that
3ne should understand the concept of "consolidation" of a
revolutionary base area, which can really only ultimately
continue through the opposite of consolidation - that is, to
strike out and conquer new territory for the revolution) or
not, this would have been a tremendous achievement. We
don't know what "would have happened," and all we can
analyze directlv is what did hamen. Thoueh after a certain
aoint historical speculation might become counterproducive, it is important also to open one's mind to the fact that
here were many possible outcomes; there was nothing "inwitable" about the triumph of Hussein in 1970-71, and the
^ecord shows Hussein himself was well aware of his
~ulnerability.
But by 1974, official PLO policy (represented by Arafat's
speech to the UN) had gone from an erroneous - though in
nany respects still revolutionary - line, to a consolidated
xientation of subordinating the armed struggle to deals and
iiplomatic maneuvering with one or another imperialist.

-.
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The "military solution,"the armed overthrow of the Zionist
state and theliberation of Palestine by force of arms, was put
forth asan unrealizable dream, at least for the foreseeable future; the Palestinian strategy
.. should aim at securing
- a territorial compromise - such as, for example, the withdrawal of
Israeli occupation forces from the West Bank and the establishment of a Palestinian "mini-state"there - in return for
PLO recognition of Israel and a comprehensive peace treaty.
While numerous factors fed into this shift - the reactionary Arab regimes regained their equilibrium, buttressed
by the US.; the bloody defeat and expulsion of the fedayeen
bv Kine Hussein in 1970-71had a demoralizine effect on the
movement; the Arab regimes were willing to reward, politically and financially, a "moderate" Palestinian quest for a
negotiated solution while simultaneously refusing to tolerate
people's war against Israel from their soil; and difficulties
arose in waging armed struggle in the occupied territories the overriding dynamic at work was the overall shift in the

.
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the Palestinian movement in confronting that shift.
Bob Avakian described in an interview on the " '60s-'70s
shift" the world context in which these changes were taking
place, and which to a large extent determined their direction:
"On a world scale things were changing. U.S. iinperi.
alism was suffering defeat in vieinam and had a
need to trv to extricate itself from that situation. Yes,
the U.S. tried to win, but when it became clear that

.
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ists tried to extricate themselves, pull back, maneuver and regroup on a world scale the best they could,
All that gave openings to the Soviets.. . .
"Under these circumstances a lot of these pettybourgeois forces and even the bourgeois forces who
had the initiative and had a leadership role in many
of these struggles tended to gravitate toward the
Soviet Union because the Soviet Union offers a
seeming short-cut to winning the struggle against
U.S. imperialism - which isgenuinely powerful. It's
not easy to wage a struggle against U.S.
imperialism.. . . It's not without tremendous sacrifice, and the Soviets offer a way that seems easier to
do that. And not only were some of these petty-bourgeois and bourgeois forces drawn towards that, but
also, they're not a monolith either. There are different forces among.them, and those who tended
more to gravitate toward that illusory but seemingly
easier course tended to be strengthened,"
IRevolu"
nonary Worker, No. 149, April 2, 1982, p, 18.1
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All this set the context for turning the relationship between the armed struggle and the struggle for power upside
down by the early '70s. Of course, it is well known that the
PLO has never "laid down the gun"; indeed, since the
strategy of political compromise has dominated, PLO armed

forces steadily grew in both size and sophistication up until
the rune 1982 war in Lebanon. But the role of armed action in
PLO strategy was reduced to a subsidiary role, actually an
"irritant" designed to constantly remind the Zionists and
their imperialist backers that "the Palestinian question will
not go away" and that "a negotiated solution is unavoidable."
The Fatah policy of "limited confrontation" with Israel entailed the mounting of occasional commando operations and
the shelling of the border zones in order to "keep the psychological
- .pressure up" inside Israel. At the same time, not only
was no effort made to organize a genuine guerrilla war
among the Arab population of the occupied territories, but
the opposite course was adopted: the population was encouraged to pursue the electoral path in support of a compromise that would eventually lead to "home rule" on the
West Bank. While there may well have been a place for electoral forms of struggle on the West Bank in the political conditionsof the 1970s - at the very least, such formsof struggle
cannot be mechanically ruled out - the envisioned end for
which the tactics of electing Palestinian mayors and town
councils were employed was, quite explicitly, peaceful compromise. For this reason, all that ran counter to this road was
generally excluded from consideration - and certainly from
systematic implementation.
The content of the various spectacular commando operations on an international scale that proliferated during the
first half of the 1970s, stripped
.. down, amounted to an attempt to "pressure world opinion" to "come to its sensesr'and
'suooort Palestinian riehts."Indeed,
imolied bv the moreand
"
more wide-ranging and tenuous nature of these commando
operations, whatever their impact on "public opinion,"was a
dismissal of the need or possibility of actually waging a serious war - the view that the role of the armed struggle was
really to "set the table" for negotiations with imperialists,
rather than the essential means to power itself.
Meanwhile the PLO embarked on a campaign of regularzation in the armed forces durine the mid-70s. oushed for.
ward principally by the Soviets. Yezid Sayieh,
. . in a recent
]ourn$ of ~alestini&Studies article summing up the performance of the Palestinian military, wrote that:

..

"Israeli Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan expressed his
satisfaction that the PLO was 'going regular,' since
that gave Israel a better chance to isolate and destroy
it. The Palestinian forces had lost the guerrilla's advantages
- of mobility, flexibility, and relative invisibility, without gaining the advantages of a regular
armv. The PLO found itself fiehtine
"
" with medium
and heavy weapons, mounted on or towed by assorted vehicles, without the necessary levels of firepower, defense, training, organization, and management required by regular units when fighting a technologically and numerically superior enemy." (Vol.
XII, No. 4, p. 81
[Sayigh later remarks that "political and diplomatic objectives were more influential in this matter [i.e., the

regularization of the army - ed.1 than purely military considerations,")
Whereas in 1970, Vietnam was being pointed to within
the Palestinian Resistance Movement as an example of "peot
ple's war," by 1975 George Habash of the ~ o ~ u l ~a rr o n for
the Liberation of Palestine IPFLPI was citinx the kev lesson
of Vietnam as"Soviet armsand Soviet support are the road to
victory."
And yet in practice, "Soviet support" has been thrown
foursquare behind the line of a so-called "territorial compromise." The Soviets, who, during the rise of the fedayeen
movement, fulminated repeatedly. against
the line of waging
"
revolutionary armed struggle against Israel, and who only in
the mid-'70s reluctantlv endorsed the Palestinians' formal
right to self-determination, fit their Middle East strategy into
the context of their imperialist rivalry with the ~ n i t e d y t a t e s .
Their priority is to bolster Soviet influence and to dislodee
American influence in the region in numerous ways. While
influencing and "supporting" the moderate leadership of the
PLO isconsonant with thisaim, theoverthrow of Israel is not
only considered unrealizable, but counterproductive to the
Soviets' main thrust and strategy in the region, a policy of
influence-peddling in the Arab states based on a state of "no
warlno peace." At the same time, the key Soviet programmatic goal for the Middle East throughout the '70s was the
convening.of a Geneva conference dominated by the U.S.
and the Soviets, where the outstanding questions vexing the
region including" the most troublesome one of all. the Palestinian question, would be settled with due regard to Soviet
interests and Soviet opinions.
As distant as such a "Geneva conference" may have
seemed then, and might still seem now, the underlying logic
of such a scheme depends on Soviet military, political, and
diplomatic gains in the region at the expense of the United
states which might force the U.S. to accede in calling such a
conference. Thus understood, the concent of a "Geneva
conference"is not just a pious abstraction, but a reflection of
how the Soviets view political dynamics in the Middle East
- as an expression of the balance of forces prevailing between them and the United States regionally, but, more
importantly, globally. At different times, the exigencies of
Soviet policy might even call for a more "rnilitant"lineon the
Palestinian question. (For that matter, it has always, while
diplomatically and politically giving support to the dominant
Fatah faction headed by Arafat, also encouraged pseudoleftist factions and terrorist grouplets within the PLO as
well.) But any Palestinian leadership which pins itself like a
tail to the Kremlin donkey isn't looking for liberation, but for
a piece of the action in a postwar Soviet imperium.
The so-called "Rejectionist" view, which purports to reject any settlement with Israel and to adhere to the line of
"Revolution Until Victory," actually represents another
variant of the same basic approach to the question of the
seizure of power by armed force. The Rejection Front includes the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a
pro-Soviet grouping under the leadership of Dr. George
Hahash; the Ba'athist regimes of Syria and Iraq, which in
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many ways typify the essential outlook of Rejectionism; and
a few other regimes with close ties to the Soviets, including
South Yemen and Libya. Dr. Habash has often stated the
seemingly "left" slogan that "the road to the liberation of
Palestine lies through
" the Arab canitals."This line has served
as political justification for "postponing" the actual initiation
of a systematic popular armed struggle against Israel, arguing that an essential precondition for the success of that
struggle is that the Palestinians unite with their Arab
brethren to overthrow the regimes that pose an obstacle to
the advance of the cause. Hahash even alternated to use this
argument as a screen for his support of the evacuation of
Beirut, claiming that it would put the revolution in a "better"
position since the dispersed fedayeen would be closer to the
Arab capitals where the struggle had to be waged. The need
for revolution in the Arab countries is, in fact, a strategic
question facing the Palestinian liberation struggle, but to
pose this as precondition to waging people's war in earnest
against the main enemy - Israel - is an arbitrary fallacy.
Furthermore, the PFLP does not actually strive to create
revolution against the Arab regimes either. It maintains very
cordial relations indeed with the reactionary Ba'athist
regimes, receiving substantial subsidies from Iraq; indeed,
their conception of "revolution in the Arah world"appears to
envision a series of pro-Soviet coups.
Before 1967, Habash wasa firm proponent of the Nasserist view that only the mobilization of the coordinated conventional armies of the Arab states in war against Israel
could free Palestine. In the mid-'60s, Habash, then leader of
the Arah Nationalist Movement the forerunner of the PFLP.
polemicized virulently against the pointlessness of fedayeen
tactics; the ANM "saw in Nasser the instrument of Arab
unity and the liberation of Palestine through a conventional
war he would fight in his own good time." The essential
standpoint of this trend has not changed; but in the conditions of today's world situation. this outlook interpenetrates
with the polarization of the Arab bourgeoisies in the two
superpower-led in~perialistblocs Int"rca->iny!ythe hives for
!hi.- liberation of I'alesiini.' art.*bfinj-.
ninnr-d on a pro-Soviet
Arab coalition and the defeat of Israel as a concomitant of a
Soviet-bloc victory in the Middle East theater in World War
3. This program is more and more clearly defined in PFLP
theory and practice, despite the extensive slinging around of
such terms as "Revolution Till Victory," "People's War,"
"Marxist-Leninist vanguard," etc.
The decisive juncture of the Lebanese civil war is a
prime example of both the bankruptcy of PLO political and
military line, and the real opportunities which that line
smothered. When in mid-March of 1976 the reactionary
Lebanese Army disintegrated and the PLO-LNF forces were
shelling the residential Palace, with the Maronite proWestern oouulation
in exodus. Svria stenaed in to insist on a
..
unilateral ceasefire. On April 16, Arafat and Syrian President
Assad agreed to take a unitt'd stand against any resumption
~f the iit'htini' thr I NF t u * ~was reluciantlv brought inti,
ine. After the momentum of the offensivewas broken - and
not before - the Syrian Army entered Lebanon in force, in
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cooperation with the Phalange, and wheeled around to massacre the Palestinian-LNF forces.
Of course there are no guarantees of any kind. It might
he pointed out that even if Syria had not intervened, Israel
surely would have. Perhaps so. But if that had been the case,
then far better to take on the Israelis under conditions where
they are forced in at a time not of their choosing: when the
phalange and Israel's other allies within ~ e b a n o nhave
alreadv been defeated: when the massesare voliticallv mobilized, armed, and flushed with victory - far better to wage

firesat hisconvenience. Yet it isjust this sort ofpassivity that
was elevated to a principle by the PLO, and continued to
manifest itself - rather starkly it must be said - right up until the June 1982 invasion and even beyond.
There is, of course, no principle that must be obeyed
which calls upon revolutionary movements to take on all
enemies at one time. But this business of whether one takes
on one's enemies"al1 at once"or "one by one"is more complicated than it might appear. In the first place, one's enemies
have something to say about it - what if they decide to gang
up, disregarding the "princip1es"of their revolutionary opponent? Much of the problem concerns timing: who decides
when the battle will commence - the revolution, or its
enemies?
It isone thing todeal with those contradictions, hut quite
another to sum up: "Israel is militarily too powerful, there's
no way to gain a military victory in the foreseeable future,
what we have to do is seek a political settlement, a compromise; this means curtailing guerrilla operations, hecoming 'respectable' and 'responsible,' showing willingness to
abide by international agreements, emphasizing the diplomatic struggle, appealing to 'reasonable'forces in the West on
h e basis of their own interests, etc."
So who is such a strategy intended to impress? Such a
strategy "voluntarily" ties one to a certain set of "realistic"
assumptions; the game will be played essentially by the rules
af those who "have the power" to "meet the movement's just
demands." So it was the PLO that scrupulously adhered to
the U.S.-orchestrated ceasefire in Lebanon; the 25,000-man
military force in the south was forbidden to launch a single
-ocket into Israel for months, while PLO divlomats lobbied
luriously.
Then. after an exouisite oeriod of "choosina" the exact
right moment had gone on for months, with several Israeli
mobilizations called andthen cancelled, it was the United
States that unleashed Israel. The one thing the PLO had
started out, in the early 70s, deciding i t could not afford to
undertake - a military confrontation with Israel - is exactly
what it got: hut the confrontation was carried out on terms
mpossible for the PLO and extremely favorable for U.S. imoerialism and Zionism. So where, after all, is the "realism,"
h e "hard-headed .
pragmatism,"
the "results-oriented aparoach here?
The 15 vears between the Battle of Karameh and the Bat.Ie of Bebi't have provided a wealth of experience; this ex-

perience must be critically summed up. The world situation
has changed in critical and strategic ways between 1968 and
1983; the significance of these changes, and the new
challenges and opportunities inherent in the present and
developing situation, must he comprehended and gone into
deeply. Views which see only the temporary setbacks suffered by the revolutionary and popular struggles, and which
fail to see the fundamental ways in which imperialism continues to weaken and to expose itself to retribution, are
wrong and must be repudiated. In the drive <of the two imperialist blocs to prepare for world war, they are placing incredible strains on the entire fragile
structure of o~oression.
"
exploitation, and enslavement that is held in place by Israel
on the one hand, and the reactionary Arab regimes lining up
with one or the other imperialist giant
- on the other. Contention between the imperialists exacerbates all the other acute
contradictions alreadv manifest in the rezinn.
Millions of
"
people have been dragged into the vortex. Each attempt by
the imperialists to consolidate their hegemony over a particular area, or to decisively weaken the opposing camp in its
eminent domain," further undermines the whole foundation
of imperialist rule. Having soberly assessed thedifficulties, i t
is still quite appropriate to observe that the prospects for
revolution are excellent. "The seizure of power by armed
force, the settlement of the issue by war, is the central task
and the highest form of revolution. This Marxist-Leninist
principle of revolution holds good universally, for China and
for all other countries."
The revolutionary struggle of the Palestinian people, at
the center of this great churning vortex, may yet play a n
historic role that will vastly influence the whole world "for
.~.
decades to come."
-,

..

Postscript
The above letter was received before the Svrian-insuired and
supported offensive against the Arafat-led faction o f the PLO in
northern Lebanon. Whatever the announced intentions o f the
forces conductins, this offensive, 11 is lung since obvious that
they've become little more than a military and political detachment for Syrian interests and designs in the area - designs which
basically amount to subsuming a d subordinating both the
Palestinian movement and Lebanon itself in a bid in rival Israel
as a regional power. The treacherous hand of the Soviets is evident as well in this undertaking.
Ironically, some o f the leaders involved in this faction apparently fought Syria in 1975-76. Now their pragmatism and
search for a great-power patron leads them into the arms o f their
erstwhile foe, and puts before the Palestinian people .still another
deadend. Above all this recent episode points up the need, as the
letter stresses, not only for a revolutionary military strategy but
beyond that (and as a fundamental prerequisite to it) for a genuine proletarian reuolutiunary party, guided by MarxismLeninism, Mao Tsetung Thought. A s the letter emphasizes - and
as recent events point up even more clearly - "A correct political
line is the fundamental basis for developing a correct military
line. There is no lack o f trained, heroic h h t e r s und even skilled
commanders (though many have been trained only in bourgeois
methods of warfare!. What is lackin# is the correct orientation to
guide a revolutionary strategy." - ed.
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